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ABSTRACT

A central and challenging problem in contemporary biology is how to

accurately reconstruct evolutionary trees from DNA sequence data.

This thesis addresses three themes from this endeavour -- comparison,

consistency and confidence intervals -- by analysing distributions arising

from phylogenetic trees.

Toward the first theme, the distribution of the symmetric difference

metric on pairs of binary and phylogenetic trees is studied, and a number

of new results obtained. These theorems, as well as a result on another

tree metric answer previous conjectures in this area. Also under the

theme of comparison, we analyse distributions on bicoloured trees arising

from the principle of parsimony. A streamlined proof is given of an

elegant theorem which allows an efficient comparison of how much better

a maximum parsimony tree fits given data than a randomly-chosen tree. A

dual distribution, where the tree is fixed and the data varies is also

analysed, answering a recent unsolved problem.

We then consider the theoretical accuracy of tree-building methods,

concentrating on the statistical property of consistency. Under a simple

stochastic model on bicoloured trees, conditions for the consistency of

frequently-used methods based on parsimony and compatibility are

examined. It is shown that even in "best possible" conditions both

methods can be inconsistent, though a strong sufficient condition for

compatibility is given. The analysis is extended for a molecular clock.

Finally, procedures are described for placing confidence intervals around

phylogenies, and limitations on the sort of confidence intervals possible

are given. Ways to efficiently implement these procedures are then

considered -- in particular, approximate methods, applications to sets of

taxa of size four, and simplifications under a molecular clock.



The rate that sequence data must grow as a function of the number of taxa

for confidence intervals to converge to a single tree is also considered.

The arguments in this thesis are primarily combinatorial and stochastic.

In the hope that their implications will also interest biologists, some

space has been given to motivating and explaining the biological relevance

of the results presented.
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"There is one unique, true hierarchical nesting pattern in nature, waiting
to be discovered. All that we have to do is develop methods for
discovering it," Richard Dawkins.

The last two decades have witnessed a 'flourishing of methods aimed at
constructing phylogenetic trees from genetic data. Yet despite the
extensive use of these procedures relatively little attention has been
paid to determining their accuracy. Consequently, disputes on how best
to reconstruct evolutionary trees have arisen (see for example Diamond
[1988]) and different data or different methods often give differing
trees, as the introduction of Felsenstein [1987], concerning the
Pan-Homo-Gorilla clade, makes clear. It is thus desirable to determine
how these methods perform under simple models which describe how
variations in the underlying genetic data arise on the evolutionary tree
linking the taxa in question.

This thesis considers these problems from a combinatorial and
stochastic viewpoint. Section one enumerates various classes and
properties of phylogenetic trees, and presents a solution of an open
problem by Day [1986]. This is followed by a streamlined proof of an
important new theorem from Carter et al. [1988], which is applied in
section five.

Section two examines the question of how similar one would expect
"randomly-chosen" trees to be, so as to better understand the
significance of disparities in tree reconstruction, mentioned above.
This continues work in Hendy, Little and Penny [1984], and Day [1983]
and settles two conjectures raised in the former paper, as well as
providing a deeper understanding of the metric used in that paper.

We then examine from a combinatorial viewpoint three issues related to
tree building: section three considers how the structure of subtrees
constrains the structure of the parent tree(s); section four quantifies
the loss of information in working with dissimllarity data rather than
sequence data, and section five examines combinat,orial aspects of
parsimony, which is the principle behind the most widely-used tree
building method. In this section we give an efficient method for
measuring how much better the maximum parsimony tree fits data than
a "randomly-chosen" tree. A useful invariance result is also derived and
answers a dual question of how many edge changes are required to fit
"random" data to a tree.



These and other results are applied in sections six, seven and eight to
address the question of the theoretical accuracy of tree-building
methods under a simple model proposed in 1978 by James Cavender.
This model and its immediate consequences are outlined in section six.
In section seven, the statistical consistency of various classes of
tree-building methods is examined. Particular attention is paid to
parsimony and a closely related method, compatibility, and new
necessary and sufficient conditions for consistency are obtained.
In section eight the question of how to find confidence intervals around
trees is investigated. This question has received relatively little
attention as suggested in the recent and comprehensive review of
tree-building methods by Felsenstein [1988]. Finally the rate of
convergence (to a single tree) of these confidence intervals is examined
and a positive result obtained.

For the first half of this thesis, the arguments are mostly
combinatorial, relying on generating functions and tree decompositions,
combined with two technical results for which the reader is referred to
Goulden and Jackson [1983]--the principle of inclusion and exclusion
(for generating functions), and the Lagrange inversion formulae. Where
exact solutions appear intractable or difficult, asymptotic methods have
been used. From section six, probability-based arguments are exploited,
particularly properties of the multinomial distribution.

Acknowledgement:
I would like to thank Mike Hendy and David Penny for their valuable
suggestions and guidance in the preparation of this thesis. I also wish
to thank the following for their helpful comments:
Michael Carter, Joe Felsenstein, Ron Graham, Charles H. Little, Terry
Moore and Ingrid Rinsma.
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~@tll~ij@n:

[xn]f(x) denotes the coefficient of xn in f(x). Similarly for

[Xln1 ...xknk]f(Xl,...•xk)·

f'(x) denotes the (formal) derivative of f(x).

fen) = O(g(n)) means fen) / g(n) is bounded as n->oo,.

fen) "v g(n) means I imn_>oo fen) / g(n) = 1.

::::: means approximately equal to.

For a set X, [X]k is the set of subsets of X of size k.

[n]k = [{l, ...,n}]k' [n]+ is the set of even subsets of {l .... ,n} (including 4».

nCk denotes the binomial coefficient nl/kl(n_k)!

x. X, ... denotes vectors: j = [l,l,oo.,llt.

J denotes a square matrix with all entries +1.

x.y is the inner product of x and y

x>y (resp. x~y) means Xi>Yj (resp. xi~Yi) for all i.

xY = TTixjYi, IIx-YII is the Euclidean distance between x and y.

Ak, (A+)k. Nk denotes respectively k-tuples of reals, positive reals and

nonnegative integers (when k=l the superscript is suppressed).

peA) denotes the probability of event A.

E[X]. Var[X] denote the expectation and variance of random variable X.

(0<10<2)(0<3""'O<k-2)(O<k-l'O<k) denotes a binary caterpillar tree, J k

endpoint labelled as shown in fig. 0.1.
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"We have for twenty species more than a gram molecular weight of

evolutionary trees," Walter Fitch.

1.1 Introduction

A central problem involved in constructing phylogenies is the rate of
growth in the number of potential candidates as a function of the number
of taxa. We begin therefore by defining and enumerating the types of
trees suitable for phylogenetic analysis. The asymptotic distribution of
certain properties of these classes is then derived, solving an open
problem posed by Day [1986] and providing results which are used in
section two. The enumeration and properties of forests of phylogenetic
trees is also considered and compared with classical results. We then
consider the enumeration of binary trees according to the number of edge
changes required to fit a colouring to the endpoints. The results in
section one rely on tree decompositions, and in some cases, the Lagrange
inversion formula.

Troos

1.2 Definitions

A tree is an acyclic simple connected graph. Let L be a set of n~2 labels.

A phylogenetic tree on L , is a tree with n vertices of degree one, called

pendant vertices, each labelled with a distinct element from L, and with

the remaining (internal) vertices of degree at least three, and unlabelled.

For such a tree, the n edges incident with a pendant vertex are called

pendant edges, and the remaining edges are internal. We let E(T) (resp.

IE(T), IV(T)) denote the set of edges (resp. internal edges, internal

vertices) of T. Two phylogenetic trees on L are considered equivalent if

there is a graph isomorphism between them which preserves the

labelling on the pendant vertices.
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More generally, if two phylogenetic trees are graph isomorphic with

their labellings supressed, we say they are topologically equivalent.

Let PT(L,f) denote the set of phylogenetic trees with f internal edges on

label set L. Let PT(L) = u{PT(L,f); O~f~n-3}, and BPT(L)= PT(L,n-3), the

set of binary phylogenetic trees, for which each internal vertex has

degree three. For L = {1 •...•n} denote these sets PT(n,f), PT(n) and BPT(n)

respectively. The following result is from Felsenstein [1978 (1). p.29J.

1.3 Lemma

The size of PT(n.f) is determined recursively as follows:

IPT(n,f)1 = (n+f-2)IPT(n-1.f-1)1 + (f+1)IPT(n-1 ,f)I; n~4.

IPT(3.0)1 = 1, IPT(3,f)1 = o. bO.

For n~3, lemma 1.3 gives

IBPT(n)1 = (2n-5)!! = 1.3.5... (2n-5) = (2n-4) !/(n-2) !2n-2

For convenience, we let b(n) = IBPT(n)1 and p(n) = IPT(n)l.

1.4 Corollary

Let PT+(n) (resp. PT(n)) denote the set of trees in PT(n) with an even

(resp. odd) number of internal edges. Then

IPT+(n)I-IPT(n)l = (_1)n+1 (n-2)! n~3.

fr.Q.Q!: Let p(n,x) ::: 2:f~O IPT(n,n Ixf , B~ lemma 1.3,

p(n,x) ::: ((n-l)x+l)p(n-l,x) + (x 2+x)d/dXp(n-l,x), 'Putting

x ::: -1 gives p(n,-l) ::: (2-n)p(n-1,-J), which together with p(3,-1) ::: 1,

givesl PT+(n) I-I PT-(n) I ::: p(n,-I)::: (_J)n+l(n-2)! §

6



A central theorem in the enumeration of labelled trees is the following

result:

1,5 Theorem Moon [1970]

The number of trees on n labelled vertices of degrees d(1 ), ... ,d(n) is

n-2Cd(1 )-1 ,... ,d(n)-1' if Ljd(i) = 2n-2, and aotherwise. §

This theorem gives the following alternative description of IPT(n,f)1 as a

sum of f+1 terms, each involving Stirling numbers of the second kind.

(Aigner [1979] gives a table of the Stirling numbers S(m,r) for m,r~8).

1,6 Theorem

IPT(n,'f)1 = Lo~s~t'n+f-1 )Cs.(-1 )sS(n+f-1-s,f+1-s).

(For example. IPT(6.2) I = 7(05(7.3)-7(15(6,2)+7(25(5,1) = 105).

fr.QQ!: Any TEPT(n,n has n+f+] vertices, n of which are labelled and of

degree 1and f +1of which are unl abe 11 ed and of degree d1.···,d f +1~ 3.

Now only the trivial automorphism leaves every endpoint of a tree fixed

(Harary and Mowshow itz [1975]). Thus if we regard trlis second set of

vertices as labelled, apply theorem 1.5 and then "unlabel" these internal

vertices we obtain:

SUbstitutions xCi) = d j-l for i=1 .... ,f+1.

7



Thus, by the principle o( inclusion and exclusion we have:

IPT(n,f) I = [(f+1)lrlxLs(-1)s. (+l csx

L{x=(x(1)~... ,x ( ( +1-s) )~ j, x. j=n+( - 1-s}(n+( -1 ) !/ x(1) !...x( ( +1-s)! (* )

Now (or positive integers m,k the summation

L{x=(X(lt....X(k))~j, x.j= m}m!/x(l)!. ..x(k)1 is the number o( ways o( placing m

labelled objects into k labelled sets, so that each set contains at least

one element. But S(n,k) is the number o( ways o( partitioning n objects

into k non-empty sets so that

kIS(n,k) = ~{x=(x( It..,x(k))~ j, x.J= m}m!/x(l) L.. x(k)! as in Anderson [1974,

p.581. Thus the summation term in (*) is

(n+( -1) l(f+1-s) !S(n+( -1-s,(+1-s)/
(n+( -1-s)!

SUbstituting this into (*) gives the result. §

Frequently in following constructions, the labelling of trees is

unimportant. Thus it is useful to let pt(n), pt(n,f) and bpt(n) denote a set

of distinct representatives for the topological classes of PT(n), PT(n.f)

and BPT(n) respectively. To enumerate bpt(n) we use the following:

1.7 Lemma

Let K(n) be the set of unlabelled trees with n vertices of degree ~3. Then

for n~4, there is a bijection from bpt(n) to K(n-2).

frQ.Q!: For TEbpt(n), let l' be the unlabelled tr'ee obtained (rom T by

deleting all its pendant vertices and pendant edges (1' is the derived tree

o( T in Hendy, Little and Penny [1984]). Since T has n-2 internal vertices,

we have 1'EK(n-2), and the process is clearly invertible. §

8



1.8 Corollary Ibpt(n)1 ... ben/n s/2 , where b~O.03301, e~2.4832535.

fr.QQ.f: The asymptotic value for IK(n) I is derived by Otter

[1948. p.597-5981 as (.B3e-gh/4!rr)en/nsh. with values for e, (written

as 0< -1 by Otter). and.B given. Harding [19711 corrects an error in Otter's

calculations to show .B~4.4220432. The result now follows by the

previous lemma. §

1.9 DefInition

For L'={1, ... ,n}u{oo}, let RPT(n) be the set of rooted phylogenetic trees on

n pendant vertices, defined as follows. By convention RPT(1) is the tree

consisting of a distinguished vertex (called a root) connected to a

labelled pendant vertex. For n~2, RPT(n) is the set of trees obtained by

distinguishing an internal vertex of TEPT(n) or adding a distinguished

vertex to the midpoint of an edge of T. Define the set of rooted binary

trees on n pendant vertices, denoted RBT(n), analogously.

It is easily shown that IRPT(n)1 = p(n+1). Thus to count PT(n) it suffices

to count RPT(n), for which the appropriate tool is the exponential

generating function. Let x mark the number of non-root pendant vertices,

and R(x) denote the exponential generating function for RPT(n). A

standard tree decomposition gives the following result.

1.10 ProposItIon Foulds and Robinson [1984]

2R(x) = exp(R(x)) - 1 + x.

Asymptotically we have the following result, where p = 2In(2)-1.

9



1.11 Lemma

(a): p(n)/nl"" P1-nn-S/2..J(P/41t)

(b): p(nr1(Lf~ofIPT(nJf)1) - np-1(1-ln(2)) = 0(1)

(c): p(nr1(Lf~Of(f-1 )1 PT(n.f)l) - n2p-2(1-ln(2))2 =O(n).

f.rQ.Q.t: These results follow from closely related results in Foulds and

Robinson [1984], the only modification required being that the first and

second moments corresponding to (b) and (c) are evaluated in that paper

with respect to the total number of vertices, v, rather than the number of

internal edges. f, requiring the substitutions: f =v - (n+1) and

f((-I) = v(v-I) - 2(n+l)v + n2+3n+2. §

We now answer a question raised by Day [1986]. Given TEPT(n) and a

subset A = {j.j.k.l} of distinct elements of {1 .....n}. we say A is resolved

by T if the vertices can be paired such that the path between the first

pair is vertex disjoint from the path between the other pair. Establishing

the proportion 7;(n) of unresolved quartets for a randomly-chosen tree in

PT(n) is of interest to taxonomists because of other results in Day's

paper. That paper reduces the evaluation of the averages of various

measures of similarity between randomly-chosen phylogenetic trees to

the evaluation of 7;(n). For example. proposition 1 (1) of Day's paper

states that the expected proportion of resolved quartets on which two

trees in PT(n) do not conflict is 2(1-7;(n))2/3• while for binary trees the

expected proportion is simply 2/3, The next theorem shows that these

two values are asymptotically equal. refuting a suggestion in Day [1986]

that 1-7; (n) might converge "to a value close to, but distinct from. one."

1 0



1.12 Lemma

For power series f(x),

(1): [xk]f'(x)f"(x) = O.5(k+1)[xk+1](f'(x))2, where' denotes differentiation

with respect to x.

(2): if [xn]f(x) .... fop-nn-O.5, then [xn]f(x)2 .... fo
21tp-n.

fr.QQ!: (1): Let g(x) = ?:jajx i = (f'(X))2. Then since

g'(x) = (f'(x)2)' = 2f'(x)f"(x) we have (xklf'(x)fl/(x) =O.5[xklg'(x).

But g'(x) =?:j iajx i- 1so that [xkjg'(x) = (k+l)(xk+11g(x), as required.

anal~tical argument shows that as~mptoticall~ this expression is:

f o2p-n?:1:5:i<n j-O.5 (n-i)-O.5 = f o2 p-n n- 1?':1:5:i<n 11 !((i/n)(l-i/n)) '"

2 -nf dx 2 -n R
fop 1/n:5:x<1-1/n 1!(x(l-x)) '" fop IT. 21

1.13 Theorem

Let r(n) denote the expected proportion of unresolved 4-trees in a tree

randomly chosen from PT(n).

(Thus r(5) = 25/5X26 = 0.1923, r(6) = 570/15X236 = 0.1610, as in table

4 of Day [1986]). Then with R(x) and p as above:

(a): r(n) = (2p(n))-1 (n-3)![xn-3](R'(x))2

(b): r(n) .... -v(P1t/4n).

1 1



fr.Q.Q1: (a): Let [n14 be the set of all subsets of {l, ... ,n} of size 4,

calledquartets, and let [[ n141k be the set of all subsets of [n14 of size k.

For 0c[[n] 41k let U(O) denote the number of TEPT(n). such that T is

unresolved on all the quartets of 0 (and possibly others). Let Uk be the

sum of U(O) over aII 0c[[n]41k' and let U(x) = ~kUkxk. By the pr inc ip I12 of

inclusion and exclusion, E(x) = U(x-1) is the ordinary generating function

for the number of trees having precisely a given number of quartets

unresolved. In particular, L(n) = E'(1)/nC 4P(n), where' denotes

differentiation with respect to x. Thus

L(n) = U'(O)/nC
4

P(n) = U1/nc4P(n)' Now U(O) is clearly the same for any

0c[[n1411. so choosing 0 0 = {1,2.3,4} we have U1= nC 4U(00). Hence,

12

L(n) = U(Oo) / pen)' (1)

Now suppose TEPT(n) is unresolved on 0 0, Then there exists a unique

internal vertex vCT) of T I inking the 6 paths joining pairs of pendant

vertices with labels in 00' Furthermore, T can be represented uniquely by

one of the two trees in fig. 1.1 (a),(b), (refer to follow ing page) where for

i=1 .... ,4. TiERPT(L i) (with I Li I = ni~1) is a pendant subtree containing the

vertex labelled i. and rooted at a vertex Vi adjacent to v(T). and T* is one

of the following:

Case 1: T*=<p (so that in case (b), v* is a pendpnt vertex).

Case 2: T*ERPT(k), k~ 2, and the root is v(T) for T in f ig.1.I(a) and v* jn

fig.1.1(b).

Furthermore. any TEPT(n) which is described by fig. 1.1 is clearly

unresolved on 0 0,



(8) (b)

13

Figure 1.1

Using this decomposition, and letting r(k) = IRPT(k) I we have,

U(Oo) = ~{nEN4: n.j=(n-4)}(n-4 )C n1 ,n2,n3,n4 nr(nj+ 1)

(case 1, tree representation (a))

+ ~{nEN4: n.j=(n-5)} (n-4 )C n1,n2,n3,n4,1n ir(nj+ 1)

(case 1, tree representation (b))

+ 2~ {k, nEN4: k~2, n.j+k=(n-4)} (n-4 )C n1,n2,n3,n4,knr(nj+ 1)r(k)

(case 2).

(In all cases i ranges from 1to 4, n.j = ~ini and N = {O,1,2, .. .}).

Noting that r(1) = 1, rewrite the last two of the above three terms as

22:{kEN, nEN4: k~ J, n.j+k=(n-4)}(n-4 )C n1 ,n2,n3,n4,k njr(ni +1)r(k)

- 2:{nEN4: n.j=(n-5)} (n-4 )C n1,n2.n3,n4, 1nr(nj+ 1)~(1)

Thus U(Oo) =(n-4)![xn- 4 ](R'(x))4(1+2R(x)-x).

Now by proposition 1.10, 1+2R(x)-x = exp(R(x)).

(2)

(3)



Differentiating this equation with respect to x gives

2R'(x)-1= R'(x)exp(R(x)), so that R'(x) = (2-exp(R(x)))-1. (4)

Differentiating again gives,

R"(x) = R'(x)exP(R(x))/(2-exp(R(x)))2 = exp(R(x))/(2-exP(R(x)))3 (by (4)).

This together with (3) and (4) gives,

U(Qo) = (n-4)![xn- 4 ]R'(x)R"(x) = 0.5(n-3)![xn- 3](R'(x))2 by lemma 1.12 (a)

Combining this with (1) gives the required result.

(b): This now follows from part (a), lemma 1.11 and lemma 1.12 (b). §

Let F(n,k), (resp. N(n,k)) denote the number of forests consisting of

exactly k rooted phylogenetic (resp. binary) trees having exactly n

pendant vertices in total. Let F(n) = IkF(n,k) and N(n) = IkN(n,k).

1.14 Theorem

(1): F(n) = 2p(n+1)

(2): N(n) = (2n-3)N(n-1) +N(n-2).

(3): N(n) - b(n+1)e.

(4): N(n,k) = (2n-k-1)!/(n_k)!(k_1 )!2n-k

fr.Q.Q.t: (1): exp(R(x)) is the exponential generat.ing function for F(n), by

the "logarithmic connection" (Goulden and Jackson, [p.187, 1983]). But

exp(R(x)) = 2R(x)-1+x. by proposition 1.10, which gives (1).

14



(2): If sex) denotes the exponential generating function for rooted binary

trees having n non-root pendant vertices, then by a standard tree

decomposition. Sex) = 1/2S 2(x)+x, giving Sex) = 1-!(1-2x), as in Carter et al.

[1988]. Again, exp(S(x)) is the exponential generating function for N(n).

Now it is easily checked that l+B'(x) =(1-2x)(S"(x) + S'(x)2), which can be

rearranged as: (B'(x)2+S"(x)) = (4S'(x)+2xB'(x)2+2xS"(x))-3S'(x)+1.

Multiplying by exp(S(x)) and integrating twice gives:

exp(S(x)) =2xexp(S(x)) - 3f exp(S(x)) +f f exp(S(x)), which translates into

the recursion in (2).

(3): Sy the Lagrange inversion formula,

[tn]exp(S(x)) = n-1[:A n-1]exP(:A)(1-:A / 2)-n

1 5

Thus N(n) =n![tn]exp(S(x))
2 i+1- n (2n-2-j)!

2: -----
i~O i!(n-i-l)!

(2n-2)!

= -- 2: ------
(n-l)!2n-1 i~O i!(2n-2)! (n-i-l)!

Thus limn_>oo N(n)/b(n+l) =2:i~o(i!)-l =12, as required.

(4) is proved by Carter et al. [1988]. §

1.15 Theorem

Let J.lF(n) (resp. J.lN(n)) denote the average number of components in a

forest of rooted phylogenetic (resp. binary) trees on n pendant vertices.

(1): J.lF(n) = 0.5 + (4IF(n,2)1- np(n))/2P(n+1) ..... 1 + In(2)

(2): J.lN(n) ..... 3.



f.r.Q.Qt: (1): Let F(x,y) = 2: n,k F(n,k)xn~tl n! = 2:k~1~tR(x)k/k! = exp(yR(x))-1.

Then JlF(n) = F(n)-l n,8 I 8y Iy=IF(x,y) = F(n)-l n![xnlR(x)exp(R(x)). Now

exp(R(x)) = 2R(x) + I - x, and

F(n) =2p(n+ 1), thus JlF(n) = nl[xn](2R2(x) + R(x) -xR(x))1 2p(n+ 1).

But F(n,2) = n![xn]R2(x)/ 2 ! which gives the first part of (1).

Now by lemma 2 of Meir. Moon and Mycielski [1983], together with lemma

1.11(a), [xn]R2(x) '" 2R(p)p(n+1)/n!, where R(p) = In(2). as shown by Foulds

and Robinson [1984].

Thus JlF(n) '" 2In(2) - 0.5(limn_>oonp(n)/p(n+l)) + 0.5, and the result

follows by lemma 1.11(a).

(2): By a similar argument, JlN(n) = N(n)-l nl[xn]B(x)exp(B(x)). By the

Lagrange inversion formula, n![xn]B(x)exp(B(x)) =

(n-I) I[An-l]( I+A )eA(I-A I 2)-n

=(n-l)I[An-1]eA(I-A/2)-n + (n-1) ![An-2]eA(1-A I 2)-n.

2 i+2-n. (2n-3-i)!
Thus nl[xn]B(x)exp(B(x)) = N(n) + 2: -------

0~i~n-2 j!(n-2-i)!

2 i. (2n-3-i)! (n-I)!
= N(n) + 2b(n+ 1) 2:

0~i~n-2 i!(2n-2)I(n-j-2)!

'" N(n) + 2b(n+l)e, and the result follows since N(n) '" b(n+l)e. §

1.16 Remark The average number of labelled trees in all forests of p

points approaches 3/2 (Moon [1970]). For unlabelled trees the limit is

2.191837 (approx.) for rooted trees, and 1.755510 (approx.) for unrooted,

(Palmer and Scwenk [1979]).
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1.17 Definition

For a+b=n, let fm(a,b) denote the number of trees TcBPT(n) in which the

pendant vertices labelled {1 ,.,.,a} are coloured A, and the rest are

coloured B, so that a minimum of exactly m edges must have

differently-coloured endpoints in order to extend the colouring to all the

vertices of the tree.

In Carter et aI, [1988] it is shown that

17

f (a b) - (m-1) !(2n-3m)N(a,m)N(b,m)b(n)/ '
m' - b(n-m+2)' (1 )

where N(k,m) is the number of forests consisting of m rooted labelled

binary trees on a total of k endpoints, as given in theorem 1.14 (4).

A proof of this result, which is used in section five, is now given which

avoids both the messy calculations and the use of a computer package to

manipulate expressions in Carter et al. [1988].

1.18 Notation

mCk denotes the usual binomial coefficient, except for -mCk (m>O) which

denotes [xk](1-xrm = m+k-1 Ck (and not (_1)k, m+k-1 Ck).

19 L a+xC -kC a+k-1 C -a-kC f k >0 k 01. emma a' a+x = k-1' x' ,ora, ,x_ ,a+ > ,

frQ.Q!: Immediate.



1.20 Lemma Let F(n,m)= [xm-1](1_x)2m-2n(1_x/2rm n~2m.

Then F(n,m) = b(n+1)/(m_1)!b(n_m+2)'

.er..om: Let ep(A) = (I-A)2/(I- A / 2). The solution of wet) = tep(w(t)) with

w(O)=O is w = 1- (1+2t)-O.5. Let f(A) = (2n-I)-I(I-A)-2n+l. By tile

Lagrange inversion formula, [tm]f(w) = m- 1[xm- 1W(x)<pm(x) =

m-I F(n,m).Thus F(n,m) = m(2n-I)-1[tm]( 1+2t)(2n-l)/2, and the resul t

follows. § (This lemma resembles lemma 2 of Carter et al. [1988], but

does not follow from it).

1.21 Theorem

(m-1) !(2n-3m)N(a,m)N(b,rTI)b(n)/
b(n-m+2)'

f.rQQf: Define generating functions T 1.T 2,T 3 for rooted binary trees

(exponential in x and y which mark pendant vertices coloured A and B

respectively, and ordinary in z which marks the number of edge changes),

as in Carter et al. Thus T 1 (resp. T 2) enumerates those rooted binary

trees in which every minimal colouring (of the internal vertices of the

tree) assigns the root vertex the colour A (resp. B), while T 3 enumerates

all remaining trees.

Removing the root vertex from a tree with more than one vertex to give

two small er rooted trees, we have, by Fitch's aIgor ithm (def init ion 5.18),

T1 = 1I 2T12 + TIT 3 + x

T2 = 1/ 2T 22 + T2T3 +y

T3 = 1/2T 32 + zT 1T2

as given by Carter et al.

1 8



(1 )

1 9

since both sides count the number of rooted trees requiring m changes to

fit an alb colouring, where the possible states of the root are left

unspecified. (This is a minor but useful departure from Carter et al. ).

We now use the multivariate Lagrange formula for monomials, rather than

the full multivariate Lagrange inversion formula as employed by Carter et

al.

Applying this formula, (refer Goulden and Jackson, p.25):

[xklyk2zk3](T 1+ T2+ T3) =

(k 1k2k3)-lLo<= 1.2,3LJ-l(o< )6(0<) IT i= l,2,3[W1 J-l i 1(0<) ... w3J-l i3(0<)]~i k i (2)

where 6(0<) is the determinant of [Sijkj-J-lij(O<)]ij'

_ ( w I )-1 - ( w I )-1 - (w I )-1~1 - 1- 1 2-W3 '~2 - 1- 2 2-W3 ' ~3 - Wlw2 1- 3 2 ,and

the second summation is over all matrices of the form

imposed by the vanishing of the prOduct term in (2) corresponding to i=3

for all other values of J-l31 and J-l32)'

6(0<) is then the determinant



For the product term corresponding to i=\ in (2) we have

[wlkl-k3-810<W3XI]~I-kl=

2-(k 1-k 3-8 10<) k1-k 3-S 10<+X1C -k 1C, k1-k 3-8 10<' k1-k 3-8 10<+Xl

= 2-(k 1-k 3-S I0<), 2kl-k3-S,0<-lCkl_1.-2kl+k3+S10<CXl by lemma 1.19,

By symmetry, the term corresponding to i=2 is obtained from this

expression by replacing k1with k2 and Xl with X2' For i=3 we have

[wlk3w/3W3X31~3-k 3 = [w3X31 (1-w 3/ 2)-k 3 =2-X3.-k3CX3

Thus the summat ion term in (2) for 0<= 1 is

!3 '" X -2k 1+k 3+1 C -2k 2+k 3C -k 3C 2-x3 (3)
lL.)( 1 Xl X2 X3

whnre ~ = k 2k1- k3- 2C 2k 2-k 3-1 C 2-n+2k 3+1 n = k +k and thn
l<- .j.J 1 3, k

1
-1 k

2
-1 ,1 2, l<-

summation is over all non-negative )( = (Xl,X2.X3) such that Xl+X2+X3=k3,

Let P(x) = (l-x)-I, Then since P(x/ = ~j~O -rCjxi, (with -rCj as in 1.18)

xd/ dxpr(x) = ~j~oj, -rcjX j so that the sum in (3) is just

[xk31 (xd / dxP(x)2kl-k3-1)p(x)2k2-k3P(x/2)k3,

But (d/dXP(x)2k,-k 3-1) = (2k 1-k 3-1)P(x)2k 1-k 3.

For 0<=2 the term is again given symmetrically, with appropriate !32'

For 0<=3, the term inside the summation sign of (2) is

~ '" -2k 1+k 3C -2k 2+k 3C -k 3C 2- x3 (5)
.j.J3L.)( Xl X2 X3

where

~ = k 22-(n-2k 3) 2k1- k3- 1C 2k2-k 3-1C and x,+x2+x3=k3-1.
.j.J3 3 k1-\ k2 -!

Hence (5) is just ,(33[xk3-1JP(x)2n-2k3p(x/2)k3. (6)
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Combining (I) to (6), (with k1=a, k2=b, k3=m) gives

f m(a,b) = aib!(2n-3)-1(abm)-1(t31(2a-m-I)+t32(2b-m-l)+t33)F(n,m), with

F(n,m) as in Iemma 1.20. But t3l(2a-m-l)+ t32(2b-m-l)+ t33= (2n-3m)t331m'

Hence f m(a,b) = F(n,m)(2n-3)-1(2n-3m) 2-(n-2m) )(

(2a-m-l)!(2b-m-l)l/( ) ( ) and the
a-m ! b-m !

result follows immediately from lemma 1.20, and theorem 1.14 (4). §

In view of the combinatorial nature of the factors in fm(a,b), and the

difficulties of extending the above approach to r-colourings, Carter at a/.

ask for a structural derivation of fm(a,b). Such a decomposition is now

given for the special case: a=b=m. A structural proof of the full theorem

appears in Steel [1989].

1,22 Lemma

Let H(n,k) = L{ -( x »J"~ -k}II x·x- Xl,"" n - .LijXi- 1~i~n I.

Then H(n,k) = -2nCk_n CnCk as in 1.18).

Proof: For n?2, H(n,k) = Lj?oj.H(n-l,k- j).

Thus if we let H(n,x) = Lk?OH(n,k)xk we have for n?2,

H(n,x) = H(n-l,x)(x+2x2+3x3+...) = H(n-l,x).X/(1_X)2.

Hence H(n,x) = (x1(1_x)2)(n-I).H( 1,x), and since

H(l,x) = x+2x2+3x 3+... = x/(I-2x)2, we have H(n,x) = xn(1-x)-2n.

Thus H(n,k) = [xk]H(n,x) = [xk- n](1-X)-2n = - 2nCk_n as required. §
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1.23 Lemma

(1): For TEBPT(2m), a colouring of the endpoints of T requires m edge

changes. if and only if there are m disjoint paths in T, each with

differently coloured endpoints.

(2): For such a colouring, the set of disjoint paths is unique.

fmQ.I: Part (I) follows immed iate Iy from Menger's theorem (see Harary

[1969]).

For part (2) suppose there exist two path sets TI l,TI 2 with TI 1;zTI 2. For i=1,2,

TI i defines a permutat ion f i on S. defined by f j(x) = y, if x and yare jo ined

by a path in TI j' Note that f i(f j(x)) =x for a' I XES. Since TI I;zTI 2 we have

f 2(fl(X));Z x for some XES. However regarding the composition f 2 .f l as an

element of the group of permutations on S, we have (f2.f l)N(x) =x for

some integer N>1. Since f 2,(,(X);zX, we can represent T as in fig.1.2 where

TllETIl is the path joining x and fleX) and TT2ETI2 is the path joining fleX) and

f 2.f 1(x), (with f 2.f 1(x) a label of Tr ), and the shaded edges indicate that

T1,... ,Tr-1 and Tr+l, ... ,Ts mayor may not exist, depending on the position

>< --"":!ii~----rrIi--V"""-I---rr--11-2-"":!::~-- f 1(x)

6·· 6 ··6
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Now vertex v. shown in f ig.1.2. I ies on a path from both n 1 and n 2. so that

no further paths from these sets can pass through v (thus (f2.fl)k(x) is

"trapped" in Tr for k>l). However this contradicts the equality (f2.fl)N(x) =

x for some N>l, thereby refuting our initial assumption that n l;z::n 2. §

fr.QQ1: This is just a special case of lemma 2 in Carter et al. [1988] with

p=O. i=k-2. j=2k. §

1.25 Theorem fm(m,m) = mlb(2m)/b(m+2)'

Proof 1: Let F(m) be the set of trees in BPT(2m) requiring m edge

changes to fit a colouring. so that f m(m,m) = IF(m) I. In view of lemma

1.23, F(m) can be constructed as follows: First join each vertex from

{1 ..... 2m} coloured A to a vertex coloured B--there are m! ways of doing

this. Let E be the set of edges so created. Replace eacll eEE with a new

vertex v(e) and join these vertices to each other and to k~O new labelled

internal vertices of degree 3 so as to form a (not necessarily binary) tree

l' whose endpoints form a subset of {v(e):eEE}. Next. letting d(e) be the

degree of v(e). construct ned(e)! trees in F(m) from l' by replacing each

v(e) by the d(e)! possible ways of attaching along e the edges that were

incident with v(e). Finally unlabel the k new internal vertices created

above and take the union over all values of k. An example of this

process (with k=2) is illustrated in fig. 1.3 (refer to following page).

The reason for this somewhat circuitous construction is that it allows

us to use theorem 1.5.
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Specifically, the number of trees having m vertices of degree d1,.•"dm and

where k+2:: jd j=2m-2 (the number of internal vertices of any TeBPT(2m)).

Thus IF(m) I= ml2::k(m+k-2)1/2kkl)( ~{d~j: d.j =2m-k-2} nd j

= m!~k(m+k-2)!/2kk! x -2mCm_k_2 by lemma 1.22.

- I( -2)1" m+i-2C 2- i x- 2mC- m. m . L.{i,j: i+j=m-2} m-2 j

= m!(m-2)! [Xm- 2](1-x/
2

)-(m-l)(1-X)-2m

and the result follows by lemma 1.24. §

1~6

2~7

3~8

4~9

5~10
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Proof 2: We now give a more direct proof (though one which is I ikel~

to be of less use for extension to r-colourings when r>2) of theorem

1.25. For a part it ion P of {1, ... ,2m} into m sets of size two, let G(P\

denote those trees in BPT(2m) which have a set of m disjoint paths

whose endpoints comprise the sets of P. Then G(p)nG(p')=4> if p;zp' b~

the argument used to establish lemma 1.23 (2). while

UpG(P) = BPT(2m). by a straightforward inductive argument.

Now IG(P) I is clearl~ (by s~mmetr~) dependent only on m. Thus, since

there are (2k)l/k!2k partitions of X into k sets of size two (Anderson

[1974, p.22), we have

IG(p) I = b(2m) I b(m+2) (since b(k+2) = (2k)!/k!2k).

By Iemma 1.23. f m(m,m) = ~PEPO IG(P) I where and Po is the co 11 ection of

all partitions P of {1, .... 2m} of type (1.X1), (2,X2), .... ,(m.xm) where {Xl,""Xm} =

{m+ 1,... ,2m}. Clear Iy IPo I = mI so that f m(m,m) = m!b(2m) I b(m+ 2)' as

required. §

1.26 Summary

The proofs of the major results in this section (theorems 1.13 and 1.21)
demonstrate the usefulness of using generating functions to solve
enumerative tree problems. Furthermore theorems 1.5 and 1.25
illustrate that in proving results about our primary object of
interest--binary phylogenetic treese-it is sometimes necessary to work
with more general classes of trees. a theme that reappears in later
sections. Clearly there is further work to be done in enumerating binary
trees by the weight of r-colourings, for r>2. While the appropriate set of
(2r.1) simultaneous quadratic equations can be written down for the
generating functions. (as in theorem 1.21 for r=2) it is not clear how
they could be solved. or indeed whether there is a convenient expression
for their solution. It is possible that structural approaches, such as
those used in the proof of theorem 1.25 may be more useful.
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~2: DiSTRiBUTiON OF THE
SVMMETRiC DiFFERENCE METRiC

"It seems feasible and would be desirable, to estimate by Monte Carlo
simulation the means and variances of [the symmetric difference metric]
for large values of n," W.H.E. Day, 1983.

2.1 Introduction

The symmetric difference metric defined on phylogenetic trees is a
special case of symmetric difference metrics on sets studied by Aestle
[1959], and Marczewski and Steinhaus [1958]. The tree metric has been
useful in testing evolutionary hypotheses and in examining the methods
used to build evolutionary trees as discussed by Penny and Hendy [1985].
An optimally efficient algorithm has been developed by Day [1985] to
compute the metric, and its distribution amongst pairs of small trees is
described by Day [1983] and Hendy, Little and Penny [1984].

This section extends results from these last two publications to obtain
bounds on the distribution of pairs of arbitrarily-large binary trees a
given distance apart. As a result, the asymptotic distribution is shown
to be Poisson, with e-1/8:::: 88% of all pairs of binary trees maximally
distant, which answers a conjecture by Hendy, Little and Penny [1984].
Asymptotic bounds on the distribution and a monotonicity result are
derived, and the distribution is described "from below". The distribution
of the metric on the full class of phylogenetic trees is also examined.
In particular, the asymptotic mean and variance of this metric is
derived, and this confirms a second conjecture by Hendy, Little and Penny
[1984].

This section expands on and extends results by Steel [1988]. Some
results from that paper have been substantially improved with more
elegant proofs and several new theorems.

Properties of the symmetric difference metric on bin'ary trees make it
useful for hypothesis testing involving trees derived from homologous
DNA sequences, as in Penny, Foulds and Hendy [1982]. The resulting trees
may be expected to be similar and it is useful to have a metric for which
most trees are far apart. This section concludes with a brief discussion
of other metrics.
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2.2 Definitions

The symmetric difference metric d, which Bourque [1978] and Robinson

and Foulds [1981] applied to phylogenetic trees, is defined on PT(n), and

so on BPT(n), as follows. For TEPT(n), deletion of an internal edge of T,

eEIE(T) induces a two-set partition n(T,e) of {1 "",n} corresponding to the

labels on the two connected components of T with e deleted. For

T1EPT(n1.f1). T2EPT(n2,f2) and n(T1,el) = n(T2,e2) we call e"e2 an equivalent

pair of edges. If TloT2 have exactly m equivalent pairs of edges then

d(T" T2) = f,+f2-2m. In particular for T1,T2EBPT(n), d(TloT2) = 2(n-3-m).

For TEPT(n) we recall from Hendy, Little and Penny [1984] the generating
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functions:

where Pk(T) (resp. qk(T)) is the number of trees in PT(n) (resp. BPT(n)) at

distance k from T. Thus for TEPT(n,f), Q(T,x) has degree n+f-3 and is an

even or odd polynomial of parity equal to the numerical parity of its

degree.

For TEPT(n), s~o let q(s,T) denote the number of binary trees having s

equivalent edge pairs with T, and let q(s,n) be the average value of

b(nr1q(s,T) over BPT(n). Thus q(s,n) = b(nr2LT~BPT(n)q(S,T) is the

probability that two trees randomly-chosen from BPT(n) have exactly s

equivalent pairs of edges. We show that q(s) = lim n~ooq(s,n) has a

Poisson distribution in 5 with mean 1/8 ,



We begin by noting that for TEPT(n), P(T,x) and Q(T,x) do not depend on

the labelling of T, only on its topology. We shall frequently write these

and other tree-valued functions which are invariant under topological

equivalence without specifying the labelling of the tree. With this in

mind we now state from Hendy, Little and Penny [1984]:

2.3 Theorem

Let e be an internal edge of TEPT(n). Let TIe be the tree formed by

contracting e, and let TJ,T2 be the maximal subtrees of T with e as a

pendant edge. Then: P(T,x) = xP(T/e,x) + (1-x2)P(T"x)P(T2'x)

Q(T,x) == xQ(T/e,x) + (1-x2)Q(TJ,x)Q(T2'X). §

We now give a constructive description of O(T,x). Let TEPT(n,f) and let E

be a set of internal edges of T. For each edge eEE cut e in half and place

new pendant vertices on each of the two "ends" of e. In this way E

defines a collection of trees, T i, having nj pendant vertices, for

i=l, ... , IE I +1 (with T,=T, if E=~). Clearly. ~{i:l:5i:51 EI+J} nj = n + 21 E I·

Let 4>(E) be the sequence (n, .... ,n IEI+1)' taken in some order, and let <4>(E»

= TI 1:5i:51 E I+jb(nj)' Define r(s,T) to be the sum of <4>(E» over all sets of

internal edges, E, with IE I = s. Finally, let

R(T) = RCT.x) = ~s~or(s.T)XS

q(T) = q(T,x) = ~s~oq(s,T)XS

(so that qCT,x) = x(n-3+f)/20 CT,x- 1/2)).
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2.4 Lemma

For TEPT(n), TnEPT(n,O),

(a): q(T,x) = R(T,x-1)

(b): In the notation of theorem 2.3,

(i) R(T) = R(T/e) + xR(T1)R(T2)

(ii) q(T) = q(T/e) + (x-1) q(T1)q(T2)

(c): R(T,O) = R(TnIX) = b(n).

frQQ!: (a): Let TEBPT(n) and let E be a set of s internal edges of T.

Under the above construction. for each edge eEE. new pendant vertices

v,.v2 are attached to the ends of a bisection of e.

For i=1,2, label vi with the set of labels of those pendant vertices of T

which are no longer joined by a path to vi when e is cut. Each tree, T i,

(i=l,... ,s+J) defined by E, thus has a natural label set L(i) for its pendant

vertices, so that TiEBPT(L(i)). This process is illustrated for s=2 in fig.

2.1 by the tree J 6 with two distinguished edges.

Now, let B(T.E) be the set of trees in BPT(n) having internal edges

equivalent to edges in E. We construct a bijection. F. from B(T,E) to

TI jBPT(L( i)). Given 1'EB(T,E). perform ing the above edge spl itt ing and

labe II ing procedure on l' produces the Iabe I sets L( l) .....L(s+l) and hence

an element of F(T') ETIjBPT(Lj).

The inverse of F, takes (Tl.....TS+I) E TIiBPT(L(i)) and identifies all pairs of

pendant vertices Vl,v2 Iabe II ed wi th sets A 1,A2 such tllat A ,uA 2=L, the

identified vertices then being suppressed to give a tree in B(T,E).
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Now if IL(i) I =ni then IBPT(Li) 1= b(nj), so the bijection gives

IB(T,E) I=<~(E», By the principle of inclusion and exclusion, r(T,x-l) is

then the (ordinary) generating function for the number of binary trees

equivalent to T on an exact number of internal edges, establishing (a).

Part (b)(i) can be proved directly, or from theorem 2.3 by noting

. Q(T,x) = xn- 3+ f R(T,x- 2-l), Part (b)(ii) follows from (a), while part (c)

follows from the definition of R(T,x). §



2.5 Example

For the caterpillar tree J6EBPT(6);

R(J6,X) = b(6) + (2b(3)b(5)+b(4)2)x + 3b(3)2b(4)x 2 +b(3)2x3

= 105 + 39x + 9x 2 + x3.

q(J6,X) = R(T,x-l) = 74 + 24x + 6x2 + x3

Q(J6 ,x) = 1+ 6x 2 + 24x 4 + 7 4x6 . §

The following result is easily proved by induction on N for each k using

b(nl)b(n2) ~ b(nl-1 )b(n2+1) for 3s.nl~n2'

2.6 Lemma

For positive integers t~3, N,k;

2.7 Theorem For TEPT(n,f), n~3, s~O,

(1): q(s,T) = 0, for s>f,

(2): q(f,T) = ITjb(dj), where (do, ... ,df+1) is the degree sequence of the

internal vertices of T, and

(3): q(s,T) ~fCsb(n-s).

Proof: We have q(s,T) ~ ~i~O(S+i)Cs.q(s+i,T)= r(s,T).

Thus q(s,T)~ r(s,T) = 0 for s>f, giving (1), while for (2) we have from

lemma 2.4(a), qU,T) = ~i(-1)i.U+i)csr(f+i,T) = rU,T) = njb(oj). For (3) we

maid assume from (1) that s~f~n-3. so that for a set. E, of s internal edges

of T, jf <p(E) = (nl, ... ,nS+l)' then ~ini = n+2s ~ 3(s+l) ~ min(ni}.s. App1!ding

lemma 2.6 with t=3, N=n+2s, k=s+l, gives: <<p(E» ~ b(3)Sb(n-s) = b(n-s).

Since there are f Cs possible choices for E, r(s,T) ~ f Cs.b(n-s), Which

together with q(s,T) ~ r(s,T)gives the result. §
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fD)istrib~tiort'll Ort'll [pllirs of~s

We now consider the distribution of d on pairs of trees.

2.8 Lemma

For el.e2CIE(T), el:;te2, if 1t(T,el) = (V,W) and 1t(T,e2) = (V"W') with

IVI = IV'I, then V nV'= <P.

fr.QQt: We can represent T as in fig. 2.2 where r~ 1. T1.... ,T r' To<,T ./3.are

pendant subtrees of T, each with at least one pendant vertex. and without

loss of generality V = Ver(T 0<)' the set of vertices of To<,
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Now V' =Ver(T./3) or V' =Ver(T0<) ul~i~rVer(Ti). and since

Iul~i~rVer(Ti) I~r~l. and IV I=IV' I. we have V' =Ver(T ./3), so that

vnV'=<p. §

We now present the analogue of lemma 2.4 for pairs of trees.



(3):

2.9 Definition

For k S; n/2, 0 0= {Sl"",Sr} with SjE[n]k for i=1 ,... ,r, let 8(0) denote the set

of pairs of trees Tl ,T2E8PT(n) having among their pairs of equivalent

edges a set of size r for which 0 is the collection of the sets of labels

on the smaller (or one of the smallest equal when k = n/2) of the induced

maximal subtrees.

For k S; n/2 , let Mn,k,r) denote the sum of 18(0)1 over all sets OE[[n]k]r'

2.10 Theorem

(1): Mn,k,r) = (b2(k+1)/kl)rb
2(n-(k-1)r)n!l(n_kr)!rl

In particular,

(2): t3(n,k+2,1)/b2(n) = O(n-k),

b2(n-r)n l
t3(n,2,r) = ·/(n-2r)lrI2r.

fr.QQ.f: (1): Suppose that B(O);:z:4>. By lemma 2.8, we have SjnSt4> for i;:Z:j.

For iE{l,.... r}, let L(i) = Sju{{l, ... ,n}-Si} and L(O)={Sl' ....Sr}U{l, ...,n}-u jSj • Then

there is a bijection from IT O:::i:::rBPT(L(i))XBPT(L(i)) to B(O) defined as

for j=l, ... ,r, identify the pendant vertex of T j and To labelled with sets

which form a two-set partition of {l, ... ,n}, and suppress the identified

vertex to obtain a tree T,EBPT(n). Repeating a"lis procedure for T i ' and To'

gives a second tree T2EBPT(n). By construction (T l,T 2)EB(0) and the

process is clearly invertible as required. Now since IL(i) I = k+l and

IL(O) I= r+n-kr, (since SjnSt4> for j;:z:j) we have:

IB(O) I= b(k+1) 2rb(n-(k-1)r)2, if Si nS t4> for j;:Z:j (B(O)=4> otherwise).
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Now there are (kr)l/(k!l r! ways to partition kr elements into r sets. each

of size k. (Anderson [1974, theorem 3.1. p.22D and nCkr ways to choose kr

elements from a set of size n, giv ing ni/(k!)r r !(n-kr)! cho ices for 0 in

which B(O);z:4>. The result follows, and gives (2) and (3) immediately. §

2.11 Theorem

q(s) = limn~ooq(s,n) = e-1/8/8Ss!

fI:.o.Q.t: The proportion of pairs of trees which have at least one pair of

equivalent edges partitioning {J, ....n} into two sets, both of which have at

least four elements is bounded above (by Bonferroni's inequal ity, refer

Bender [p.491, 1974]) by Lk~3J3(n.k,1) = O(n- 1).

Thus, asymptotically, we need only consider the contribution to q(s) by

pairs of equivalent edges which partition the two trees into sets of size

{2.n-2}.

If N2(x) = Lr J3 (n,2,r)xr , by the principle of inclusion and exclusion the

expected proportion of pairs of binary trees which have exactly r

equivalent edges of this type is asymptotically b(n)-2[xr jN 2(x-l).

-2( ) ( ) b2(n-r)n l/ . 1/Now b n J3 n,2,r = . 2r(n-2r)!r!b2(n) Wlllch converges to Sr r!

uniformly for O~r~/n, so that by corollary 4.2 (page 491) of Bender

[1974], (taking A(n) =1/S' fen) =1 and len) = In) we have b(n)-2[xr jN 2(x-l)

converges to e- lIS/sr r !. §
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2.12 Corollary

If u(n) is the expected distance between two trees in BPT(n), and (j2(n) the

variance, then

(a): (2n-6)-u(n) .... 0.25.

(b): (j2(n) .... 0.5.

frQQf: (a): u(n) = Lsq(s,n)(2n-6-2s),

thus (2n-6)-u(n) = (2n-6)(1-L sq(s,n)) + 2Lssq(s,n)

= 2Lssq(s,n) since Lsq(s,n) =1,

and Iimn->ooLssq(s,n)= Lssq(S) = 1/8 , by theorem 2.11.

(b): (j2(n)= Lsq(s,n)((2n-6-2s)-u(n))2

= ((2n-6)-u(n))2 Lsq(s,n) - 4(2n-6-u(n))Lssq(s,n) + 4Lss2q(s,n).

Letting n->oo, using (a) and notjng that L ss2q(S)=0.125 + (0.125)2 (by theorem

2.11) gives the resu It. §

2.13 Remark

Corollary 2.12 (a) confirms the observation in Hendy, Little and Penny

[1984] that u(n)/(2n_6)""1. More generally, for TEBPT(n), let u(T) be the

average distance from T to all other trees in BPT(n). Clearly u(T) depends

only on the topological class of T. We now establish further properties of

u(T).
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2.14 Theorem

(1): minTcBPT(n)U(T)/(2n_6) ~ 1J /(2n_5) "'1.

(2): For all integers k~1, there exists a positive integer n and a set

SCbpt(n) of size k, on which u(T) is constant.

fr.QQ.t: (1): By theorem 2.3, differentiating OCT,x) and setting x=l, gives

uCT) = u(T Ie) + 1- 2b(nl)b(n2) I ben)' where TlcBPT(nl), T2cBPT(n2)'

By induction, uCT) = u(T n) + (n-3) - 2r(1,T)/b(n)' for TncPT(n,D).

Now O(T n'x) = b(n)xn- 3 so that u(T n) = n- 3.

Thus u(T) I (2n-6) = 1- 2r(l,T) I b(n)(2n-6)'

As in theorem 2.7, r(l,T)~(n-3)b(n-l) giving U(T)/(2n_6) ~ 1 - 1/(2n-5)' as .

required.

(2): For n even, and TEBPT(n), write r(l,T) = 2:i~2,2i~naT(i)b(i+l)b(n+l-i),

where aT(i) is the number of internal edges of T partitioning its pendant

vertices into sets of size i and n-i. In particular, r(l,T) is determined by

{aT (i): 2~i~n/2}' Clearly iaT(i)~n, so that aT(i)~nli' and thus if R(n) is the

number of possible values r(l,T) can take as T ranges over BPT(n),

Applying Stirling's approximation gives an asymptotic upper bound on

R(n) of (/(2e))nll(2rrn3). By corollary 1.8, I bpt(n) I is asymptotically

proport ional to n-5/2en, where e >1 (2e), so that R(n) I k(n)"- D, wh ich gives

result (2), since r(l,T) determines uCT), as in part (1). §



2 15 Remark

For k=2, the non-uniqueness of part (2) of this theorem is real ized for

n =11, by the two trees given in fig. 2.3. For each tree we have

r(I,T) = 4b(3)b(10)+b(4)b(9)+2b(5)b(8)+b(6)b(7), giving u(T) ::: 15.482.

Although un) does not characterize the topology of T, it is not known

whether Q(T,x) (equivalently R(T,x) by lemma 2.4) does. §
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We now establish some interesting properties of q(O,T} and q(1 IT} which

are required later in this section.
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2.16 Theorem For any T E PT(n),

(1): q(O,T) :sq(O,T/e).

(2): q(O,T) ~ 2q(1 ,T).

(3): q(1 IT) ~ q(1,T/e).

fmQt: (1) follows immediately from lemma 2.4 (b)(ii).

For (2), suppose To<EBPT(n) and T have exactly one pair of equivalent edges

(12,,12,'). Represent To< as T0«121) = (TIT 2)(T 3T4), as in fig. 2.4(a).

(0)

(e)

T

(b)

Figure 2.4
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Let To< *(12,) = (T,T 3)(T 2T 4) and To< **(12,) = (T,T 4)(T 2T 3), which are two trees

maximally distant from T. To prove (2) we need to establish that tl1ese

pairs are distinct for different choices of To<, That is, we must check that

the pair To< *(e,), T o<**(e,) do not arise from a different tree T J3;Z:T 0< having

exactly one equivalent pair of edges (e2,e2') with T.

Case one: if e,'=e2' then To< and T J3 have equivalent edge pair (e"e2) so that

if {TO(*( 12 1), To< **(e,)} () {T J3 *(e2), T J3 **(e2)};z:4> then TO(=T J3'

Case two: if e'l;z:e2' and (T o<*(e,), To<**(el)} () (T J3*(e2)' T J3**(e2)};Z:4>, we

may suppose, without loss of general ity, that To< *(e,) = T J3*(e2)'

Represent T as in fig. 2.4(b), where A,B,C are the pendant labels on the

subtrees induced bye,', e2" Represent To< as To«el), T J3 as T J3(e2) and

To< *(el) and T J3*(e2) as in fig. 2.4(c), where A tUA 2 = A,'uA 2' = A,

B1UB2 = B,'UB2'= Band C1UC 2=C,'uC2'=c. By construction we have

A 1.A2,C 1',C 2';z:4>· Suppose To< *(el)=T J3*(e2)' Then since A 1;z:4>, and since

T2',T 4' do not conta in elements of A we have T I=T l' (so that T2=T 2,) or

T,=T 3' (so that T 2=T 4'). Similarly, T3 = T3' or T3 = T,', Thus there are two

cases: (a) T j=T j' for i=1, ... ,4; (b) T ,=T 3" T2=T 4" T 3=T 1" T4=T 2"

In both cases it is easily checked from fig. 2.4(c) that B,=B 2=4>, so that B=4>,

a contradiction. Thus if (T o<*(el)' To<**(e,)} () (T J3*(e2)' T J3**(e2)};Z:4> we

have el=e2 and To< = T J3 as required.

For (3) we have from lemma 2.1(b)(ii),

q(l,T) = q(l,T Ie) + q(O,T 1) q(O,T 2)-q(1,T 1)q(O,T 2)-q(O,T,)q(l,T 2)' Applying part

(2) we have q(l,T) ~ q(l,T/e) - q(O,T,) q(O,T2)(1-1/2-1/2) ~ q(l,T/e), as

required. §



Having found the asymptotic average value over BPT(n) of b(nr1q(s,T), we

now calculate its asymptotic range.

2.17 Definition

For TEPT(n), a binary vertex is an internal vertex which is adjacent to

exactly two pendant edges. Let a(T) denote the number of binary vertices

of T and let T/2 be the tree obtained by collapsing all internal edges of T

not incident with a binary vertex. Finally let BS(n,a) E pt(n.a) be the tree

obtained by attaching pairs of pendant vertices to a pendant vertices of a

star tree in pt(n-a,O). Thus T/2 is topologically equivalent to BS(n,a(T)).

2.18 Theorem

(1): q(s,BS(n,a)) = acs2:'>0(-1)i. (a-s)C j• b(n-s-i).
1-

(2): Let 'fln(a) = I{TEBPT(n): a(T)=a}I, and let

in the proof of theorem 2.11 .

(3): For TEPT(n). s~O, n>4,

q(S,T)/b(n) = q(S,BS(n,a))/b(n) + a(s,T), with

a = a(T), la(s,T)I< 3(s+1)/2(2n-7)'

frQm:

(1) follows from lemma 2.4, while (2) follows from the principle of

inclusion and exclusion, and (3) follows from theorem 2.3. More detailed

proofs can be found in Steel [1988].
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2.19 Remarks

(1): This theorem gives an alternative proof of the asymptotic Poisson

distribution for the symmetric difference metric on BPT(n).

(2): Although we do not require it, there is a closed-form expression for

11n(a) derived by Hendy and Penny [1982] who show that:

11n(a) = { n!(n-4)!/(n-2a)la!(a-2)!22a-2, for 2~a~[n/2]'

0, otherwise.

The proof relies on a recurrence for 11n(a) which can be written

Tn(x) = (n-4 + nx-x}Tn-1 (x) + 2(x-x2)d/dxTn-1 (x), where

The next theorem completes our aim of describing the asymptotic range of

b(nr1q(s,T) over BPT(n).

2.20 Theorem

sUPm~n,TEBPT(m){b(mr1q(s,n} ....

Proof: Consider a sequence T(n)EBPT(n). Since a(T(n)) I n is bounded, it has

a convergent SUbsequence a(T(nk))Ink whose Iimit we denote as o.

Let a(k) =a(T(nk))' By theorem 2.18 (1) we have:

q(s,BS(nk,a(k))) Ib(nk) =

(sl)-l2:: (-1)\, a(a-l) ...(a-s-i+l)
i?O ------- where a = a(k) and n = nk'

i! (2n-5)... (2n-2i-2s-3)



Writing the second quotient term in this sum as

(al n)((a- I) I n)...((a-(s+i-l))In) 2-s- i

(1- 5 I 2n)...( 1-( 2 i+ 2s+ 3) I 2n),

we see that for fixed sand i, the j-th term in this sum tends to

(S!i!)-IC I/
2

)ioS+i as k->oo, and so q(s,BS(nk,a(k)))/b(nk) 'V oSe-o/ 2/s! as

k->oo. By theorem 2.18 (3), q(s,T(nk)) Ib(nk) 'V q(s,BS(nk,a(k)))Ib(nk)' as

k->oo. Thus I imk->ooq(s,T(nk))Ib(nk) = oSe -0 12Is"

Now for any tree TEBPT(n), we have O~ a(T) ~n12, so that O~O~ 1I 2'

Furthermore for the caterpillar trees I n whicrl have a(Jn) = 2, we real ize

this lower bound of 0, while the upper bound of 1/ 2 is realized by the

family of binary trees, K2nEbpt(2n), obtained by attaching pairs of pendant

edges to every pendant vertex of a caterpillar tree TEI n. Then we have

a(K 2n) I 2n =11 2' and the result follows. §

Monctonmcm~

This subsection and the next further extends results in Steel [1988].

We first show that q(O,n) is monotone increasing in n.

For S?O let G(s,n) = ((T,T'): T,T'EBPT(n), d(T,T') = 2n-6-2s},

so that q(s,n) = IG(s,n) I I b(n)2.

Given (T,T') E BPT(n)xBPT(n) there are (2n-3)2 ways of attaching a new

pendant vertex vn+l (labelled n+l) to the edges of T and T' by a new

pendant edge. In this way (T,T') defines a subset

~(T.T').£BPT(n+l)xBPT(n+1) of size (2n-3)2.
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2.21 Lemma

For (T,T') E G{s,n), IpCT,T')nG(j,n+ 1)1 = {n+s. for j=s+1,

. 0, for j>s+1.

fr.Q.Q!: The only way to increase the number of equivalent edges between

T and T' is to bisect an existing one (by adjoining vn+1to one of the s

equivalent edge pairs) or create a new one (by adjo ining vn+Ito pendant

edges corresponding to pendant vertices with the same label). In both

cases one new equival ent edge pair is produced, and the resul t follows. §

2.22 TheQrem

q(O,n) is monotone increasing in n.

frQQ1:

We first show that if CT,T')EG(l,n), then IpCT,T')nG(O,n+1) I? 8(n-3).

For CT,T')EG(I,n) , let (e,e') be the equivalent pair of edges and let T1,T2

(resp. T1',T 2') be the two maximal subtrees of T (resp. T') with e (resp.e')

as pendant edge, and with the labels on Ti and T i' corresponding for i= 1,2.

Since T j and T i ' are binary they have the same number of edges (not

including e), nit Now the equivalent edge pair (e,e') is destroyed and no

others produced precisely if vn+l is adjoined to T1-e and T2'-e' or to

Tz-e and TI'-e', which occurs in 2n1nz cases. Now nl + nz=2n-4 and

nl,nz?2, so that 2nlnZ?8(n-3) as required.

Combined with lemma 2.21 (with s=O), this gives

G(O,n+l) ? ((2n-3)2-n)G(O,n) + 8(n-3)G(1.n); thus

q(O,n+l) ? q(O,n) + l8(n-3)q(1,n)-nq(o,n)]/(2n_3)2.
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Finally we show that the term in square brackets is positive, completing

the proof. By theorem 2.5 (1), q(O,T) :s q(O,B5(n,a)), and so

q(O,n) :S 'lJ(O,n), where IJi(s,n) is given by theorem 2.18. By theorem 2.16 (3),

q(I,T) ~ q(l,B5(n,a)) and hence q(I,n) ~ 'lJ(l,n).

Comparison of the first few terms of 'lJ(O,n) and 'lJ(I,n), shows that

'lJ(I,n)/'l'(o,n) ~ n/8(n-3) for n~16 and since q(O,n) is monotone increasing

for n:S16, by table 4 of Hendy, Little and Penny [19841, the theorem

follows. §

2.23 Conjecture

For each s>O, q(s,n) is monotone decreasing in n.

(This conjecture holds for n<17, by table 4 of Hendy, Little and Penny

[1984]).

In this section we consider the distribution of binary trees a fixed

distance away from a given binary tree. Formally we consider the

coefficients q2k(T) of Q(T,x) (see definition 2.2), which are related to

the coefficeints q(s,T) of q(T,x) by q2k(T) = q(n-3-k,T).

It is easily shown that q2(T) = 2n-6. We now derive an exact expression

for q4(T) and its average value q4(n) over BPT(n).

2.24 Lemma

For TEBPT(n), n~4, let a(T) be the number of pairs of adjacent internal

edges of T. Then a(T) = n-a(T)-6, where a(T) is the number of binary

vertices of T (definition 2.17).
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.frQ.Qt: For i E {O,l,2} let Ni denote the number of internal vertices of T

which are adjacent to exactly i pendant vertices. Then No+N 1+N2 is the

number of internal vertices (n-2), N1+2N 2 is the number of pendant

vertices (n) and N2=a(T). Now the number of pairs of adjacent internal

edges is just N1+3No. The result follows immediately. §

2.25 Lemma [Steel, 1988]

For Tl n(a) defined as in theorem 2.18 (2). Tn(x) = LaTl n(a)xa,

and tn(s) = dS/dxs(Tn(x))lx=1' we have tn(s) = 2-5 b(n-s) nl/(n-2s)!

2.26 Theorem

q4(T) =4n-3C2 + 6(n-6+a(T))

q4(n) = 4n-3C2 + 6(n-6) + 3n(n-1)/(2n_5)'

frQQ.t:

q4(T) = r(n-5,T) - (n-4)cn_5r(n-4,T) + (n-3)cn_5r(n-3,T), by lemma 2.4

and the identity q4(T) = q(n-5,T). Now r(n-5,T) = cx(T)b(5)+8(T)b(4)2

where cx(T) is the number of adjacent pairs of internal edges, and 8CT) =

(n-3)C 2-cxCT) is the number of nonadjacent pairs. Since r(n-4,T) =

(n-3)b(4), and r(n-3,T) = 1, the expression for q4(T) follows by lemma

2.24. The expression for q4(n) follows from lemma 2.25 with S=1. §

Notice that as n--+oo , q2(T) ... 21.n-3C1 and q4(T) ... 22.n-3C2. The next

result establishes this pattern for q2k(T).
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2.27 Theorem For any sequence T(n) E BPT(n), as n~oo,

q2k(T(n)) .... 2k.n-3Ck .... (2n)k/k!

frQ.Qf: By def inition, q2k CT ) =q(n-3-k,T). so that by lemma 2.4(a),

Q2kCT) = l:o~i~k (_l)i.(n-3-k+i)C(n_3_k/(n-3-k+i,T).

We first show that r(n-3-j,T(n)) '" (n-3)C j3
j as n->oo.

For TEBPT(n), let A(i(l),i(2),.. : T) be the family of all sets E of n-3-j

internal edges of T for which <p(E) has j(r) copies of r+3 for r =1.2,....

Thus r(n-3-j,T) = l:j IA(i;T)! ITj~4b(j)i(j) ,

and IA(i.T) I =°unless i(l)+2i(2)+3i(3)+... = j, since the n-3 internal edges

of T are partitioned by each element E E A(i;T) into two sets: (a) the n-3-j

internal edges in A, and (b) the union (over r) of the sets of r internal

edges of the i(r) subtrees of T of size r+3, induced by A.

For subtrees of size four induced by a set E E A(j,O ... O;T), selecting the

middle edge of these subtrees gives a bijection between A(j,O ... O; T) and

the collection of ways of choosing j internal edges of T with no two

edges adjacent (this is generally called the number of j-matchings of T).

By Bonferroni's inequality (Bender [p.491, 1974]) we have that

IA(j,O ... O; T) \lies between (n-3)Cj and (n-3)C j - 0«T).(n-5)c j_2. By lemma

2.24, o<CT) =O(n) so that IA(j.O ... O,T(n)) I '" (~-3)Cj' as n->oo.

Now IA(i,T) I~ ITr~2 (n-3)c i(r)' ((n-3)-2i( 2)-3i(3)- ..·)C n_3- j' Furthermore,

(n-3)c,( ) < (n-3)i(r) and (n-3)-2i(2)-3i(3)- ..·c ' < (n_3)j-2i(2)-3i(3)- ...
I r -. n-3-J -
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(2)

Thus I A(i,T) 1:'5 (n-3)j- i(t). so that if i(t);z:O for some t>l, then

limn_>oo IA(i,T(n)) I;Cn-3)C j = O. Thus r(n-3-j,T(n)) '" (n-3)C
j
3j as n->oo,

since for fixed j the above summation is finite (clearly i(r) = 0 for r>j).

Thus q2k(T(n)) '" LO:'S i:'Sk (_1)i.(n-3-k+i)C(n_3-k) (n-3)Ck_j3k- i, as n->oo,

(since the range of this sum is again independent of n),

and this sum is (n-3)Ck3k.LO:'Si:'Sk kCi C1/ 3)i = (n-3)Ck2k , as required. §

We now consider the distribution of the symmetric difference metric on

PT(n). The normalized distance between two trees T, T' E PT(n) is d(T,T')

divided by the maximum possible distance, 2n-6. Theorem 2.28 (below)

shows that, asymptotically, the normalized distance becomes

increasingly peaked about its mean Jl(n), which is shown to be less than

1, confirming a conjecture by Hendy, Little and Penny [1984].

2.28 Theorem

Let Jl(n) and 0'2(n) denote respectively the mean and variance of the

normalized distance between two trees in PT(n).

(1): Jl(n) .... (1-ln(2))/p ~ .7943

(2): 0'2(n) = 0(n-1).

Proof: (1): A straightforward argument using lemma 1.11 (a) gives a

constant C1 such that:

if nl,n2~3, nl+n2=n+2, then p(nl)p(n2) / pen) < C/n

Let TEPT(n,n and let jl(T) = p(n)-ld/dxP(T,x) Ix=l be the expected distance

between T and trees in PT(n).
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By theorem 2.3,

dI dxP(T ,x) Ix=1 = peT112,1) + dI dXPCT le,x) Ix= 1 - 2PCT l,1)P(T 2,1).

Hence, j.lCT) = 1 + j.l(T le)_2p(n,)p(n2) I pen)' where TlEPT(nl), T 2EPT(n2)'

By contracting T to TnEPT(n,O), (2) gives:

j.l(T) = f + j.l(Tn) - ECT), where O<ECT)<2C1f I n' (3).

Averaging j.lCT) over PT(n), and dividing by (2n-6) to obtain j.l(n), gives

j.l(n) = ((p(n)-l~ff IPT(n,f) I) + j.l(Tn) - E(n))/(2n-6) (4)

with O<E(n)<2C 1. Now the trees at distance f from any TnEPT(n,D) are

precisely those with f internal edges. Thus j.lCT n) = p(n)-I~f~of IPT(n,f) I,
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and j.l(n) = (2j.l(Tn) - E(n))/(2n-6)'

Resu It (1) now follows by lemma I. J 1(a),(b).

(5)

(2): Follows by a similar argument, with details given in Steel [1988]. §

2.29 Remark

Applying Chebyshev's inequality to theorem 2.28 shows that for any

number k, the probability that two trees in PT(n) have k or fewer

equivalent edges tends to zero as n becomes large. This contrasts with

binary trees for which most pairs are a maximal distance apart.

Finally, as for BPT(n), we consider briefly the distribution of the d on

PT(n) "from below", We evaluate only P1(T), though P2(T), P3(T), ... , could

in principle be evaluated by similar though more lengthy arguments.

2.30 Theorem

For TEPT(n), P1(T) = O.5LvEIV(T)2a(V) - (n+2f+1), where IV(T) is the set

of the internal vertices of T and a(v) is the degree of v.



f.rQQ1:

If d(T 1,T) =1, either T 1 is obtained from T by collapsing an edge of T (in f

ways) or T is obtained from T1 by co, laps ing an edge, in which case T1 is

obtained from T by replacing an internal vertex v of degree i)(v) by a tree

in PT(i)(v). I). From theorem 1.6 we have IPT(k,l) I = 2k- L k-1. The resul t

now follows from the identitites: LWJV(T)i)(v) = n+2f, and IIV(T) I = f+1. §

At least two other metrics have been proposed for comparing
phylogenetic trees. One, often referred to as the nearest neighbourhood
interchange (NNI), or "crossover" metric, d* was defined and studied
independently by Robinson [1971] and by Moore, Goodman and Barnabas
[1973]. Waterman and Smith [1978], (see also Smith and Waterman
[1980]) have attempted to analyse this metric further. For TI>T2EBPT(n),

d*(T1,T2) is the minimum length of any chain {Til of binary trees joining

T1and T2 with d(Tj,Ti+1) = 1 for all i. A useful comparison of d and d* is

given by Day [1983] and Penny and Hendy [1985].

Another metric, d', based on quartets, and described by Estabrook et al.
[1985], has also been applied to phylogenetic analysis. One disadvantage
of these metrics over d is that the diameter of BPT(n) under both d* and
d' is not known in general, (though the diameter of d* is reported to be
O(nlogn), (Day [1983]), and is given, for n ~ 9, in the same paper; while
the diameter of d' for n ~1 0 is given by Bandelt and Dress [1986]).

Furthermore there is no recursive or constructive description of the
distribution of d* or d' analogous to theorem 2.3 or lemma 2.4, and in the
case of d*, there is no efficient method known for even calculating
d*(TI> T2)' However as pointed out by Bandelt and Dress [1986]. d' has a
possible advantage over d of being relatively insensitive to the position
of a single taxa. Also since d' and d* have larger diameters than d, they
may provide a 'finer measure for comparing trees than d. The precise
relationship between these three metrics is unknown, apart from
d(TI>T2) ~ 2d*(T1,T2)' implied by the triangle inequality for d. One might
ask, for example, whether d(T1,T2) ~ d(TI>T3) implies a corresponding
inequality for d* or d'.
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It is worth noting that by theorem 3 of Robinson and Foulds [1981], d on
PT(n) satisfies the property: for all T1,T2EPT(n), there exists a TEPT(n)
with d(TJ,T2) = d(T1,T) + d(T,T2). By definition d* satisfies the same
property on BPT(n), so that (PT(n), d) and (BPT(n), d*) are isomorphic to
the distance space of graphs (refer Harary [1975, p.24]).

Finally, all of these metrics are de'fined on unweighted trees, where edge
lengths are irrelevant in any comparisons. For weighted trees, the
symmetric difference metric has been adapted to provide a meaningful
metric by Robinson and Foulds [1979].

2.31 Summary

This section has described a number of features of the distribution of
the symmetric difference metric on phylogenetic trees. In contrast to
other metrics, this metric is amenable to analysis, particularly at the
asymptotic level. Essentially there are two properties which allow this.
First, there are structural descriptions of the metric's distribution (as
given in lemma 2.4(a) and theorem 2.10) which manifest in recursive
descriptions such as theorem 2.3 and lemma 2.4(b)(ii). Second, the
distribution on BPT(n) quickly becomes dominated (as n increases) by the
number of equivalent pairs of~ edges between trees (edges
partitioning the label set into sets of size 2 and n-2). This is
ultimately due to the rate at which the number of binary trees, b(n),
grows. The second property allows an asymptotic description of the
metric (theorems 2.3, 2.18 and 2.20) leading to Poisson distributions
(corollary 2.12 and theorem 2.20). Finally, while much is now known
regarding this metric, a number of important questions remain
concerning the distribution and diameter of other tree metrics, and their
relationship to each other.
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"The analysis of large data sets could proceed by division into overlapping
subsets which are classified separately and then recombined to provide a
single classification," A. D. Gordon 1986.

3.1 Introduction

This section examines the restriction on sets of trees in BPT(L) which
arises from fixing the structure of some of the subtrees induced by
subsets of L. The motivation for this problem is as follows: most tree
building methods choose the tree (or trees) which optimizes some
criterion. However, for several methods this has been shown to be an
NP-complete problem. An alternative approach is to determine the
structure of the subtrees of a fixed size of T, which then define a set of
trees which are compatible with this induced structure. When all the
subtrees of a fixed size are known this presents no problem. However in
the reconstruction of phylogenies using statistical methods it is likely
that only certain subtrees will be resolved at a statistically-significant
level. This raises important questions o'f how to efficiently describe the
set of trees which are consistent with these subtrees, or at least
calculate properties of this set, such as its size or its consensus tree.
Some of these questions have been considered briefly by a number of
authors, in particular Meacham [1983], Constantinescu and Sankoff [1986],
Colonius and Schulze [1981], Bandelt and Dress [1986] and Gordon [1986].
We begin this section by considering the extent to which two binary trees
can lack common subtrees of a fixed size.

3.2 pefinition

Given TEPT(L). S£.L, let T(S) be the minimal subtr.ee of T containing S, and

let T[S] be T(S) with all vertices of degree two suppressed. Thus

T[S]EPT(S). the phylogenetic subtree of T induced by S.
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3.3 Lemma

For k>2, let f1(k} be the smallest value of n such that for all TEBPT(m},

m~n, there exists a path in T of at least k vertices. Then

f1(k) = {3.21<12-2 +1; if k is even,

2(k-1 }/2 +1; if k is odd.

fr..QQt:

Let g(k) be the maximum value of n for which there exists a tree TEBPT(n)

having longest path at most k-l, and let G(k) be the set of such trees.

Then fl(k) = g(k)+1.

For TEG(k), let T2 EBPT(2k) be the tree obtained from T by attaching pairs of

new pendant vertices and edges to each pendant vertex of T. Define a

sequence OT(k) of trees by OT(k+2) = OT(k)2, with OT(3) =BPT(2),

OT(4) = BPT(3), as shown in fig. 3.1.

-<
The faml1y QT(k) for 2<k< 10

Figure 3.1
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We first show by induction that G(k) = (OT(k)}. For TEG(k+2), consider the

binary tree T# obta ined by removing aII pa irs of adjacent pendant edges and

their pendant vertices (trlis is less pruning than the derivation discussed in

the proof of lemma 1.7). Now for any binary tree, a path of maximal vertex

length has as its endpoints, pendant vertices, each of Whose associated

pendant edge is adjacent to another pendant edge. Thus the paths of T#

have maxima I vertex length k-1. Furthermore T #EG(k), for otherw ise if T#

has no pendant vertices there exists T,EBPT(n,), with n,>no and T 1EG(k). But

then T12 E BPT(2n,) and T12 has a path of maximal length k+l, so that g(k+2) ~

2n,. Now T has :s 2no pendant vertices and TEG(k+2). giving g(k+2):S 2no,

and so nO~nl' a contradiction. Applying the hypothesis G(k) = (OT(k)}, to

T#EG(k) we deduce that T consists of OT(k+2) with perhaps some of its

pendant vertices and edges deleted. But clearly (all of) OT(k+2) has

maximal path length k+l, so that G(k+2) = (QT(k+2)}, as required. Now

OT(k+2) has twice as many pendant vertices as OT(k), giving g(k) = 2g(k-2),

which together with g(3) =2, g(4) =3, and f 1(k) =g(k)+l, gives the lemma. §

The next theorem says that a common induced subtree of size k = 4,5, ... can

always be found amongst any two sufficiently large (depending on k)

binary trees.

3.4 Theorem

Vk~1, 3n=n(k): VT1 ,T2EBPT(m), m~n, 38E[m]k with T1 [8] = T2[8].

Proof: There exist functions f 1, f 2 such that: .

(I): every TEBPT(m), m~f,(n) has a path on n vertices,

(2): any two sequences of length m~f2(n) have a subsequence of length n of

the same or reverse order.
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Lemma 3.3 gives f ,(n), whi Ie the existence of f 2 follows from Ramsey's

theorem, though Erdos and Szekeres [1935] show we can take

f 2(n) = n2 - 2n + 2.

Let n(k) = f ,([ 1([2(k))), and suppose TI,T 2EBPT(m), m?n(k). Then T1has a path

on a set of f 1([2(k)) vertices V. For each vertex VEV select exactly one

label in {l .....n(k)} as follows: if v is a pendant vertex select its label.

otherwise choose the label of any pendant vertex of T1 whose path back to

v is not incident with any other vertex of V. Let 5 be the set of labels so

generated. Then T2[5] has a path on f 2(k) vertices. Using this path, select a

subset 5' of 5 in the same way as bef ore. Then T1[5 '] and T2[5 ,] are both

caterpillar trees in BPT(S'), with IS' I= f 2(k). Then there is a subset 5" of 5'

of size k such that T,[S"] = T2[5"1, completing the proof. §

3.5 Corollary

\:ik,r~1, 3n=n(k,r): \:iP£BPT(m), m~n, \PI = r, 3SE[m]k with T[S] the same for

all TEP.

Proof: Straightforward from the previous theorem. §

3.6 Proposition (Constaninescu and Sankoff [1986])

For S£L, and T1EBPT(S), we have I{TEBPT(L): T[S]=T1II = b(ILI)/b(ISI)'

3.7 Definition

For T1,T2EBPT(n), let A(Tl,T2,k) = I{SEln]k anC! T1[S] = T2[S]} I, and let

p(n.k) =min{A(T I.T 2.k): T1,T 2EBPT(n)}.
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3.8 Theorem

(1): The average value of A(T1.T2.k) over all pairs of trees in BPT(n) is

nCk/b(k)'

(2): p(n,k)/nCk is monotone increasing in n, bounded above by 1/b(k)' and

has a non-zero limit, p(k) as n-+oo.

(3): p(k+1) < p(k).

~: (1) has been establ ished for k=4 by W.H.E. Day (reported by Bandelt

and Dress [19861). For the general case consider the set V(n.k.r) = [[n]k]r'

that is. the collection of all sets {S"""Sr}, where S" ....Sr are distinct

sUbsets of {l, ....n} of size k. For fEV(n.k.r). f = {S,.....Sr}' let G(r) denote the

set of all pairs of trees TI,T 2EBPT(n), with T 1[Si] =T 2[Sj] for i=l,.... r.

Let nr = ~fEV(n.k.r)G(r)' N(x) = ~r~onrxr and E(x) = N(x-l). By the principle

of inclusion and exclusion. [xr]E(x) is the number of pairs of trees T"T 2 in

BPT(n) for which A(T,.T 2.k) = r. Thus the expected value of A(TI,T 2.k) over

all pa irs of trees in BPT(n) is b(n)-2[xr ]d / dxE(x) Ix= 1 = n,.

Now n, = ~SE[n]k I(T 1,T 2EBPT(n): TI[S] = T2[Sl} I

= ~Stln]k~T lEBPT (n) I (T 2EBPT(n): TI[S] = T2[S]} I

= nCkb(n). (b(n)/b(k))' by proposition 3.6. and the result follows.

The first part of (2) follows by essentially the same argument that Bandelt

and Dress [1986] use to establish this result in the case k=4. Specifically,

choose Tl,T2EBPT(n) with An 1. T2,k) = p(n,k). and suppose n>m~k. Consider

the set Q of pairs {S,W} with wCSC{l .... ,n}, I S 1= m.1 wi = k and T,[w] = T2[W].
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Construct 0 by first choosing w (in A(T"T 2,k) =p(n,k) ways) and then S (in

n-kCm _k ways) to give IQ I=p(n,k).n-mCm_k. On the other hand we can

undercount Q by first choosing S (in nCm ways) and then choosing wcs

such that T,[S][w] = T2[Sl[W] (in ACT,[Sl,T 2[S],k) ways). Since

A(T 1[S],T 2[Sl,k) ~ p(m.k) we have p(n,k).n-kCm _k ~ nCmP(m,k). which gives

the required result.

The upper bound of l/b(k) in (2) follows immediately from (1), while the

last part of (2) follows from theorem 3.4.

For (3) consider for T,.T 2 EBPT(n), the set 0, of pairs {S,x} where St[n]k-l

and T,[S]=T 2[S]. and xE{l .....n}-S. Then 10,1 =ACT 1.T 2.k-J)n-k+lc,. but we can

undercount 0, by pUll ing out common subtrees of Tl,T 2 of size k and

selecting one label (in kC, ways) as x, and the remaining set as S to give a

pair {S,xL In this way we have: A(T ,. T2.k)kC, ~ A(T 1.T2.k- J)n-k+ lC1 .

Choose T"T2 so that ACT ,.T2,k-1) =p(n,k-l). Then

p(n.k-l)/nC
k

_
1
~ ACT,.T 2.k)k/(n-k+l) nCk_l~ p(n,k)/nC

k

since A(T 1.T2,k) ~ p(n.k). as required. §

3.9 Conjecture

limn~oo p{n,k)/nCk ... 1/b{k)'

(The first nontrivial case, k =4 is conjectured by Bandelt and Dress

[1986]).
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3.10 Definitions

Given L1, ... ,Lkf.L, and TjEBPT(Lj) for 1~i~k. For 0= {T1,... ,Tk}' define the span

of 0, denoted <0>, as {TEBPT(L): Ti=T[LjU. 0 is realizable if <0>.e<P and 0

defines TEBPT(L) if <O>={T}. 0 is a minimal defining set for T if 0 defines

T, but no proper subset of 0 defines T.

Henceforth we consider subtrees of size four.

A quartet spectrum, 0 , is any set of binary 4-trees with labels chosen

from {1 ,,,,,n}. If every subset of {1 ,... ,n} of size four labels exactly one

tree, the quartet spectrum is full. Let Q denote the set of all quartet

spectra, and for TEPT(L), let ~(T) = {T[S] :SE[L]4}(IQ.

3.11 Proposition (Bandelt and Dress [1986], Prop. 2(a))

For any TEBPT(n), ~(T) defines 1.

3.12 Theorem

(1): If OEQ defines TEBPT(L), ILl ~ 4, then 101 ~ ILI-3.

(2): For TEBPT(L), there exists a quartet spectrum 0 of size ILI-3 which

defines T.

Proof: (1): The result holds for IL I=4: suppose it holds for I L I=k, and

that Q defines TEBPT(L 1). I L1 1 =k+1. Choose an adjacent pair of pendant

edges whose incident pendant vertices are labelled cx ..B. let L2 = L1-{.B} and

let Q* be the set of quartets obtained b~ replacing (xy)(z.B) with (xy)(zcx)

for all x.\:j,zEL, ZZcx, and deleting (x\:j)(cx.B) for all x.YEL.
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Let 1'EBPT(L2) be the tree obta ined from T by removing the pendant vertex

labelled t3 and its incident pendant edge. Clearly 1'E<O*>. Suppose 1';z:T"

are both in <0*>. Then attaching a new pendant vertex labelled .(3 to the

pendant edge of T" incident with the pendant vertex labelled 0< gives a tree

T1E<0>, T,;z:T. a contradiction. Thus 0* defines T', so by hypothesis 10* I~
k-3. Now by the construction, IQ I~ I0* I. with equality if and only if

(o<.(3)(xy) is not in O. for any x,yEL. But if (o<.(3)(xy) is not in 0 for any x,yEL,

then representing T' as in fig. 3.2 (a), we see that the trees (o<T 1)(.(3T 2),

(o<T 2)(,8T 1) and T= (ex,8)(T1T2) in fig. 3.2 (b). (c), (d) are also in <0>, a

contradiction. Thus 101 ~ (k+J)-3. as required.

T'

(a)

(b)

Fi glJre 3.2

(e)

(d)
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(2): Again we use induction on IL I= k. For k=4 the result holds, so

suppose it holds for IL I~ k. and TEBPT(L). IL I= k+1. From T choose a pair

of adjacent pendant edges whose inc ident pendant vertices are Iabe lied O<.~

(so that T is represented by fig. 3.2 (d)) and define l' as before.

Then since 1'EBPT(L'). IL'I = k, there is a set QW of size k-3 which defines

1'. Represent l' as in fig. 3.2 (a), and let x be the label of a pendant vertex in

T 1• and y a label of a pendant vertex in T 2. Let Q = QWu{(o<~)(xy)}. Then

TE<Q>. and if T 3E<Q>, then since QwcQ, we have T3E<Qw>.

If T3' is obtained from T3 by deleting the pendant vertex labelled ~, and its

associated pendant edge. then since QW defines l' we have T 3'=1'. The

position of the new pendant vertex labelled ~ is now fixed by (O<~)(XY)EQ,

so that T3=T. and hence <Q>= {T}, as required. §

The proof of part (b) of this theorem gives a constructive (and efficient)
method for finding a minimal defining set for T. A natural question is
whether amongst quartet spectra, all minimal defining sets for a tree have
the same cardinality, a suggestion supported by considering trees with
less than 7 pendant vertices. The next example shows that the answer to
this question is no.

3.13 Example

Let 0 = {(35)(67), (13)(45), (16)(23), (57)(12), (72)(34)}. Then <0> = {T},

where T is the caterpillar tree (16)(273)(45). However, deleting the i-th

element of 0 as they are ordered above for i=1 ,... ,5 gives sets 0i which do

not define T, (spec ifica II y, (16)(34 2)(57)EQI. (16)(274 )(35)EQ2.

(26)( 173)(45)EQ3. (45)(321)(6 7)E Q4, (23)( 145)(67)EQs). Thus 0 is a minimal

defining set of T of cardinality five, which is one more than the

cardinality of the set constructed by the previous theorem. §



3.14 Remark

On the basis of considering small examples one might also conjecture that

if IL('lLjl ~1 for all i:tl'j, then 0 is realizable. This is not so however, for

consider a projective plane of order 3, which has 13 points and 13 lines

each with 4 points (Hall [1986]). Taking the lines to be our LlJ ... ,L13 , we

haveIL('lLjl = 1. i:tl'j, and there are 313 possible choices of

0= {T1,... ,T13} since there are three possible trees on each label set Lj• Now

clearly if ~O' then <O>(1<O'>=<P, so that if each of the sets 0 were

realizable, b(13) ~ 313. But it can be easily checked that b(13) < 313.

3.15 pefinition

For subsets L1,L2 of L, if {L1,L2} = {<p,L} or {L1,L2} = 1t(T,e) for some internal

edge of T, then L1 is said to be a cluster of T and L1,L2 are complementary

clusters. §

By Proposition 1(a),(b) of Bandelt and Dress [1986], the clusters of T

define T, and the conditions on a family of subsets of L to be a cluster of a

tree are such that the clusters common to all of a set of trees gives a

treelike cluster, thereby allowing the following definition due to Sakal

and Rohlf[1981].

3.16 Definition Given a set of trees X={TlJ... ,Tk}£PT(L), the strict

consensus of X, ex is the tree in PT(L) whose clusters are precisely those

clusters belonging to all trees in X. If X=<P, define ex to be the star tree.
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We now give a description of <0> in terms of C<O>.

Consider the set IV(C<Q» of internal vertices of the consensus tree of the

span of a quartet spectrum Q. If vEIV(C<Q» has degree aV>3. let

L(v) = (L1.L2,L3.L4, ... ,Lavl be the collection of sets of labels on the pendant

vertices of the pendant subtrees of T having v as an endpoint. Replacing v

in C<Q> by a binary tree T(V)EBPT(L(v)) gives a new tree [T(v,),C<Q> ]EPT(L).

Let N(v) =(T(v)EBPT(L(v)): Q.£'H[T(v),<C(Q» ])}.

Now for TE<Q>, and v E IV(C<Q». aV>3, T defines a specific tree

T(v) E BPT(L(v)), since T is binary. If we denote this tree by (T,Q,v),

cons ider the funct ion

H: <Q> -> IT VE IV(C<Q>)N(V). defined by H(T)v =(T ,Q,v).

3. 17 Theorem

H is one-to-one. In particular 1<0>1 ~ ITvEIV(C<O»b(nv)' where nv ~ d(V).

Proof: H has the following left inverse, K. Given T(V)EN(v) replace v by

T(v) for each vEIV(C<Q» to obtain a tree ToEBPT(L). Suppose To is not in

<Q>, so that Q is not £ o/(T 0)' Let (ij)(kl)EQ, (ik)(jl)Eo/(T 0)' Consider the tree

T1 =C<Q>[5] E PT(5), where 5 = {ijkl}. There are two cases to consider

(a): T 1 is a binary tree, (b): T I is a star tree.

In the first case, if we replace vEIV(C<Q» by T(v) for any T(V)EN(v) then, by

definition, Q£o/[T(v),<C(Q»] so that (ij)(kl) E o/[T(v),<C(Q»]. Replacing the

other internal vertices to obtain To, we clearly still have (ij)(kl)Eo/(T0) a

contradiction. In case (b), let Vo be the unique vertex of C( <Q» where the

paths rr(i,j) and rr(k,l) meet. Replacing Vo by T(Vo)EN(vo) we have

Q£o/[T(vo),<C(Q»], and again we find that (ij)(kl)Eo/(T 0), a contradiction.

Thus ToEC<Q>. Clearly then KH is an identity map, as required. §



An interesting question is whether there is an efficient way of deciding

whether aEQ is realizable--that is whether there is an algorithm for

deciding this question whose running time is bounded above by a

polynomial function of n. One approach might be to observe that if a is

realizable then there must be a pair i,jEL, with {(ix)Oy):X,yEL}na=4>. We

might then replace the pair (i,j) by new label a(i,j) and replace all

occurrences of i or j in a by a(i,j) (removing any occurence of (ij)(xy)) to

obtain a quartet spectrum 0 1 on a set L1 oflLI-1 labels. Repeating the

procedure, eventually either all the labels will get used up and a tree will

be constructed, or at the r-th stage no pair with {(ix)(jy):x,yEL}nar=4> will

exist, or {(xy)(zw),(xz)(yw)}£ar for some x,y,z,wELp either of which imply

that Or is not realizable. All this can be efficiently implemented, but this

method depends on making the right choices for which pairs (i,j) to select

at each stage. For if the wrong choices are made, at some later stage we

may find {(xy)(zw),(xz)(YW)}f,ar, even though a is realizable. Another

approach is suggested by the characterization of when a full quartet

spectrum is realizable to which we now turn.

3. 18 Definition

Given a quartet spectrum a, define the closure of a, cl(a), to be the

minimal set containing a with the property:

for all (ij)(kl),(ik)(lm)EcI(a), we have (ij)(km), (jk)(lm)EcI(a).

Note that c1(a) can be efficiently constructed from a, c1(c1(a)) = cl(a) and

<a>=<cl(a», so that a is realizable if and only if cl(a) is. Also observe

that c1(\fJ(T)) = \fJ(T).
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3.19 Lemma

A full quartet spectrum is realizable if and only if its closure does not

contain (xy)(zw) and (xz)(yw).

frQ.Q!: This follows directly from similar results due to Colonius and

Schulze [1981], and Bandelt and Dress [1986]. §

For non-full quartet spectra, the example in remark 3.14 shows that even

with cl(a)=a, a may still be unrealizable. Indeed with a 'from example 3.1,

let a' = au{(24)(56)}, then <a'>=~ but cl(a') = a', since a' is based on five of

the blocks of the biplane on seven points given by Hall [po 321 ,1986].

We now show that the question of whether or not a is realizable is

equivalent from an efficiency viewpoint to two related questions.

3.20 Lemma

If L = LluL2, LlnL2=~' and for each i,jEL" and k,IEL2 <au{(ik)(jl)}> = ~ and

<au{(il)Uk)}> = ~, then for any TE<a>, Ll is a cluster of T.

Proof: If Q satisf ies the above condit ion, then for TE<Q>,

T[{i,j.k,I}] =(ij)(kl), so that the path joining i and j has no common vertex with

the path joining k and I. Since this holds for all i,jEL I k.IEL 2 it follows

(refer Bandelt and Dress [p.318. 1986]) that L, is a cluster of T. §

3. 21 Theorem

If one of the following has an efficient algorithm, so do the others:

(1): Deciding whether a is realizable.

(2): Deciding whether a is realizable, and if so constructing TE<a>.

(3): Constructing c<a>.
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fr2Q1: (Iearly efficiency for (2) implies that for (1). (onversely, given Q,

and an efficient algorithm for (1), if Q is realizable, Q can be efficiently

extended to a full quartet spectrum by choosing at each stage a quartet

{i,j,k,1} not already in the realizable spectrum so far constructed Q', and

testing the realizablity of Q'U{(ij)(kl)}, Q'U{(ik)(jl)}, Q'U{(il)(kj)}. Since Q' is

realizable, at least one of these extensions is realizable and the process

can be repeated until a full and realizable quartet spectrum Qo is obtained.

Now given Qo, there is an efficient inductive method for building the tree T

with t(T)=Qo by using Qo to decide where each additional pendant vertex

should be attached to the tree so far constructed. Thus efficiency for (1)

impl ies efficiency for (2), as required.

To obtain an efficient algorithm for (3), efficiently construct (by (2)) a

tree TE<Q>. By definition, the pairs of complementary clusters {L 1,L 2 } of

«Q> are a subset of the complementary clusters of T.

For each internal edge e of T. let rr(T,e) = {L 1,L 2 }, and for each pair i.jEL 1•

k,lEL 2, use the efficient algorithm from (1) to check whether or not

QU(ik)(jl) or QU(il)(kj) is realizable. If either is realizable (for any i,j,k.l)

then clearly L1 is not a cluster of «Q>. On the other hand if none of these

spectra are realizable, then by lemma 3.20. L1 is a cluster of «Q>. and thus

the clusters of «Q> can be efficiently generated. The clusters of «Q>

can then be used to efficiently construct «Q>, by a method such as "TREE

POPPING" due to C.A. Meacham, and described in Dress and Sandelt [p.317,

19861.

Finally, an efficient algorithm for (3), gives an efficient algorithm for (1) as

follows. Given quartet spectrum 0 on label set L, let L'=Lu{o<,.j3}, with o<,.j3

new labels not in L. Let Q'=Ou{(o<.j3)(xy): X,yEU. lf <0>=4> then <0'>=4>, and

so by definition «0'> is a star tree.
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If <O>;z:ep, choose Tc<O> and join one end of a new edge eo to any edge of

T, and attach two pendant vertices labelled cx,~ by two new edges to the

other endpoint of eo, giving a tree T'cBPT(L ,). Thus <O'>;z:ep, and by lemma

3.20, {cx,M is a cluster of «0'>, so that «0'> is not a star tree. Thus

<O>=ep precisely if «0'> is not a star tree, giving an efficient algorithm

for (1). §

3.22 Summary

The problem considered in the first part of this section is the extent to
which two trees can lack common subtrees of a given size, k. Even for k=4
this appears to be a difficult problem (it is equivalent to calculating the
diameter of the metric d' discussed in 2.31). After establishing that
sufficiently large trees always share a tree of size k (theorem 3.1) we
generalized (from k=4) some known results aimed at providing lower
bounds for the number of shared subtrees of size k (theorem 3.8).

We then addressed the question of how many subtrees of a parent tree are
necessary to define it, obtaining both positive and negative results
(theorem 3.12 and example 3.13, respectively).
A description of the span of a set of trees of size four is then given in
terms of its consensus tree (theorem 3.17). This raises the question of
whether one can efficiently construct this consensus tree, a question
which is shown (in theorem 3.21) to be equivalent to efficiently deciding
the realizability of quartet spectra. It would be useful to find an efficient
algorithm for this question, or else show that it is NP-hard.
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4.1 Introduction

This section defines sequence data and dissimilarities, and derives basic
properties of the transformation from the former to the later, required in
later sections. We also examine, from an enumerative viewpoint, how
much information is lost by this transformation, improving on results by
Penny [1982].

4.2 Definitions

A premetric f: {1, ... ,n}x{1,... ,n}-+R, is any function satisfying f(i,i) =0,

f(i,D :;, 0, for all i:;,j; i,jE{1 ,... ,n}.

Given a set 0 ={o " ... ,0 r} of r colours, a sequence space of length con r

colours and n taxa is a set 8 = {Xl""'Xn} C oC, (thus each xi is an ordered

sequence of colours, which for r =4, might represent a DNA sequence, or

for r-2 the same sequence in terms of purine and pyrimidine bases). Given

a sequence space, (8,0 ,c,r), let bij be the number of components, called

sites, of oC at which xi and Xj differ. It is easily checked that {bij} is a

pseudometric. §
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4.3 Definitions

Let C(n) denote the set of all 2n two-colourings of {1 ,... ,n}, and let Q(n)

denote the set of all subsets of {1 ,... ,n} containing 1. By an abuse of

terminology, we refer to the elements of Q(n) as partitions as there is a

bijection between Q(n) and the two-set partitions of {1 ,... ,n}. A colouring

XEC(n), induces a partition corresponding to the elements of {1 ,... ,n}

coloured the same colour as 1. Conversely, for a partition 0, there are

precisely two elements of C(n) which induce o. For a sequence space, and

OEQ(n), let Xo be the number of occurrences of o. Denote {1 ,... ,n}EQ(n) by

0 0 , §

We have bij = LOEQ(n)o«i.j,O)X o where o«i.j,O) = 0 if i and j are either both

in 0 or neither in 0, and o«i,j,o) = 1 otherwise.

Indexing the unordered distinct pairs {i,j} and ordering Q(n) we have for

the associated vectors S and X, S = MX, with M a nC2x2n-1, 0-1 matrix.

4.4 Remark

It is easily shown (though we do not require it) that MMt = 2n-3(I+J),

which is invertible so that for any SERn(n-1 )/2 letting

X =Mt(MMtr1S we have MX =S. The restrictions on dissimilarities S

derived from sequence data arise from the requirement that S = MX for

X~O.

4.5 Example (n=4, r=2).

Let S = [SI2.S13.b14,S23,S24.b341t, and let X = [Xl,X12.X13,X123.X14.X124.X134]t.
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Then 8 =MX, where

M = 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 0

Let c* denotes the number of sites where all taxa are not the same colour

and let 8' be the vector obtained from 8 by adjoining c* as a seventh

component. Let M, be the 7)(7 matrix whose first six rows are M, and whose

last row is the vector [1.1 •... ,11., Then 8'= MIX, and MI-
1exists. Indeed,

M1-1 =0.5 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 2
0 1 1 1 1 0 -2
1 0 1 I 0 1 -2
-1 -1 0 -1 0 0 2
1 1 0 0 1 1 -2
-1 0 -1 0 -1 0 2
0 -1 -1 0 0 -1 2

Now 8' is induced by a sequence space precise Iy if for X =M- 18', we have

XO'EZ+ for all O'EQ(4). In view of the expression of M- 1 this condition is

equivalent to two cond it ions on the vector 8'.

( j):

(ii): (a) c*:::; (013+014+023+024)/2 E Z+,

(b) c*:::; (0 12 +014+ 023+ 034)/2 E Z+,

(c) c*:::; (012+013+024+034)/2 E Z+.

Not ice that if 8 is induced by a sequence spa,ce on two co lours, 8 does not

determine c*, though the conditions shown give bounds for c*, such as

1(8):::; c* :::; 2.1(8), where 1(8) = maxi,j{oij}' a result required in section 7.
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4.6 Theorem

(1): If r=2, S satisfies the following property:

P: for any triple i,j,k, 0ij + °jk - 0ik is an even, non-negative integer.

(2): Any premetric on three or four points satisfying property P in (1) is

induced by a sequence space on two colours.

(3): If S is induced by a sequence space (S,o ,c,r), ISI= n, then

Li,jbjj ~ cn2(1-(1), and this bound can be realized for all values of c,r.

frQQ.t: (I): For 0={Ob02}, t=I .... ,c, let Xj(t) denote the t-th component of

XjEO C . For i=l,.... k. let SCi) ={t: Xj(t) = 01}, Then 0ij = IS(i)\7S(j) I, where \7

denotes symmetric difference. The result now follows since for arbitrary

sets, A and B. we have IA \7B I= 1A I+IB 1-21 AnB I·

(2): The case for n=3 is straightforward. For n=4. we show that property P

implies that 5, (together with a suitable value for c~) satisfies the

conclitions in example 4.5, which are sufficient for 5 to be induced by a

sequence space on two colours. If S satisfies property P, then

(oi(Ojk+bik)/2 =(Oij+Ojk-oik)/2 +oik EZ+ for all i,j, and condition (i) can be

satisfied by taking c~ =maXi.j.k{(o ito jk+o ik)/2}' Furthermore for condition

(ii)(a), 013+ 014+°23+024 =(013 +014 -034) + (°23+°24-°34)+ 2°34

so if ° satisfies property P, (013+014+023+024)/2 EZ+, and similarly for (ii)(b)

and (ii)(c).

Finally since 0 satisfies P. and thereby the triangle inequality, the

expressions on the right hand side of (ii)(a),(b),(c) are all less than

maXi}(Oitbjk+Oik)/2) =c W
, satisfying that the inequality conditions in (ii).
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(3): Define E(i,j,t) = 0 if Xi(t)=Xj(t), otherwise E(i,j,t)=1.

Then 0it LtE(i,j.t). and so Li,joij = ~i,j ~tE(i,j.t) = ~t ~i,jE(i,j,t)

For s=l, ... ,r, let Ns(t) = I{i:Xi(t)=~s} I. Then

Li,l(i.j,t) = ~s.s·:s;z:s,Ns(t)Ns·(t) = n2 - ~sNs(t)2. since ~sNs(t) = n. Using

this constraint, an elementar~ application of the method of Lagrange

multipliers shows that ~i.l(i.j,t) is maximized when Ns(t) = n/r for s=l, .... r,

in which case ~ i.l( i.j.t) = n2(1-r -1) and the resu It follows. §

We now consider how much information is lost in converting sequence data

to dissimilarities.

4.7 Theorem

(1): Let h(n,c) denote the number of metrics d on {1 ,... ,n} of diameter ~c.

Then h(3,c) = c(c2+3c-2)/2.

(2): Let h*(n,c) denote the number of pseudometrics on {1 ,... ,n} of diameter

~.

Then h*(3,c) = h(3,c+1)- 3c(c+1)/2 = h(3,C)(C+1)/c'

(3): Let f(n,c) denote the number of metrics on {1 ,... ,n} of diameter~

induced by some sequence space on two colours.

Then f(3,c) =f h(3'C)/2 , if c is even

(c-1 )(2c2+11 c+1)/
8

, if c is odd.

(4): For n =1, 3 (mod 6),

h(n,c) ~ h(3,c)n(n-1 )/6, h*(n,c) ~ h*(3,c)n(n-1 )/6,

f(n,c) ~ f(3,c)n(n-1 )/6.

(For other values of n similar results apply).
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.E.r..Q.Q1.: (I): We distinguish three cases depending on d12 , d23, d13.

(a): all three distances are the same,

(b): two of the distances are the same and strictly larger than the other,

(c): the largest distance, denoted d1, is strictly larger than the other two,

denoted dz,d3.

Clearly (a) arises in c ways and (b) arises in 3C z.Ccz = 3c(c-l) /2 ways (in

these cases the triangle inequality is not a constraint). For case (c), let

dz+d3 = k+d 1• By the triang Ie inequal ity k~ 0, wh i Ie since dz,d3<d 1, we have

k:Sd l-2. Now for fixed d1, and k in this range this equation has d1-1-k

solutions in dz,d3 with dz,d 3<d 1. Thus over the range 0:Sk:Sd l -2 there are

d1(d1-l) / 2 solutions. Letting d, rang~ from 2 to c and noting that ~2:Sj:sck2

=c+1 C3 , and that there are three possible choices (from d1Z ' dZ3 ' d13 ) for d1•

we have 3c +1C3 ways case (c) can arise. The r~su1t follows immediately.

(2): Given a metric of diameter :s c+l, we obtain a pseudometric of diameter

:sc by replacing d(i,j) by d(i,j)-I, except when

d(i.j) = d(i,k)+d(k,j). for some i,j,kc{l,2,3}, which occurs in 3c(c+ I) /2 ways.

Conversely, if d(i,j) is a pseudometric of diameter :SC, d(i,j)+l is a metric of

diameter :sc+ 1. The resul t f 0 Iiows immediate1 y.

(3): Theorem 4.6 (parts (I) and (2)), give the additional constraint on d. The

result now follows by the same decomposition as in part (I) of theorem

4.7, and a more lengthy, albeit elementary argument.

(4): First we recall the existence of a 2-(n.3,1) design when n=l or 3

(mod 6), noting that such a design has n(n-I)/6 blocks, (Hall [1986]).
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Thus {l .....n} can be expressed as the union of sets of N = n(n-1)/6 sets

A, .... ,AN' each of size 3, with IAj()A j I=1, for j;z: j. Now a metric on {l .....n} is

a metric on all the sets A j (though clearly the converse does not always

hold). Thus the number of metrics on {l .....n}. h(n,c) is bounded above by

h(3,c)n(n-l)/6, and similarly for h* and f. §

4,8 Remark

This theorem shows that (for n =1,3 mod 6), the proportion of premetrics

on n taxa of maximum diameter c, which are in fact metrics is bounded

above by

cn(n-1 )/2

which is asymptotically (in c), 2-n(n-1 )/6, Similarly the proportion

induced by a sequence space on two colours is (asymptotically in c)

bounded above by 2-n(n-1 )/3. Similar results hold for pseudometrics. We

now apply theorem 4.7 to obtain a lower bound on a crude measure of how

much information is lost in reducing sequence data to dissimilarities.

We adopt as our measure, the ratio of the number of "essentially distinct"

sequences spaces to the number of distinct dissimilarity matrices [8 ij]

these sequences generate--this gives the average compression of the

transformation.

We must first define when two sequence spaces are to be regarded as

distinct, (the following definition is motivated by th.e fact that most

tree-building methods do not take account of the order of the sites and

treat the four nucleotide bases equally).
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4.9 Definition

Call two sequence spaces 0 1102 of length c on the same set of colours 0,

equivalent if 0 1 is obtained from O2 by permuting 0 and the order of the

components in oC. Let 6. r(n,c) be the set of equivalence classes of

sequence spaces of length con r-colours and n taxa.

4.10 Lemma

with dj the number of derangements on i objects.

(Note that di = il2,o<,«-1 )j/J'" as in Hall [1986]. Thus l(n,2) = 2n-1 and
~J_I

l(n,4) = (2n-1+1)(2n-2+1)/3' providing convenient expressions for the

sums of the first two columns, and first four columns respectively of the

table given by Penny [1982, p.134].)

fr.QQt: The number of distinct ordered n-tuples XEO n under permutations of

0, is simply the number of orbits of on under the action of the full

symmetric group G on 0, By Burnside's lemma this is (rl)-lLgEGF(g), where

,
F(g) is the number of el ements of on fixed by g. Now G has exact Iy r Ctdr - t

elements which fix precisely t elements of 0, and hence tn elements of on.

Thus l(n,r) =Lt(tn/ tl)(dr-ti (r-t)!)' §

4. 11 Example

Let 4>:6. 4(n,c)->Rn(n-1 )/2 be the map transforming sequences into

dissimilarities, and considerl6. 4(n,c)I/I4>(6. 4(n,c))I'



By theorem 4.7, this ratio is at least 1
6 4(n,c)l/h*(n,c)' which we denote by

r(n,c). Table one lists values for IOglOr(9,c). Thus for sequences of length

100 on 9 taxa there are, on average, at least 10178 essentially distinct

sequence spaces to every dissimilarity matrix. A similar table has been

published by Steel et aJ. [1988].

c IOglOr (9,c)

15 8.5
20 18.5
25 28.6
50 79.9
100 178.0
250 436.8
500 798.9
1000 1390.5

Table One: Logarithms of lower bounds on the average information
loss involved in converting sequence data of length c on nine taxa to
dissimilarities.

4.12 Summary

This section characterizes dissimilarities arising from two-coloured
sequences on four taxa (example 4.5 and theorem 4.6 (1,2)) and provides
constraints in the more general cases of n taxa and r-colours (theorem 4.6
(1,3)). We also examine the redundancy involved in transforming
sequences to dissimilarities by exploiting some of the constraints on
induced dissimilarities. While we have neglected some constraints (such
as theorem 4.6 (3)) it is likely that a more exact enumerative approach to
this problem would be difficult and of little value since the lower bounds
given in example 4.11 are already huge. A more valuable exercise would be
to determine the nature of this redundancy, particularly as it relates to
phylogeny reconstruction. Some initial work in this direction appears in
Penny [1982].
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"Parsimony is another name for economic meanness, " Richard Dawkins.

5.1 Introduction

Methods based on principles of parsimony are the most frequently-used
method for constructing phylogenetic trees from aligned DNA sequence
data (Felsenstein, [1988]). While the problem of finding the tree (or trees)
of maximum parsimony is NP-hard (Foulds and Graham [1982]), a branch
and bound algorithm has been developed by Hendy and Penny [1982], along
with various heuristic methods. In this section, by restricting attention
to two character states, we give conditions for when a set of edge changes
is minimal for the colouring it induces. We then examine from a
combinatorial viewpoint two distributions which arise, in the first case
from fitting trees to data. and in the second case from fitting data to
trees, in both cases so as to minimize the number of edge changes
("steps") required. Using results from section one, and another tree
decomposition, we obtain useful descriptions of these distributions.
Finally we set out a combinatorial result which is pivotal to much of the
stochastic theory in section six and seven.

5.2 Definitions

For TEBPT(n), and Cs;,E(T), let p(C)EO(n), denote the labels (including "1 ") of

those pendant vertices of T whose unique path to the the pendant vertex

labelled 1 passes through an even number of edges of C. Define an

equivalence relation, '" , on 2E(T) by C '" C' preci~ely if p(C) = p(C').

5.3 Lemma

If C"'C'. 0"'0' then C\7D"'C'\7D' where \7 denotes symmetric difference.
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f!:2Qf:Ior pendant vertex of T labelled x and C~E(T), let f(x,C) be the

number of edges of C on the unique path from 1 to x, Then

f(x, C\70) = f(x, C) + f(x, 0) - 2f(x, cno) " f(x, C)+f(x, 0) (mod 2).

Now i( c",c. 0"'0', then f(x,C) " f(x,C') (mod 2) and f(x,O):f(x,O') (mod 2)

so that f(x, C\70) " f(x, C'\70') (mod 2), for all x. giving C\70"'C'\70'. §

5.4 Corollary C' '" C precisely if C' = C\7Co where Co-<I>.

f!:2Qf: If C"'C let Co = C\7C'. Then C' = C\7C o and b~ lemma 5.3,

Co = C\7C' '" C\7C =<1>. Conversel~ if Co"'<I>, by lemma 5.3, C\7C o"'C\7<1> = C. §

Now TI(T) = 2E(T), under \7, (orms a vector space over Z2. Let

TIo(T) =(CE2E(T). C"'4>l. By lemma 5.3, TIo(T) forms a subspace of TI(T). For

vEIV(T), let E(v) be the set of the three edges of T incident with v.

5.5 Lemma

E(V) = (E(v): VEIV(T)} forms a basis for no(T),

Proof: Regard a set C~E(T) as inducing a two-colouring of all the vertices

o( T. Then for any fixed OEO(n), colouring the n-2 internal vertices of T in

all 2n-2 possible wa~s gives 2n-2 edge sets E with p(E)=o. Taking 0=0 0 ,

gives ITIoCT) I = 2n-2, and so TIo(T) has dimension n-2 over Z2' Sin~e E(V)

has n-2 elements we need only check it is linearl~ independent.

But for any (E!... ,E k) ~E(V). a simple inductive argument on k gives that

IE1\7 .. ·\7Ek I? k+2 ?3, as required. § ~ .
<, .,



5.6 Definitions

For F,£E(T), TEBPT(n), let

w(F) == min{/F'I: P,£E(T) and F'''-'F}, and

L(F) = {P,£E(T): P"-'F and IPI = w(F)}.

F is minimal if FEL(F), and strictly minimal if L(F) = {F}.

Given F,£E(T), and a (not necessarily binary) subtree T* of T, let t(F,T*)

denote the number of edges of F incident with a vertex of T*. For a forest

K of vertex disjoint subtrees of T define t(F,K)= LT*EKt(F,T*).

5.7 Definitions

(a): A connecting tree for F is a subtree r of T, not necessarily binary

with IV(r)1 < 2t(F,T*)-2.

(b): A weakly-connecting forest K is a forest of k subtrees of T with

(1): no two trees both incident with any edge of T.

(2): IV(K)I ~ 2t(F,K)-2k.

If, in addition, k=1 we say K is a weakly-connecing tree.

(c): Let 1:'(F) be the the set of weakly-connecting forests of F, including the

empty forest <P.
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5.8 Example

Fig. 5.1 shows an example of a set FCE(T), TEBPT(8). with five

weakly-connecting forests (in fact trees), given by 4', (V3.V4), (Vl.V2,V3,V4).

(V3.V4, V5.V6), (Vl,v2,v3,v 4.V5,V6)·

A tree with 8 m1n1mal set F of four

distinguished edges, haying fjYe

weakl y-connecti ng trees•.

Figure 5.1

5.9 Theorem

For FcE(T), TEBPT(n),

(1): F is minimal precisely if F has no connecting trees.

(2): F is strictly minimal precisely if F has no weakly-connecting trees.

(3): If F is minimal, there is a bijection between L(F) and r(F).

fr.QQt: (1): Suppose F has a connecting tree p~ on vertices VloV2, ... ,vk'

Let C =E(Vl)'V···'VE(vk)' Then IC'VF I=IC 1+ IF 1-21 cnF I· l\Jow IC 1=k+2,

while 21 cnF I= 2~(T*,F) > k+2, so that IC'VF I< IF I. Furthermore since

CEITo(T). C"'4', so that C'VF"'F. Thus F is not ~inimal.

Conversely. suppose F is not minimal. Then for some CEIT oCT), IC'VF I< IF I,
so that IC I< 21 CnF I. By lemma 5.5 there is a unique subset E(v,) .... ,E(vk) of

E(V) such that C = E(Vl)'V ... 'VE(Vk)'
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Cons ider V '={ vl .....vk} and join v j b~ an edge to v j if viand v j are adjacent in

T. In this way V' defines a forest of subtrees T 1••••• Tr of T. Let

n(i) = IVCTj) I, E(T j)= E(Vl')V' ...V'E(Vn(i)')' where VCTj)={v\· .....vn(i)·}. Then we

have 1 ECT j ) I =n(i)+2. Now 1C 1 =Li 1 E(Tj) 1and I cnF I = Ljt(F,T j ) since for

j;Z:j. E(Tj)nE(T j )=<1>. Thus. since IC I < 2\ cnF I. Li(n(i)+2-2t(F.Ti))>O so for

at least one ic{l .... ,r}, n(i)+2-2t(F.T i»O. which, by definition, means that T i is

a connect ing tree.

(2): This follows by essentiall~ the same argument as for (1), using

weakly-connecting trees rather than connecting trees.

(3): For LEL(F), we have LV'F "-<1> so that L=FV'C where

C = V'r=l ....kV'j=l .....cx(r)E(v r .j) where {V r ,rj=l .....cx(r)} forms the component

trees of the forest K generated by Ur,j{vr } under the rule that v and v' are

adjacent in the forest precisely if they are adjacent in T. Now since LEL(F).

IL I= IF I+ IC 1-21 LnF I= IF I. so that 1C I=21 LnF I· Also IV(K) I=Lrcx(r). so

that IC I= Lr(cx(r)+2) = IV(K) I+2k and so 2t(F.K) = ILnF I= IV(K) I+2k. so

that KE7:(F). This process is clearly invertible. establ ishing (c). §

5.10 Remark If F is minimal and K1,K 2E7:(F). K, and K2 are not necessarily

vertex disjoint, as example 5.8 shows.

5.11 Theorem

(a): If F is minimal and AcF then A is minimal.

(b): If F is strictly minimal and AcF then A is strictly minimal.

(c): If F is minimal and A,B£F, with A"-B, then A=B.
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frQ.Q1: (a): Suppose A is not minimal. Then A has a connecting tree T* by

theorem 5.9. Now since ACF, t(F,T*)~t(A,T*), so that T* is a connecting

tree for F, and so applying theorem 5.9 again, F is not minimal.

(b): Essentially the same argument as for (a), except using

weakly-connecting trees.

(c): Suppose A"-'B, A;z:B. Then A \7B"-'A \7 A=4>, by lemma 5.3, and A \7B;z:4>.

Let E = F\7(A \7B). Since A \7B"-'4>, E"-'F, by corollary 5.4. But A \7 B.£;.AUBf.F,

so that E = F-(A \7B) which has less edges than F since IA \7B 1>0. §

We now give a sufficient condition for FcE(T) to be strictly minimal by

requiring the edges of F to be separated by at least three other edges.

5.12 Definitjon

For SCV(T), x,yES. let 6(x,y) denote the number of edges of T on the path

between x and y.

5.13 Lemma

Suppose a tree has n vertices, including a set S of k~2 distinguished

vertices with 6(x.y)~3 for all x,yES. Then n~2k.

fr2QI: We use induction on k. For k=2 the tree has a path with at least 4

vertices so the result holds. Suppose the result holds for all k~ko~2. For

a tree T with a set S of ko+l distinguished ve,rtices, select a vertex vaES. and

an adjacent vertex VI not in S.
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Represent T as in fig. 5.2, where the dotted edges (and incident trees

T,....,Tr' and Tr+l' ....Ts) mayor may not exist depending on the degree of va

•
•

• •

T >

Figure 5.2

T'

Replace T by the tree T' shown in fig. 5.2. Then T' has ko-l of the original

distingu ished vert ices from T, and furthermore T' sat isf ies the conditions

of the theorem. so that by induction T' has at least 2ko vertices. But T has

exactly two more vertices than T'. completing the induction step. §

5.14 Remark The bound n = 2k is realized, for example, by a

hair-comb-shaped tree with distinguished vertices of degree one.

5.15 Lemma

If F has a weakly-connecting tree T* then F has a weakly-connecting tree

l' with E(1')(')F = 4>.
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fr.Q.Q!: (1) Suppose T* weakly connects F, and ECT*)nF;Z:4>. Delete ECT*)nF

from ECT*) and for each deleted edge remove~ of the two incident

vertices from V(T*) (together with the other edge incident with that

vertex) to obtain a forest of trees T1..... Tr' with r~2. Thus IV(T*) I = r

+2::j IVCT i) I, and ~(F,T*) =2::i~(F,Ti)' and since IV(T*) Is: 2~(E,T*)-2 we have

Lj IV(T i) I ~ Li2~(F,Ti) - 2 - r < Li(2~(F,Ti)-1). Thus for at least one \,

IV(Tj) I s: 2~(F,Ti)-2, so that T i is a weakly-connecting tree with E(Tj)nF=4>,

as required. §

5.16 Theorem

Let F.~.E(T). For x,yEF, let 6(X,y) denote the number of edges of T strictly

between x and y. If 6(x,y»2 for all x,yEF, F is strictly minimal.

frQ.Qt: Suppose F is not strictly minimal. Then F has a weakly-connecting

tree T*, by theorem 5.9. By lemma 5.15 we may suppose E(T*)nF=4>.

Distinguish the set S of vertices of T* that are incident with an edge of F.

Then, by the 6 cond it ion on F, 6(X,y)~ 3 for all X,yES. By Iemma 5.13,

IvCT*) I~ 2~(F,T*), Which contradicts the assumption that T* is

weak Iy-connect ing. §

5.17 Remark

It is immediate from theorem 5.9 that if F is minimal (resp. strictly

minimal) then 6(x,y)~1 (resp. ~2). These are clearly not sufficient--indeed

the stronger second condition is not sufficient to imply minimality, as

illustrated by the tree T in fig. 5.2, (on the following page), with a set F of

five edges for which w(F) = 4.



Figure 5.3

We now examine the distribution of binary phylogenetic trees according to
the number of edge changes ("steps") required to fit data to the tree. An
efficient method is given for calculating the mean of this distribution.
This gives a simple measure of how much better a tree of maximum
parsimony fits data than a randomly chosen tree. A useful invariant
property of a related dual distribution is derived, allowing a complete
description of this distribution and the calculation of its mean and
variance. Either distribution gives a precise expression for the expected
number of steps required to fit random data to any tree.

5.18 De'finitions

(1): Given OEQ(n), let w(o ,T) be the minimum number of edge changes

required to fit 0 to T. Thus w(O ,T) = min{ICI : C,£E(T), p(C)=o}. For a

colouring XEC(n), w(X,T) is defined similarly.

In this section data refers to a sequence space on two colours (definition

4.3), that is, an ordered sequence of two-colourinQs 0 = (O" ... ,Oc), 0iEC(n).

and we let 101 denote the length of the sequence (in this case 101 = c). Thus

o might be a collection of aligned DNA sequences (where the four bases

have been paired in some way). For convenience we do not impose the

equivalence relation described in definition 4.9.
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For data D, the minimum number of "steps" required to fit D to a fixed tree

TEBPT(n) is L1$;i$;IDlw(Di,T), which we denote by w(D,T).

(2): Fitch's algorithm.

For a colouring XEC(n) and TEBPT(n), Fitch [1971] (see also Hartigan [1973]

for a formal justification) gives an efficient method for calculating

w(X,T), and for finding a minimal colouring of the internal vertices. We

describe part of this procedure now. Root T on the midpoint of any edge

and direct all edges away from the root, denoted va, to give a rooted tree

T*. Assign to each internal vertex v the set {A},{B} or {A,B} recursively as

follows: pendant vertices are assigned the set containing their colour

under X,and for each vertex directed towards two vertices v"v2 whose

sets 8 108 2 have already been chosen assign vertex v the set

8(v) = { 8 1(182; ,if this set is nonempty,

8,u82; If 8,(182 = <P.

Then,

(1): w(X,T) is the number of internal vertices v (including the root va) for

which 8(v) is defined by the second option (S,(1S2=<P),

(2): S(vo) is the set of colours va can take over all colourings of minimal

weight of the internal vertices of T*. S

We examine the following two dual distributions:

(M*): For TEBPT(n), let M(T,c,k) = I{D: IDI= c and w(D,T) = k}l.

(N*): For data D, let N(D,k) =1{TEBPT(n): w(D,T) = k}l.

We consider first the distribution N*.
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5.19 Definition For a colouring X, let m(x) = min{lC1LIC2 1}, where C1

(resp. C2 ) is the set of elements from {1 ,... ,n} coloured A (resp. B) under X.

For data D, let X(D,a) = I{i: m(Dj) = a}1 and let 'Y(n,a) = Lk~Ok.fk(a,n-a)/b(n)'

Note that by theorems 1.21 and 1.14 (4), for any n, 'Y(n,1) = 1, while for

fixed a, Iimn~oo 'Y(n,a) = a. §

For IDI =1, N(D,k) = fk(m(D),n-m(D)). where fk(a,b) is described in section

one, and given by theorem 1.21. For IDI>1, we now calculate the mean value

of N(D,k).

5.20 Theorem

Let ~(D) denote the mean value of w(D,T) averaged over BPT(n).

Then ~(D) = La:o~a~nX(D,aH(n,a).

frQ.Q!:
}leD) = b(n)-\ ~ w(D,n

(T EBPT(n)}

= b(n)-l ~ ~ w(Dj,n
(TEBPT(n)} i~O

= b(n)-l ~ ~ ~ ~ k
a~O k~O (TEBPTCn)} {i: m(Dj)=a, w(Dj,T)=k}

= b(n)-l~ ~ ~ k.1 (TEBPT(n): w(Dj,T)=k} I
a~O k~O {j: m(Dj)=a}

= ~ ~(kfk(a,n-a)/b(n)) I{j: m(Dj)=a} I
a~O k~O

= ~ X(D,a)'Y(n,a), since X(D,a) = 0 unless O~2a~n. §
a: O~2a~n
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5.21 Remark

Theorem 5.20, together with theorem 1.21 and values for log(fk(a,n-a))

derived from log(t!) = L 1::S;i::s;t1og(i) , and log(b(t)) = LS::S;i::s;t1og(2i-5), give

values for (o/(n,a): 0::S;2a::s;n} which can be efficiently calculated for large

values of n, allowing Jl(D) to be readily derived in practice.

Table two (refer Appendix) lists the values of 'f!(n,a) for n::S;20. §

We now consider the dual distribution M*.

5.22 Theorem

(1): Let Hn(y) = Lk~On-kCkyk and Gn(y) = Hn(2y) + Hn-1(2y).

Then~ TEBPT(n), M(T,c,k) = [yk](Gn(y))c.

{

(n-kCk + n-k-1 Ck)2k for 0::S;2k<n

In particular, M(T,1,k) 2k, if n=2k

0, otherwise.

(2): For TEBPT(n), the mean U(T,c), and variance .Q.2(T,c) of the normalized

distribution of M(T,C.k)/Lk~oM(T,c,k) are given by:

(a): U(T,c) = q.l.(T)/2n, where Jl(T) = LXEC(n)W(c;,T),

(b): Jl(T) = 2((Sn-2)2n-1+ (-1 )n)/g - n2n/S (as n-7oo),

(c): Q.2(T,c) = c(6n+2 - (6n+1)(-2)1-n -22-2n)/81 -: 2cn/27 (as n-7oo).
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fr.Q.Qt: Consider a fixed tree TEBPT(n) and a colouring X.

Represent T as in fig. 5.4 (a) (refer to following page), where the endpo ints

of T1,T 2 have the colouring induced by X. and y,z denote the respective

co lour ing by X of the endpoints shown. Cons ider the two cases y=z and

y;z:z. In the first case if we replace T by the tree T'EBPT(n-l) in fig. 5.4 (b),

with the colouring X* as indicated, then

w(X,T) =w(X*,T'). Conversely. such a X* defines uniquely a colouring of T.

In case y;z:z. replacing T by Til with the colouring X** indicated in fig. 5.4

(c), so that w(X.T) = w(X**,T") + 1. In this case precisely two colourings

of T induce the same X** correspond ing to the cases

(y,Z) = (a,b) and (b,a).

>---y

r;j..*

(b)

Figure 5.4

y

T,)C

z

(0--------€)
T",)C**

(e)

In this way, MCT,l,k) =MCT',l,k) + 2MCT",l,k-l). Since T' and T" have

respectively n-l and n-2 endpoints, inductiof) on n shows that M(T,l,k) is the

same for all TEBPT(n). Thus we can let M(n,l,k) denote MCT.1,k) for any

TEBPT(n), and let Gn(y) = LkMCT.1,k)yk giving Gn(y) = Gn- 1(y) + 2yG n- 2(y).



A simple inductive argument with G2(y) = 2+2y. G3(y) = 2+6y, shows that

Gn(y) = Hn(2y) + Hn- 1(2y). where Hn(x) is defined as in the statement of the

theorem.

Now M(n,c.k) = 2:(k k )'k + +k =k TI iM(n.l,kj).
I····, c . 1 ... C

so that M(n,c.k) is the coefficient of yk in Gn(y)c. as required.

(2)(a): We first note that 2: kM(T,C.k) = Gn(l)c =2nc.

Now .,l.!.(T,c) = 2- nca/ay Gn(y)C I y=l = 2-ncCGn(1)C-1Gn'(1) = 2-nCG n'(l)·

But. jl(T) = 2:XEC(n)WCX.T) = Gn'(l). establishing (a).

(b): From the above recurrence for Gn(y),
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this recurrence can be shown by induct ion to be

Gn'(l) = 2((3n-2)2n- 1+ (_l)n)/9' which gives jl(T) as required.

G2"(l) = G3"(1) = 0, and Gn'(l) given as above, has solution

Gn"(l) = 8(n-l)((3n-8)2n- 3 + (-l)n)/27' The result for Q2(T,c) follows by

noting that .Q.2(T,c) = (2- cn a
2
/ 82y Gn(y)C Iy=l) + jl(T,c) - jl2(T,c), and

8
2
/ a2y Gn(y)C Iy=l = c(c-l)Gn(l)C-2(Gn'(l))2 + CGn(l)C-1 Gn"(1). §



5.23 Remark

This independence of the underlying tree T in this theorem does not

generalize to r-colourings of BPT(n) or two-colourings on PT(n). Indeed

even ~(T,c) depends on T if BPT(n) • PT(n,n-3) is replaced by PT(n,n-4), as

the counterexample ThT2EPT(6,2) in fig. 5.5 shows.
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M(Tl' 1,k) = 2, k=O
16, k= 1
38, k=2
8, k=3

J,.l(T 1) = 116

.j I <
M(T2,1 ,k) = 2, k=O

16, k= 1
34, k=2
12, k=3

Tz J,.l(T2) = 132

Figure 5.5

The next result gives an asymptotic expression for the expected weight of

random data, answering a question posed by Joe Felsenstein and Jim

Archie (private communication, Asilomar, June 1988).

5.24 Corollary

Let w(D) = min{w(D,T): TEBPT(n)}, and let w(c,n) be the average value of

w(D) over all sets of data of length c on n taxa (w(c,n) can be regarded as

the expected weight of random data on its tree(s) ~elected by maximum

parsimony) .
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fr.QQ!: Since w(O) ~ w(O,T) for any fixed TEBPT(n), part 2 of the previous

theorem gives

w(c,n)/ c ~ ..u.(T,c)/ c = ((3n-2) - (-2)1-n)/g, (1)

Let c = k2n, and let X(O,xJ be the number of occurrences of colouring X in

O. For E>O, let G(n,c,E) = (O: 10 I=c, IX(O,X)-k I< CE for all XEC(n)}.

Then I imc _>oo2-nc IG(n,c,E) I = 1. (2)

This essent ially follows from the weak Iaw of Iarge numbers, though we

give a combinatorial proof as follows.

For any XEC(n) we have I{D: 101 = c, X(D,x)=r} I = cC r (2n-l)c-r, so that

2-ncL{0: I0 I=c}((X(D,X)-k)/C)2 = 2-ncL r ((r-k)/C)2 cCr (2n-l)c-r, which is

asymptotically (in c) equal to O.

Now 2-ncL{0: I0 I=c}((X(D,X)-k) / C)2 ~ E22-nc I(O: 10 I= c, IX(D,X)-k) I

~cc} I, so that I imc _>oo2- nc I(O: 101 =c,1 X(O,X)-k) I ~cE} I = 0, and since

G(n,c,E) = {O: 10 I=c} - uXEC(n){O: 101 =c, IX(O,X)-k I ~CE}, we have

1~ 2-nc IG(n,c,E) I ~ 1 - L xEc(n)2-nc I (O: 10 I=c,1 X(O,X)-k) I ~cE} I "'I, as

c->oo, as required.

For each data set 0 choose T(O)EBPT(n) such that w(D) = w(O,T(O)).

Thus T(O) is a maximal parsimony tree for O. Then

w(c,n) = 2-ncL{0: 10 I =c}w(O,T(D)) ~ 2-ncL{DEG(n,c,E)}w(D,T(0)) ~

2-nc IG(n,c,E) I(kLXEC(n)W(X,T(O)) - CE(n/ 2) IC(n) I),

since 0 ~ w(X,T(O)) ~ n/ 2 for any XEC(n). Thus, by (2), I imc_>oo w(c,n) / c ~

kLxw(X,T(D))/c- E(n/ 2)2n = ((3n-2) - (-2)1-'n)/g - E(n/ 2)2n. Since this

hoi ds for any E>O we have w(c,n) / c ~ ((3n- 2) - (-2) l-n)/9 (3).

The result now follows from the inequalities (I) and (3). §
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5.25 Remark

Regarding U(T,c} as the expected number of steps required to fit random

data to a binary tree, we can compare U(T,c) with the expected number

U'(Tn'c) of steps required to fit random data of length c to a star tree

TnEPT(n,O) having no internal edges. As befare J.!.'(T n'c) =c jl'(Tn) / 2n,

where jl'(Tn) =LXEC(n)W(;l{.Tn) and clearly, jl'(Tn) =LO:$k:$nmin{k,n-k}nCk·

It can be shown (Michael Carter--personal communication) that this sum is

n(2 n-2Sn)/2 where

S ={ 2kC .n k'

(2 _1/(k+l))2kCk :

if n = 2k+l,

if n = 2k+2.

In either case, .,lJ.'(T n'c) 'V cn/ 2, compared with JJ.(T(n),c) 'V cn/ 3 for a binary

tree Ten) in BPT(n). Table three lists Jl(T(n}}, Jl'(Tn} and their ratio.

n Jl(T(n)} Jl'(Tn} Jl(T(n}}/Jl'(Tn}

4 18 20 .9
5 46 50 .92
6 114 132 .8636
7 270 308 .8766
8 626 744 .8414
9 1422 1674 .8495
10 3186 3860 .8254
11 7054 8492 .8307
12 15474 19032 .8131

'2
/3

Values for Jl(T(n)) and Jl'(Tn)' with their actual and

asymptotic ratio.

Table Three



5.26 Remaining questions

It would be desirable to extend the above results in two directions.
Firstly, the biologically-interesting case of four (or more generally r>2)
colours rather than just two might be considered. Secondly, an efficient
means of calculating from data D the variance of the distribution of trees
according to w(D,T), even for two-colours, would be desirable. One
approach would be to look for a suitable "closed form" analogue of theorem
1.6 for pairs of colours (with a and n replaced by four parameters one of
which is required to measure the "overlap" of the two colourings).

5.27 Definitions

(a): Let [n]+ denote the set of all even subsets of {1,,,.,n}.

For XE[n]+ and TEBPT(n), let 1t(T,X) denote the set of edges 'V XEX1t(1 ,x),

where 1t(1,x) is the set of edges of T on the path joining vertices labelled

1 and x (with 1t(1,1) = 4», and 'V denotes symmetric difference.

Since T is binary, the sets consisting of ~ and the disjoint paths linking

endpoints of T form a group under 'V, so that 1t(T,X) is a set of disjoint

(b): For TEBPT(n) with edge set Eo = E(T), assign an indeterminate xe to

each edge eEEo.

For E.s;;.Eo, let [E,Eo] = TIeEExeTIeEEo-E(1-Xe)'

For XE[n]+, let rX= TIeE1t(T,X)(1-2xe).

The next theorem, which is exploited in section six, was stated in a

probabilistic setting by Hendy [1988]. The following proof is essentially a

combinatorial restatement of the original proof, with minor variations.
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for OZO'

5.28 Theorem

(Thus H = [(-1 )lonxl] is Hadamard).

(2): For any oE0(n) there is a formal power series identity:

Now [nt forms an abQlian group undQr symmetric difference \7. For

01.02E0(n). consider the homomorphism

<p: ([nt.\7)->({l,-1), .)

<P(X) =(_j)IOlnxl+102nxl

If OZO'. then <p is onto, since we can choose XE01-02 or XE02-01. and

letting X = {l.x} gives <P(X) =-1. Thus I[nt I =21 ker<p I giving the result.

(2): We first show that for E£,E o,

I EnTT(T.X) 1 = 1 p(E)nx I mod (2) (i)

We have IEnTT(T,X) I = I \7XEx TT (l,x)nE I= I \7XEX(TT(l,x)nE) I

=LXEX ITT(l,x)nE I (mod 2) = IX 1- LxE{l .... ,n}-X ITT(l,x)nE I

=LxE{ l,....n}-X ITT( 1.x)nE I (mod 2) since IX I=°(mod 2).

Result (i) now follows since xEp(E) precisely if ITT(I.x)nE I=1 (mod 2).

For F£,Eo, and xE{o,1}, let
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(i i)

Then AF(O) + AF(J) =L{ECE }ITeEExe IT nEE -E(l-xe) = IT eEE (Xe+(l-Xe)) = l.
- 0 to 0 0

(i i i)



Also, if e E Eo-F.

AFu{e}(l) = ~(E£Eo: IEn(Fu{e}) I:: 1(mad 2)}[E,Eol

= 2::{E£Eo: eEE, IEnF I:0 (mod 2)}[E,Eol

+ 2::{E£E o: eEEo-E, IEnF 1:1 (mod 2)}[E,Eol

= Xe~{E£Eo-{e}: IEnF I:0 (mod 2)}[E,Eo-{e}1

+ (I-Xe)~{E£Eo-{e}: IEnF I:1 (mod 2)}[E,Eo-{e}1

MUltiplying both terms by (X e+(l-Xe)) and expanding gives

AFu{e}(l) = xeAF(O) + (l-Xe)AF(1) (iv)

By (iii) and (iv) it follows by induction on IF I that

AF(x) = 1/2(1 + (-l)x.IT eEF(1-2xe))· (v)

Now we can re-wr ite AF(x) from (i i) as

AF(x) = ~OEO(n)~{E£Eo: p(E)=o and IEnF I: x (mod 2)}[E,E o] (vi)

Furthermore, in view of (iii),
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(vii)

Suppose F = rrCT,x). Then sUbstituting (vi) into (vii) and using part (i),

AF( 1) = 1/2( 1 - ~oEO(n)( -1) Ionx I~{E£Eo: p(E)=o} [E.Eol)

Identifying this expression for AF(l) with that given by (v) gives

~oEO(n)(-l)Ionx I~{E£Eo: P(E)=o}[E,Eol = r X·

The result now follows by part (1). §



5.29 Corollarv

Order the edges of T, and Q(n) and let x, x' denote vectors of

indeterminates indexed over the edges of T. Let s(x) be the vector of

values of L{E£Eo:P(E)=O'}[E,Eo], and similarly for s(x').

We may suppose Q(n) is ordered so that for N = 2n-1, sN(x) corresponds to

the uniform colouring induced by E=~. Then under the usual inner product,

s(x).s(x') =sN(z) with ze =xe + x'e - 2xex'e'

fr..Q.Q1: Using both parts of theorem 5.28,

s(x).s(x ') =21-n~{Xdnt}neor(T,X)( 1-2xe)neETI(T ,X)(1-2x'e)

= 2
1
-

n
2:{Xdnt}neETI(T ,X)( 1- 2xe)( 1-2x 'e)

= 21-n~{Xdnt}neETI(T,x)(1-2Ze)

= sN(Z)' by tile second part of the theorem. §

5.30 Summary

In this section we have presented a number of attractive and useful
properties of parsimony on bicoloured binary trees. In particular we have
seen that the distribution of data on such trees is independent of the tree
topology, and have derived an exact expression for this distribution
(theorem 5.22). This leads to an asymptotic expression for the weight of
"random" data on its tree of maximal parsimony (corollary 5.24). We have
shown the usefulness of the elegant formula from theorem 1.21, by giving
an effective method for comparing the maximum parsimony tree with a
randomly-chosen tree (theorem 5.20).
A number of structural results have also been derwed by exploiting the
vector space structure on edges and paths. A useful exercise would be the
extension of these results (and the others discussed above) to r-coloured
binary trees, for r>2.
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"The matter unfortunately comes down to questions of the philosophical
foundations of statistics, which biologists are unlikely to resolve on their
own," J. Felsenstein 1988.

"Every probability is in reality a conditional probability, " Alfred Renyi.

6.1 Introduction

A statistical approach to the problem of reconstructing phylogenies,
presupposes a stochastic model describing how variations in sequence data
arose between different taxa. This model M, will have as a discrete
parameter the underlying tree T linking the taxa in question, and other
(generally continuous) parameters r.~.r o. For any given tree T and variable
sequence data, X, the model M = M(T,r) will assign a unique probability to
the event of observing that X takes a particular value x, denoted
P(X=x; M(T,r)). Clearly if we wish to be able to always infer the unknown
underlying tree we require the following uniqueness condition:
P(X=x; M(T,r)) = P(X=x; M(1',f')) for all x implies T=1';
(for otherwise we could not stochastically distinguish T from 1', for
appropriate f,f'). From here there are (at least) three directions which can
be taken.

(1): Maximum Likelihood: Given x and T let f(T,x) =
max{P(X=x; M(T,r)): fS;.r o} and let f(x) = max{f(T,x): TEBPT(n)}. Maximum
likelihood selects those trees T with f(T,x) = f(x).

The concept of maximum likelihood in general has been championed by
A.W.F. Edwards [1972] and frequently advocated for phylogenetic analysis
by J. Felsenstein (see, for example, Felsenstein [1983]; for a history of
this approach dating back to pioneering work by A.W.F Edwards and
L.L.Cavalli-Sforza in 1964, see Felsenstein [1988]).
Maximum likelihood has desirable statistical properties, such as
consistency and statistical efficiency. However the use of maximum
likelihood for phylogenetic analysis raises fundamental difficulties
(discussed briefly in section eight) in constructing confidence intervals.
Determining exactly (rather than heuristically) the maximum likelihood
tree, for a large number of taxa, is also computationally intensive.
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(2): Prior distribution Don M*={M(T,f):TEBPT(n), f£foJ:
Regarding P(X=x; M(T,r)) as a conditional probability P(X=x I M(T,r)), a
distribution (with density function f(T,r)) on M* allows the use of Bayes
rule to calculate a modified (conditional) distribution.
We can then calculate the probability that any presented tree T1 is the
underlying tree, T given the data, as

f fCT ,r)P(X=x; M(T,r))dr
r o

This approach, can be incorporated into a "Bayesian" approach to
phylogenetic analysis, and can also be used classically by postulating a
biologically-meaningful prior distribution D, based on branching processes.

This type of approach has been discussed by Felsenstein [1983, p. 248] and
prior distributions on BPT(n) motivated by biological considerations have
been derived by Harding [1971]. One greatly appealing feature of this
approach is that one can talk about, and in principle calculate P(T1 = T I x).
A major disadvantage is that this approach involves two models, M and D,
and so places more assumptions on nature than approaches (1) or (3). The
calculation of P(T = To I x) would also be difficult in general. This
approach and its difficulties have been referred to by Farris [1973] and
Felsenstein [1983], and we shall not consider it further.

(3): Confidence intervals: Given the data, X, and given a pre-set

Clc (0, 1), confidence intervals of trees are constructed from X and Cl, so that

no matter what values T and r take in M(T,r), (1): Cl is a lower bound on the
probability that the data stochastically generated by M(T,r) will be such
that the method will construct a confidence interval containing T, and (2):
these confidence intervals eventually contain just T, with probability
tending to one, as the length of the sequences tends to infinity.
For such confidence intervals to exist, one requires M to satisfy certain
properties, for which sufficient conditions are certain independence
assumptions discussed below. This approach has been successfully applied
in special cases by Cavender [1978] and Felsenstein [1985], and is
developed in section eight.
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62 Lemma

(1): For any family of events {E, ....En} in a probability space,

P(lIiEj) ~ ~iP(Ei)-n+1.

fr..Q.Q.f: P(lIjE j) = \-P((lIjE j)') = l-P(uiEi')~ l-~iP(Ei') = \- ~i(\-P(Ei))'

(2): Markov's inequality: For a non-negative random variable X,

p(x>od~ E[XkVO(k.

(3): If X =(XJ,...,XN) has a multinomial distribution with parameters A and c,

then:

(a): Var[X i] = CAi(l-Aj), (ov[Xj,X j] = -CAjAj' j;Z:j.

(b): if g is a continuous real-valued function on X, then

limc_>ooP( I g(X/c)-g(A) I <E) = 1 for all E>O.

(c): The conditional clistribution of (X 1,... ,XN- 1) given that XN = k is

mul tinom ia I with parameters A l(l-AN) and c-k.

(d): let X2 = ~i(Xi-cSi)2 Icsj' Then with N small, c large and minj{csj} not

too small, (eg. N = 4, c=1000, CSj ~ 5), X2 is approximated by a chi-square

distribution with N-] degrees of freedom.

Proof: For (a), (c) and (d) refer Johnson and Kotz [1969], for (b) refer

Bishop. Findberg and Holland [1975, p. 465-472].



We assume the model proposed in Cavender's seminal paper [1978], which
relates to earlier work by Farris [1973]. The model is based on simple if
strong assumptions involving independence, which make the model at least
partially tractible to analysis, as we show. The model also has a number
of desirable properties, for example it satisfies (by lemma 6.13 (4)) the
uniquenss condition described in the introduction.

Cavender's model assumes an underlying evolutionary tree To linking the
set of species under consideration, with internal vertices representing
hypothetical ancestors. For each site Z on the the aligned DNA sequences,
and at each internal vertex of To it is assumed that the corresponding
binary state, which belongs to the set {A,B}, is a random variable.
On edge e = [Vl,V2] let E(e,z) be the event that the state at site Z and VI

differs from the state at site z at V2' The original model has the
following additional assumptions:

(1): {E(e,z): 1Szsc, eEE(To)} are independent events.
(2): {E(e,z): 1Szsc} have the same probability, denoted p(e).
(3): Osp(e)SO.5.

6.3 Remark
If assumption (1) fails in general it may hold if the sites are chosen
randomly and reasonably far apart. Assumption (3) expresses the belief
that a change from one state to the other in a given unit of time i"s as
likely as the reverse change--a belief partially supported by the relatively
equal proportion of the four DNA bases.

6.4 Definitions (1) A weighted binary tree is a pair (T,w) where

TEBPT(n), and w is function from E(T) to R+u{O}. Let WBT(n) be the set of

weighted binary trees with n pendant vertices. In Cavender's model we

call p(e) the edge weight and indexing p(e) over the edges of any TEBPT(n)

gives a vector P and a tree (T,p)EWBT(n).

(2): For (T,p)EWBT(n), and one site on the aligned DNA sequences, denote the

probability of observing a given partition O'EO(n) by s(O'; T,p) (or just s(O')

if the underlying tree is clear), and let s(T,p), (or just s(p)) be the

associated vector.
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(3): Suppose the state along edge e of the underlying tree To changes

according to a Poisson process with rate Ile' Then if te is the temporal

length of edge e, Ilete is the expected number of changes on e, and the

endpoints of the e have a different state precisely if the number of

changes is odd. It is easily shown that Ilete = -0.5In(1·2p(e)), for p(e)<0.5.

(4): Motivated by the Poisson model we call qe = Ilete theexpected number

of changes on edge e, or more simply the edge lSll1!J1.!l.of e and let q be the

associated vector of edge lengths.

(5): For convenience let s(o; T I q) denote the partition frequencies on T

having edge weights for which q is the associated vector of edge lengths.

Thus s(o; T I q) =s(o; T,p) where Pe =0.5(1 - e-2qe). Let s(T I q) be the

associated vector for 0 indexed over Q(n).

(6): Because temporal time is additive over the tree, the assumption that

Ile is the same on each edge of T (lle=ll) imposes linear restrictions on the

components of q, (and thus polynomial restrictions on the components of

p). Such a weighted tree is said to be subject to a molecular clock

discussed by Zuckerkandl and Pauling [1962].
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6.5 proposition

(1): For (T,p)EWBT(n), and aligned sequences of length c stochastically

generated by (T,p), let X(c) be the random vector obtained by indexing the

partition frequencies (the Xo's) over Q(n). By assumption (2) of Cavender's

model and the assumption of the independence of changes at different

sites, (implied by assumption (1)), the probability of observing a given

value x for X, P(X=x; T,p), has a multinomial distribution, with parameters

c and s(T,p). Thus an event (Le. a set of possible values for X). E, has

probability

(2): We have s(o; T,p) = L{C£E(T): P(C)=0}neECPeneEE(T)-C(1-Pe)

by the assumption of independence of changes on different edges. Theorem

5.28 gives a useful alternative description of s(0; T,p). and the corollary

to that theorem, expressed in terms of edge~, becomes:

s(T I q).s(T I q') = s(oo; T I q+q'). In particular Ils(T I q)11 2 = s(o 0; T I2q).

(3): (Induced weighted subtrees and aggregate data)

Frequently we wish to build trees by deciding the structure of subtrees.

Thus given a tree TEBPT(n) with edge weights p and partition probabilities

s we must relate these weights and probabilities to the partition

probabilities on the subtree T[S] (defined in 3.2) induced by a subset SE[n]k

of the taxa. Let A(e) be the path in T consisting of the set of edges which

collapse to eE E(T[S]) under the map from T to T[S].
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Then by a straightforward argument (see for example Hendy [1988]) I the

probability that the endpoints of the path A(e) are differently coloured is

0.5(1-I1e'EA(e)(1-2Pe'))' Thus the induced edge weights, denoted p[S], and

induced edge lengths q[S] are given by

Given SE[n]k' to discuss the induced partition probabilities it is convenient

to relabel the taxa so that S = {1 ,,,,,k}.

The independence assumption in Cavender's model allows us to calculate

s(o; T[S],p[S]) from the s(T,p) by summing out all the possible states of

pendant vertices not labelled from S. A straightforward argument gives

the following result.

6.6 Proposition

For 0lEQ(k), S = {1 ,... ,k}

S(OI; T[S],p[S]) = L{OEQ(n): 01£0}S(0; T,P)·

6.7 Definition

Given partition frequencies X and S = {1 ,,,,,k} we obtain induced partition

frequencies X[S], on S defined by X[S]o = L{O'EQ(n): o£o ,}XO" theaggregate

of the data relative to S. Aggregating data allows us to relate the

probability of events generated by the weighted induced tree

T[S], p[S] to events generated by the weighted parent tree T,p.
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This section generalizes to WBT(n) results of Hendy [1988] and Cavender

and Felsenstein [1987] which describe invariants of Cavender's model on

WBT(4).

6.8 Defjnitjons

(1): An admissible set S, is a collection of~ sets X1,,,,,Xk each

belonging to [n]+ (the set of even subsets of {1 ,... ,n}).

(2): Given an admissible set S = {XlI ... ,Xk}, TEBPT(L) and eEE(T) define

v(S,T,e) to be I{j: eE1t(T,Xj)}l.

(3): Define relations ....T (resp. <T) as follows:

S ....T S' (resp. S <T S') precisely if for each eEE(T), v(S,T,e) = v(S',T,e),

(resp. v(S,T,e) :s; v(S',T,e) and v(S,T,e) < v(S',T,e) for at least one eEE(T)).

(4): Given admissible sets S,S' let x(o) be an indeterminate for each

o EO (n), and let p(S,S') be the polynomial with integer coefficients defined

by: p(S,S')(x) = TI
XES

L o (-1) Ionx I>«0) - TI XES 'Lo(-1) Ionx Ix(o).

Note that no tree structure is used in defining this polynomial.

6.9 Theorem

For admissible sets (S,S') we have:

(1): If S~S' then p(S,S') is not the zero polynomial.

(2): S ....T S' precisely if p(S,S')(x) = °for all x = s(T,p), PE[0,0.5]2n-3.

(3): S <T S', precisely if p(S,S')(x) > °for all x = s(T,p), PE(O,O.5)2n-3.

(4): The set of all admissible pairs (S,S') for which S ....T S', defines T.
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frQQt: (1): For X,£{I, ... ,n}, let q(X) = ~OEQ(n)(-I) Ionx Ix(o)

and suppose q(X I) = :Aq(X2), for :A=:tl. Identifying the coefficient of x(o)

for 0={J}, {1,2}, {1,3},. ... {I,n} in q(X\) and q(X2) gives:

Xl = X2 ' if :A=I; Xl = X2u{J} or X2 = Xlu{J}, if :A= -1. (*)

Order Q(n) and consider the ring of polynomials Z[x(ol), ... ,x(oN)l. N = 2n- 1.

polynomial we have H 1=Sj=Sk q(X i) = n1=Si=Sk,q(Y j)) in Z[x(ol), ...,x(oN)].

But this ring is a unique factorization domain (Herstein [1975, p.166]) and for

any X,£{I .... ,n}. q(X) is a prime element of this ring, so that if

P(S,S')(X) == 0 then for some permuation of (;' of {l ,... ,n}, q(X j ) = ±q(Y(;'(i))' for

i =1, ... ,n. Finall y since X i and Y(;'( j) are sets of even card inal ity we must have

Xi = Y(;'(j) by (N). as required.

(2):(=:» lf XE[nt, OEQ(n), then by theorem 5.28,

~0(-1) Ionx Is(o; T,P) = neOT(T.x)(1-2Pe)' so that

n "(-1) Ionx Is(o· T p) = n (1-2p )v(S,T.e) (*)XESL.O 'I eEE(T) e .

Since the right-hand side of this equation depends only on v(S.T,e), the

result follows.

(<:=) For an edge eoEE(T) set Pe = 0 , for all e;z:eo, and set Peo = (1-0<)/21 giving

ne(1-2Pe)v(S,T,e) = o<v(S,T,eo). Thus if p(S,S:)(s) = O. the equation (*) above

gives o<v(S,T,eo)= o<v(S',T,eo) so that for o<;Z:O,l,

v(S,T ,eo) =v(S " T.eo).

Since this holds for all eoEE(T), we have S"'TS'.
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(3)(~): The proof mirrors (2), noting that (1-2Pe)V(5,T,e»(1-2Pe)V(5',T,e) if

v(5,T,e)<v(5',T,e), for PeE(O,O.5)2n-3.

(<=): A similar proof as in (2), except that since PE(O,O.5)2n-3, we must take

Pe=E>O for all exea and Pea = (1-0<)/2' o<xO,l, and let E tend to zero.

(4): 5uppose {(51,52): 5("T52} = {(51.52): 5("T'52}, where (5 1,52) are

admissible sets. If TxT' there exists by proposition 3.11 a set 5c[L]4 with

T[5]xT'[5]. 5uppose T[5] = (xy)(zw). while T'[5] = (xz)(yw). Let

51 = {{x.Y.w,z}} and 52 = {{x,y}, {w,z}}. Then 5 10 52 are admissible sets and

5("T52 but 5 1<T'52, which gives the required contradiction. §

6.10 Example

For n=4, the admissible sets are <1>. {{i.j}}, (i,j=l, .... 4). 51 = {{1,2},{3.4}},

52 = {{1,3},{2,4}}, 53 = {{1,4},{2.3}} and 54 = {{1.2,3,4}}.

For T = (12)(34), we have 5("T54<T52"'T53-

Order 0(4) as {O, {1,2}, {1,3}, {1,2,3}, {1.4}. (1,2,41, {1.3,4}, {I,2,3,4} and order

[4t as <1>, {1,2}, {1,3}, {2,3}, {1.4}, {2,4}, {3,4}, {1,2,3,4}.

Let r = rCT.p) be the vector of values of TIeE1T(T,X)(1-2Pe) with X indexed

over [4t ordered as above, so that the above relations become:

r2r7 = rs, r 4rS = r3r6, rs ~ r 4rS' as described by Hendy [1988]. Furthermore

we have rl=l, and ri~O for all i. We now show that with two more

conditions these are sufficient for a vector rERs to be induced by edge

change probabi I it ies. This then characterizes the image of

{sCT.p); Pc[O. 0.5)s}, since sand r are related by an invertible linear

transformation given in theorem 5.28.
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6.11 Lemma

For T = (12)(34), {r(T,p) : p E[O, 0.5)5} is precisely the set of real 8-tuples

satisfying:

(1): r, = 1, r j >0 for i>1.

(2): (a) r2 ~ min{r4/ r3' r3/ r 4}

(b) r7 ~ min {rs/ r3' r3/ rs}

(c)ra~r4rS

(3): r2 r 7 = ra. r 4r S = r3r6'

frQQt: Neccesity is easi Iy checked, so suppose r " ... ,ra sat isf ies condit ions

(1) to (3). Let Pi = In(ri)' and let K be the matrix:

o 0 000
1 1 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 1
o 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 1
o 1 0 1 1
o 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0

Now let 0 be the 5 by 5 submatrix of K on rows 2,3.4,5,8.

Thus 0 = 1 1 0 0 0] and 0-
1

::: 0.5 J 1 -1 0 0 ]
1 0 1 0 1 1 -1 1 0 0
o 1 1 0 1 -1 I 0-1 1
1 0 0 1 1 -I -1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 -1

Using (1) and (3) to 121 iminate PI, P6 and P7' and applying 0-1 to the resulting

subvector P' of P jt follows from the cond it ions in (2) that

0-lp' ~O so taking Pi::: O.5(1-exp( 0-l p ) we have 0~p(0.5 so that

P ::: [Pl,P2.P3.P4.PS] can be regarded as edge change probabilities. But

p ::: -2Kq, where qi ::: -0.5In(1-2Pi)' so that if the edges of T ::: (12)(34) are

ordered so that pendant edges have the same label as their incident pendant

vertex and the central internal edge is the fifth edge then P induces r(T,p), as

required. §
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6.12 Remarks

(a): Conditions (1) to (3) imply rj ~1 for i = 1,... ,8.

(b): For the other two trees in BPT(4) one gets corresponding image sets in

the natural way.

The following results are required in sections seven and eight.

6.13 Lemma

(1): s(o 0: T,p) is a strictly decreasing function of each of the components

of p.

(2): For o:z:o 0, s(o 0; T,p) ~ s(o; T,p), with equality precisely if p = 0.5].

(3): For fixed T, the function p->s(p) is one-to-one on [O,O.5)2n-3.

(4): For T;tT', p E (O,O.5)2n-3, p' E [0,0.5]2n-3, we have s(T,p):t:- s(T',p').

(5): For any event E:t:-cP, if Pe>O on each pendant edge of T, then P(E; T,p»O.

(6): P(o; T,p) is the same for all TEBPT(n) and all OEQ(n), (in which case

P(o; T,p) = 2-n+1), if and only if at least one edge on every path linking

each pair of pendant vertices has weight 0.5.

rX = neOT(T,x)(1- 2Pe). which immediately impl ies (I).

(2): By theorem 5.28, s(O) = 21- nL{Xdnt}(- I)" O(iX I.rx , and for 0:Z:00 there

is a set XE[nt for which IO(iX I is odd (indeed, by theorem 5.28 (I),

L{XE[nt}(-l) IO(iX I=0). Comparing this with the expression in the proof of

(I) for 00 gives (2).
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(3): For TEBPT(n), let K = [K(X,e)]XE[nt,eEE(T) be the 2n-lb~ (2n-3) matrix

defined b~ K(X,e) = 1 if eOT(T,X), 0 otherwise. Then KtK = 2n- 3(l+J), (Hend~

[1988]) which is full rank. Hence K is one-to-one.

Now by theorem 5.28, S = 1/8Hr with H = [(-1) Ionx I ]O,X (as in theorem 5.28

(1)), r = exp(-2Kq), where q, as in definition 6.4 (4). is given by

qe= - 0.5In(1- 2Pe) (it is here that Pe<0.5 is required).

Thus S is a composition of one-to-one functions, and so is one-to-one.

(4): Suppose T;z:T'. Then there exists a set S£L, IS I=4 with T[S];z:T'[S], by

proposition 3.11. By proposition 6.5 (3), it suffices to prove the result for

WBT(4). But this follows immediatel~ from the invariants described in

example 6.10.

(5): Since E;Z:~, we can choose xEE. Then peE; T,p) ~ P(x=x; T,P) = (ml/XI)SX'

Now for an~ OEQ(n), let F(O) be the set of pendant edges incident with the

pendant vertices hav ing Iabe Is in o. Then

s(O) ~ TIeEF(o)PeTIeEE(T)-F(o)(l-Pe) >0. Thus s(T,p) >0 so that

peE; T,p»O, as required.

(6): By theorem 5.28, if s(Oo) = 2-n+1, then

1= L{xE[nt}rX = 1+L{xE[nt:x;z:~}rX' so that (1-2Pe) = 0 for at least one

eoT(T,X) and all XE[nt.

Conversely, suppose this condition holds. Then for any OEQ(n), by theorem

5.28, s(O) = 2-n+1L{XE[nt}( -1) Ionx I.r x = 2-n+1. §
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Next we strengthen part (4) of the previous lemma to obtain a result which

is required in section seven. Define s"(T,p) to be the vector s(T,p) with

the component s(O'o: T,p) deleted. We show s"(T,p) defines T.

6.14 Theorem

If T;tT', p,p' E (0,0.5)2n-3, ~ER, then s"(T,p):F- ~s"(T',p').

e.tQ.Q!: Asin part (4) of the previous theorem it suffices to prove this

result for n=4. Let T = (12)(34). l' = (13)(24). and order the paths on T and

l' as rr(T,X) (resp. rrCT'.x)) where the sets X are ordered as in example 6.10.

Let 51 = s"'CT.p), 51' = s"'(1'.P'). and suppose 51 = ./351'.

Then sCT,p) = [SI.s0lt. sCT'.p') = [./3s',so·lt. (where [x.al t is the vector obtained

from ~ by adjoining a). Since the components of both vectors sum to 1we

have

./3 = (1-50')/(1_ 50)'

Using the notation of example 6.10. we have rep) = Ht[Sl.S0]t. If HI is the

submatrix of H on the first 7 rows. we have rCT,p) = Hl
tS1+S oi (where

j = [l .....nt ). while rCT',p') = ./3H 1
tS1+S0'j.

Thus ri' = ./3ri + 50'-./350 = ./3ri +:A. where :A = (5 0'-50)/(1_ 50)'

We show ./3>1 and ./3<1. a contradiction. First since rs' = r3'r6' we have

./32r3r6+./3:A(r3+r6)-./3rs+:A2-:A=0. Now ./3+:A=I, so this equation becomes:

./3(./3(r3r6-r3-r6+1)+(r3+r6-rs-1)) = O. Since ./3:Z:0. we have

./3 = (l+r s-r 3-r6)/( ) = (1+r S-r 3-r6)/( )( )
l+r3r6-rrr6 l-r3 l- r 6'

Now rS>r3r6 so that (1+rS-r3-r6) > (l+r3r6-r3,-r6) = (l-r3)(1-r6)' Thus the

numerator of ./3 exceeds the denominator. which is positive since r3.r6<1,

giving ./3>1. Now this holds for any p and p' and if s"'(T,p) = ./3s"'(T',p') we

have s"'(1',p) = ./3-1 s "'(T.p). Thus repeating the argument (replacing T and 1')

we would deduce that ./3-1>1, which contradicts ./3>1, as required. §
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6.15 Theorem

Any linear combination of the coordinates of s(T.p) is nonzero except on an

algebraic subset of p values in [O,O.5]2n-3.

(Recall that ucRk is algebraic precisely if U = {x: p(21) =O} for some

non-zero polynomial p E R[xJ, ....xk]).

Proof: Suppose 2:o/\os(o; T,p) = 0 for all Pc[O,O.5]2n-3. Applying theorem

5.28,

~{Xdnt}dXrX = 0 for all P. where dX = ~o(-l) Ionx IAo ' We show dX=O by

induction on IX I. For IX I=0, let Pe=0.5 for all eEE(T), giving d~= O.

For IX I = 2k, set Pe = 0 for eErr(T,X), and Pe = 0.5 for eEE(T)-rr(T,X). Then

dX + 2:x'CX,X';z:xdx, = O. Since the sets being summed over in this equation

have carclinality less than 2k, we can apply the induction hypothesis to

deduce that dx = O. Thus for all Xdnt, dx = 0, and since

/\0 = 21-n~{Xdnt}(-l) Ionx Idx , we have /\0 = 0 for all 0, a contradiction.

Thus f(p) = 2:o/\os(o; T,p) ER[Pk.,P2n-3J. with f(p) not:: 0, so that D lies in

an algebraic set. §

The previous theorem implies that, except for exceptional values for p,

LOCOS(O; T,P) = x, implies Co = x. Thus LoS(O; T,P) = 1 is essentially the

only linear relationship between the components of s (except for

exceptional values of p).

We now give bounds on s(O 0; T,p), the probability of observing a uniform

colouring on (T,p).
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Choose a pendant vertex VI of T as root, and direct all edges of T away from

VI' Let PI be the weight of the pendant edge incident with VI and for each

internal vertex vEIV(T) let {v(1), v(2)} be the two edges of T incident with,

and directed away from v.

6.16 Lemma

where qe =1- Pe·

fm..Q!: The left hand inequal ity is just the statement that a sufficient

condit ion for all the pendant vert ices of T to be the same co lour is that

there are no colour changes on any of the edges of T. The right hand

inequality is proved by induction on n. For n ~ 3 the result holds. Suppose

the result is true for all n~k, k?3. For TEBPT(k+l), choose a pendant vertex

VI' Then since every TEBPT(n), n?4 has at least two binary edges (definition

2.17), we can choose two pendant vertices v2.v3. both distinct from V1'

which have pendant edges incident with a common internal v of T. Deleting

v2 and v3 and their incident edges, and labell ing v and the other pendant

vertices from the set Lk gives a tree 1'EBPT(k). If 0'1 is the partition of l'

corresponding to all labels other than the label on v, and p' is the

restriction of p to 1', we have

s(oo; T,p) =qV(1)qv(2)s(00; T',p') + PV(1)Pv(2)s(01; 1'.P').

But by lemma 6.13 (2), S(OI; T,P') ~ s(oo; 1',p'), Which establishes the

induct ion step. §

6.17 Corollary

If each edge of TEBPT(L) has edge weight ~ P, then

s(Oo; T,p) ~ q(q2+p2)n-2, where n = ILl, q =1-p.
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frQ2!:

By lemma 6.13 (1) we may assume each edge has weight p. The result now

follows from the previous lemma. §

6.18 lemma

For k > 0, C > k/2, let p(n) = Cln(n)/n' S(n) = nk(1-2p(n)+2p2(n))n-2.

Then S(n) ... O.

frQ.Q1: Choose n suff ic ient ly Iarge so that x(n) = 2p(n)-2p2(n) I ies between

a and 1. Then since In(l-y) :$ _y+y2 / 2 for yE(O,l),

In(S(n)):$ kln(n) + (n-2)(-x(n)+x
2
(n)/2) -> -00 as n->oo, as required. §

The last theorem in this section is an illustration of the use of some of the

above results, and is referred to in section eight. We show that if the

number of sites grows no faster than a polynomial function of the data, and

the edge lengths of the underlying trees don't go to zero too quickly then

with increasing certainty, all partitions (including the uniform partition

(0) will occur at most once.

6.19 Theorem

For (T(n),p(n)) EWBT(n), suppose

(1): min{npe(n)/In(n): eEE(T(n))} ~oo, as n~oo,

(2): c grows as a polynomial function of n.

Let An be the event that Xo(c) ~ 1 for all OEQ(n) ..

Then P(An; T(n),p(n)) ... 1.
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Now ~OEQ(n)E[Xo]= c, the number of sites being sampled,

while. ~oEO(n)E[X02]= ~OEO(n)(Var[xo] + E[X O]2)

= 2: oEO(n)CS(0)(1-S(0))+c 2s(0)2, by lemma 6.2 (3a).

Thus E[Z(X)] = c + (c2_C)~OEQ(n)s(0)2 - c ~ c 22:oEO(n)s(0)2

By coral Iarid 5.29,

~OEQ(n)s(o;T,p)2 = s(Oo; T,p'), where Pe' = 2Pe(1-Pe)' and from corollar!:j

6.17, s(Oo; T.p') ~ o<n-2(1-p'), where 0< =1-2p'+2p'2, and p' = 2p(l-p). and

p = min{Pe: eEE(T)}. Appl!:jing this to T(n),p(n) gives

E[Z(X)] ~ c 20<n-2(1-P'n) ~ c 20<n-2, where 0< =1-2P'n+2p'n2, and

Now since nPn' / In(n) > nPn/1n(n)->oo as n->oo, if c = o(nk). then b!:j Iemma

6.18, I imn_>ooE[Z(X); T(n),p(n)] = O.

5 ince Z(X)2: 0, Markov's inequa I it!:j, (I emma 6.2 (2)) gives

P(Z(X)2:1; T(n),p(n)) ~ E[Z(X); T(n),p(n)l. Thus P(Z(X)2:1; T(n),p(n)) '" o. But

An' is precisely the event that Z(X)<l, which gives the required result. §

6.20 Summary

Cavender's model is at the same time simple yet powerful. being based on
assumptions of independence. These reduce much of the theory in section
seven to the analysis of the partition frequencies s. Cavender's model
guarantees that these partition frequencies characterize not only the edge
weights on a tree (lemma 6.13 (3)) but also the tree itself (lemma 6.13 (4),
theorem 6.9), allowing for the consistent recovery of trees from the
sequence data they generate. Indeed not all of the s vector is necessary to
characterize the tree (theorem 6.14). It would be interesting to know just
how much of s characterizes T and/or its edge weights. For example one
might consider just the partitions induced by deleting edges of T.



"Nothing general is known about what the conditions for consistency (of
parsimony) might be... " J. Felsenstein 1988.

7.1 Introduction

Many of the methods used to build phylogenetic trees are based on the
principle of parsimony. One version of this principle, sometimes called
Wagner parsimony, is to fit data to that tree (or trees) requiring the
fewest number of mutations on its edges. Another version, sometimes
called compatibility, or the "clique method", is that data should be fitted
to the tree(s) having the largest number of sites which fit the tree with at
most one edge change (Le. without duplications). A major motivation for
these principles is the belief that changes (mutations) at DNA sites are
rare, so that only changes that are absolutely necessary to explain the
variation in the data should be allowed. Underlying this belief of rare
events is the inherent assumption of a probability model, which we take
to be Cavender's model. In this case, Felsenstein [1978 (2)] has shown that
with four taxa Wagner parsimony and compatibility are not always
consistent. Consistency is the desirable statistical property that as the
number of DNA sites sampled tends to infinity, the probability that the
chosen tree (derived from data generated under Cavender's model) is the
underlying tree that produced the data, tends to 1.

Felsenstein's example requires an interplay of short and long edges to
achieve inconsistency. We first exploit the essentials of why his
counterexample works to show that two general classes of tree-building
methods will fail to be consistent in general on four taxa. Then
concentrating on parsimony, and extending the analysis to trees on n taxa,
we show that even if all edges are the same length consistency can fail.
In the process we show that Wagner parsimony can fail to be consistent
under conditions where compatibility will be consistent. It is shown that
imposing a molecular clock does not improve matters, extending work by
Hendy and Penny [1988].

A second major result in this section is the establishing of sufficient
conditions for the consistency of compatibility on all trees. The
corresponding question for Wagner parsimony is also considered, though it
appears more difficult.

We begin by making precise what we mean by a method for choosing trees,
and then derive some general results before concentrating on parsimony.
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7.2 Definition

A selection procedure qJ, is a function, qJ: 6 2(n,c) ~2BPT(n), where 6 2(n,c)

is as defined in 4.9.

7.3 Remark

Certain statistical selection procedures (for example the one described by

Cavender, [1978]) may not select a tree (corresponding to the empty set

option) if the data significantly rejects all trees, suggesting that the

model itself is in error. At the other extreme all trees may be selected if

there is insufficient data to reject any tree.

7.4 Definitions

Let X(c) be a sequence space of length c stochastically generated by (To,p).

A selection procedure qJ converges to TEBPT(n) on (To,p) if

A selection procedure qJ is consistent on (To,p) if qJ converges to To.

A selection procedure is always consistent if it is consistent on (T,p) for

all TEBPT(n) and all PE(O,O.5)2n-3.

7.5 Remark An alternative definition of consistency, (implicitly

suggested in [Felsenstein, 1978 (2)]) is P(limc~oo~(X(c) = {To}; To,p) = 1.

This says that with probability 1, there exists a natural number Co such

that if X(c) are the partition frequencies for the initial segment of length

c of a collection of infinitely-long, aligned sequences, randomly generated

under Cavender's model, then qJ(X(c)) = {T}, for all c>co.
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Thus the selection procedure is guaranteed to eventually converge to the

true tree and remain so from that point on. While the results in this

section will work under either definition, we will take consistency to be

the former version since under the latter version only the existence Co can

be proved using probabilistic arguments--never a bound for it. However

the former version allows the assignment of lower bounds on relevant

probabilities for any fixed length of sequence, given (To,p). This is

illustrated in section eight.

7,6 Definition

(1): A selection procedure is linear if to each partition 0 and to each tree

TEBPT(n), a real-valued weight W(o ,T) is assigned such that:

(a): for any two trees Tj,:;t;T2, there exists a oEO(n) with W(o ,T1):;t;W(0 ,T2)'

(b): the trees selected are those that minimize LoW(O,T)Xo '

(2): A selection procedure is central if it depends only on 0 0 , and those

partitions 0 with 2 $; 101 ~ n-2.

7,7 Examples: (Compatibility and Wagner Parsimony)

Wagner parsimony and compatibility are both linear, and the former

procedure is also central in the above sense. For Wagner parsimony

W(O ,T) = w(o ,T) (the number of steps required to fit 0 to T, as in section

five), while for compatibility, W(o ,T) = -1 if 0 is induced by deleting an

edge of T, and W(o ,T) = a otherwise. Note that if we index O(n) to obtain a

vector W(T), then for compatibility <W(T1),W(T2» = 2n-3-d(TJ,T2)/2' where

d is the symmetric difference metric from section two. Among other

major methods of tree reconstruction, those using dissimilarity are

sometimes linear.
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For example in selecting a tree in SPT(4), one approach, based on the four

point condition (see Sandelt and Dress [1986] for a description of this

property) is to choose T= (ij)(kl) if

d(i,j)+d(i,k) = min{d(x,y)+d(z,w): {x,y,z,w}={1 ,2,3,4}}.

Since S is linearly related to X (example 4.5), this procedure is linear.

Statistically-based methods such as maximum likelihood (Felsentein,

[1973]) are generally neither linear nor central.

7.8 Theorem

For data stochastically generated by (To,p), any linear procedure

converges to that tree T (if any) which strictly minimizes

LO'W(O',T)S(O'; To,p). Such a tree exists except on an algebraic set of

values for p.

frQQ.t: First suppose at least two trees T1,T 2 minimize

2:O'W(O',T)s(O'; To,p). Let AO' = W(0',T 1)-W(0',T 2)' By part (a) of the

definition, AO';Z:O for some 0'. Now by theorem 6.15, 2:O'AO'S(O'; To,p) = 0

only on an algebraic set for p. Otherwise we may suppose

2:O'W(O',T)S(O'; Ta,P) is strictly minimized by a tree T,. For TE BPT(n), and

any vector v indexed over Q(n), let Z(T,T 1,V) = 2:O'(W(O',T)-W(O'.T ,))vO', so

that T, is selected precisely if Z(T,T 1,X»O for all T;z:T 1•

Now P(Z(T,T ,IX»O; Ta,P) =P(Z(T,TloX/c) ~ 0; To,p)

~ P( IZ(T,T 1,X/c) -~(T.Tl'S) I < Z(T,T 1Is); To,p),

where s =s(To,p).

Since Z(T,T 1.s(To,p))>O, and E[ Z(T,Tl,X/C)] = Z(T,Tl.S) lemma 6.2 (3b) gives

limc_>ooP(Z(T,T"X»O) =1. The result now follows from lemma 6.2 (1), §
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7.9 Theorem

If a selection procedure is either linear or central it cannot be always

consistent, even on four taxa.

fr.Q.Q.t: For the t r eeTa5 in fig. 7.1 5et PI=P3=0<. P2=P4 =P5 =f3, wit h 0< 2= f3 (1- f3 )

so that 512=s'3' Interchange pendant vert ices 2 and 3 on T, 1eav ing all the

edges and their weights unchanged, to obtain a weighted tree 1'. with central

partition probabilities s"2, S'13' S'14, s'234' the same as those for T. Thus

f or a centra I procedure <p,

P(<P(X) = {T}; T,p) = P(<P(X)={T}; T'.p) ::; 1-P(<P(X)={1'}; 1',p).

In particular P(<P(X) = {T}; T,p) and P(<P(X)={T'}; 1',p) cannot both tend to 1as

c tends to infinity. Thus <P cannot be always consistent.

3

2

Ps

Figure 7.1

4

Suppose now there is a linear se Iect ion procedure <P which is aIways

consistent.

Let SeT I,T 2.0) = WeT 1,0)-W(T2,0). Then by theorem 7.8,

limc_>oop(LoXoS(T"T 2,0)<0; T1,p) = 0 if LoS(0)8(T 1,T 2,0»0

For i=1 .... ,4. let T, = (12)(34) and T 2 = (13)(24). Assign weight p to the edge

of T,. and T2 inc ident with the pendant vertex Iabe lied i, and ass ign weight E

on all the other edges, givina a (;I,1g(2 Wl2ii]llt vQctor p(i).
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If 0i denotes the partition induced by the colouring {{il, L4-{i}}. then

2:os(o; T1,p(i))8(T,.T2,0) = 8(T"T 2,O(i))P + G(E).

By choosing E sUfficiently small. the consistency condition for T1 requires

that 8(T I.T2,O(i))~O. Repeating the argument for T2 gives 8(T2,T ,.o(j))~o.

But 8(T 2,T 1,o(i)) = -8(T 1,T2,o(i)), hence 8(T 1,T2,O(i))=O for i=I.2.3.4.

Taking p = Ej, we have 2:os(o; T,p)8(T 1.T2,0) = 8(T1.T2,(0) + G(E), and by a

similar argument. 8(T 1,T2,(0) = O. It follows that any consistent linear

method is central contradicting the first part of the theorem. Hence there

cannot be a consistent linear selection procedure on n~4 taxa. §

The next result shows that if a selection procedure is always consistent

on four taxa it can be turned into a selection procedure which is always

consistent in general. We apply this result shortly.

7.10 Lemma

Suppose a selection procedure qJ is always consistent on four taxa. For n~4

taxa define

qJ*(X) = <uSE[n]4 qJ(X[S]», where <0> is given in definition 3.10, and X[S] is

the aggregate of X relative to S.

Then qJ* is always consistent on n taxa.

fr.Q.Q!:

By proposition 3.11, <U Sdn]4 T[S]> = {T}, so that

P(qJ*(X(c)) = (T}) ~ p(nSdn]4 qJ(X[S](c) = T[S]; T[S],p[S]) which tends to 1as

c->oo by lemma 6.2 (1) and the consistency of qJ, as required. §
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7.11 Remark

While linear selection procedures are in general inconsistent there exist

selection procedures which are always consistent and which are quadratic

in the sense that the procedure chooses that tree T minimizing

LoW(O,T)Xo + Lo
1
,02W(Ol,02,T)X 01X02 for suitable weights W(o,T),

W(ollo2,T). Such procedures arise from the quadratic invariants described

in section six. An explicit example of a quadratic selection procedure is

"closest tree" (Hendy [1988]. For a proof that it is quadratic in the above

sense see Hendy [1989]).

One problem which arises from attempts to consistently infer phylogenies

'from dissimilarities is that frequently the number of sites, c, which could

have changed is unknown. Indeed even the number c· which actually

changed may also be unknown, since the dissimilarity matrix gives only

bounds on c·, as illustrated in example 4.5. We now show that using just

the dissimilarity matrix, and without knowledge of c or c·, and

furthermore without assuming a molecular clock, there exist procedures

for consistently recovering trees. This is not entirely obvious in view of

the loss of information involved in converting sequences to

dissimilarities, as described in section four.

By lemma 7.10 it suffices to consider only trees with four taxa.

Consider the truncated vectors X" and s"(T,p) defined by X = [X", XOo]t,

5 = [s .... (T.p), s(oo)]t. Write the dissimilarity matrix as a vector S, so that c*

and S determ ine X.... as in examp 1e 4.5.
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Given 8, let 1(8) = maxij{8ij}, For each tree T on the four taxa, assign edge

weights pCT) and a value 0=0(8, T) for c*, with 1(8)~0~21(8) so that for the

associated partition frequencies X'" = X"'(8,o(T)) we minimize

6CT) = IIX"'lo - (l-soCT,pCT))-l s "'(T,pCT))I/. Finally let <p be the procedure

which selects that tree (or trees) that minimizes 6(T).

7.12 Theorem

<p always converges to the underlying tree To as 1(8 )--)00.

f.rQ.Q!: First note that 1(8)->00 precisely if c*->oo.

Let 5"'=5"'(T o,Po) and So = s(oo; To,Po)·

Let Eo = min{II(I-So)-1 5", - ~(I-soCT,p))-ls"'(T,p)l/; TxT 0, pE(O,O.5)S,~ER}.

By theorem 6.14, Eo>O. Let E, =E1(c*) be the event that

/IX '" I c* - (1-so)-1 s"'l1 < EO/4, let E2 = E2(c*) be the event that 6CT 0) < EO/4

and let E3=E 3(c*), E4 =E 4 (c*) be respectively the events that

6CT 1),6CT 2) ~ EO/4, for the other two trees T1,T 2EBPT(4).

Finally let Es = Es(C*) be the event that 6CT 0) < min {6(T I), 6(T 2)}, that is,

that <P* selects To. We wish to show I imc*_>ooP(Es(C*)) =1.

Since c* 1ies between 1(8) and 2.1(8), as shown in example in 4.5, we have

E1£E 2. Also E2nE 3nE 4 £Es so that E1nE 3nE 4 £E s. Thus

(*)

For i = 3,4 let Ej ' be the complement of Ej . T.hus E3 ' is the event that

II X'" loCT
1
) - (I-So(T"p(T 1))-I S"'CTj,pCT))11 < EO/4. But this implies

\IX'" I c* - ~ '(l-soCT l,p(T 1))-15",CT "p(T 1))11 < EooCT 1)1 4c* where .j3 '= oCT 1) I c*'

and this is <Eo / 2 since c*~1(8) (example 4.5) and oCT I ) is chosen ~2.1(8).
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Then by the triangle inequality for Euclidean distance, and the definition of

EO, we see that E1nE 3 ' requires

II( l-Sor 15"- W( l-so(T l,p))-1 5 "(T1,p)1I < 3Eo/4, which cannot occur b~

definition of EO' Thus E1nE 3' =~, and similarl~ E1nE3 ' = ~, so that

E1nE3nE 4 = E1.Combining this with (*) we have

peEs) ~ peEl)' (**)

But by lemma 6.2 (3c) X"" has a multinomial distribution with parameters c*,

and 5"/(1-50)' Thus limc*_>ooP(IIX"/c* - (1- 50)-1 5 "11 <c) = 1 for all E>O, bid

lemma 6.2 (3b). In particul ar, taking E=EO we have I im c *_>ooP(E 1(c*)) = I, so

that, by (**), I imc *_>ooP(E 5(c*)) =1, as required. §

We now establish conditions for the consistency of Wagner parsimony and

compatibility.

7.13 Definition

Let e be an edge of TEBPT(n). Then e partitions the labels of the endpoints

of T into two sets, Ll(e), L2(e), corresponding to the two component

subtrees of T-e.

Then for (5 EQ(n), (5 is induced bye I if (5 E {L1(e),L2(e)}. We let QI(T) (resp.

QP(T)) be the set of (5EQ(n) induced by an internal (resp. pendant) edge of

T, and Q(T) = QI(T)uQP(T)u{(5 oJ, the "treelike" partitions of T.
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7.14 Lemma

Under Cavender's model, for sequence data stochastically generated on

(To,p)EWBT(n),

(1): compatibility converges to a tree TEBPT(n) if T strictly maximizes

LOEO(T)S(O; To,p)·

(2): Wagner parsimony converges to a tree TEBPT(n) if T strictly minimizes

LOEQ(n)W(O,T)s(O: To,p)·

(3): In both cases such a tree T exists except for an algebraic set of

weights for p.

f..rQ.Qt: This lemma follows immediately from theorem 7.8. §

7.15 Example

For T = (12)(34) with edge weights as given in fig. 7.1, the condition for

consistency of both types of parsimony given by theorem 7.14 is

S12 > max{sI3. SI4}, which translates by theorem 5.28 into:

(05 < min{(01(02+(03(04)/( ) (01(02+(03(04)/( )} where
(01(03+(02(04 ' (01(04+(02(03 .

(0 i=I-2pj'

Thus. for any ass ignment of edge weights to the pendant edges, Wagner

parsimony and compatibility are consistent if the central edge weight is not

too small. Setting Pl=P3=cx, P2=P4=P5=.t3 the requirement becomes cx2~.t3(1-.t3)

as given by Felsenstein [1978 (2)]. §

We now show that Wagner parsimony fails even in the case where all edges
have equal length, by generalizing Felsenstein's example which achieved
inconsistency by separating two long edges and two short edges by a short
internal edge. We replace the long edges by a large tree, whose edges have
the same length as the previous short edges.



7.16 Definitions:

(1): For Z E HA}, {B}, {A,B}}, and TEBPT(n), let V(T,Z) be the set of colourings

of the pendant vertices of T in which Z is the set of possible colourings of

the root in any minimal colouring of T.

(2): Let T(k) be a rooted binary tree with 2k endpoints and a root (of degree

2), defined recursively by taking T(1) to be two edges each incident with a

root vertex and T(j) for j>1 to be the tree obtained by joining the roots of

two copies of TU-1) to a new root by two new edges, as shown in fig. 7.2

(refer to following page). The labelling of the pendant vertices of T(k) is

arbitrary and unimportant in what follows.
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T(k)

Figure 7.2
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•
•
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7.17 Remark

For k ~ 5, there are colourings in V(T(k),{A}) in which the majority of

endpoints are coloured B. Indeed if we let f(k) be the minimum number of

endpoints of T(k) that are coloured A over all XEV(T(k),{A}), we have:

7.18 Theorem f(k) = f(k-1) + f(k-2); f(O) = 1J f(1) = 2.

Thus f(k) is the (k+1)-th Fibonacci number, Fk+l' and so for each E>O there

is a k, and a XEV(T(k),{A}) for which the proportion of endpoints of T(k)

coloured A by X is <E.
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frQ.Q.t: Let g(k) be the minimum number of endpoints of T(k) that are

coloured A over all XEV(T(k),{A,B}). We prove the following two

statements simultaneously by induction on k:

(I): g(k) = f(k-l)

(2): f(k) = f(k-I) + f(k-2); f(O) =1, f(l) = 2.

The results hold for k~2 so suppose both results are true for k~m-l, m?3.

Firstly let Xl E V(T(m),{A,B}) realize g(m). By Fitch's algorithm (refer 5.18

(2)), the two trees T(m-I) whose roots are joined to the root of T(m) must

have colourings XI, X2 both in V(T(m-I), {A,B}) or with one in V(T(m-I),{A})

and the other in V(T(m-I),{B}). In the first case, g(m) ? 2g(m-l). By the

induction hypothesis on (I), we have g(m-I) = f(m-2), and by the induction

hypothesis on (2) we have that f(m-l) is the m-th Fibonacci number, so that

f(m-l)<2f(m-2). Combining these gives, for case one, g(m) > f(m-l).

In the second case, we can suppose Xl realizes f(m-l) and that X2 assigns

co lour B to every pendant vertex so that g(m) = f(m-l).

Thus the second case achieves a lower value for g(m), and hence

establishes the induction step for (I) that g(m) = f(m-I).
'.

We now establish the induction step for (2). Let Xl E V(T(m-I),{A}) realize

f(m-l), X2E V(T(m-2),{A}) rea Iize f(m- 2). Assign co lour B to aII the

pendant vertices of one coPy of T(m-2), colour another COP!d of T(m-2) by

X2' join their roots to a third root to obtain a colouring for T(m-l) in

V(T(m-l),{A,B}). Then join this tree to another coPy of T(m-l) coloured b~

Xl, and again join their roots to obtain a colouring X of T(m), whicrl by

Fitch's algorithm is in V(T(m),{A}). In this way,

f(m) ~ f(m-l) + f(m-2). (*)
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Conversly, let X real ize V(T(m),{A}). By Fitch's algorithm, the induced

colourings X,. X2 of the two copies of T(m-l) joined to the root of T(m)

are either both in V((m-l),{A}) or one is in V((m-l),{A}) and the other is in

V(T(m-l), {A,B}).

In the first case, f(m) ~ 2f(m-l), which combined with the previous

inequality, (*) gives f(m-l)<f(m-2), a contradiction, since by the inductive

hypothesis on (2). f(m-l) and f(m-2) are respectively the m-th and (m-l)-th

Fibonacci numbers, so that f(m-l) > f(m-2).

In the second case we have:

f(m) = f(m-l) + g(m-l). and since g(m-l) = f(m-2), by the inductive hypothesis

on (I), the result follows. §

7.19 Definition

Let RWT(n) denote the set of weighted rooted binary trees on label set

{1, ... ,n}. For TERWT(n), let 8(T), (resp. O(T), E(T)) denote the probability

that a colouring of the pendant vertices of T lies in V(T.{A}) (resp. V(T.{B}),

V(T,{A,B}), where A is the actual colour of the root of T. Thus, for

example, 8(T) is the probability that the endpoints of T are coloured so

that all minimal extensions of that colouring to the vertices of Twill

assign the root its actual colour, A. Note that 8(T) + O(T) + E(T) = 1.

Given T1ERWT(n,), T2ERWT(nz)' let TtTZ(Pf,P2) E RWT(nl+n2) be obtained by

joining the roots of T1 and Tz to a new root, and assigning edge

probabilities Pl. pz respectively to the new edges.

7.20 Lemma

For T = TtTz(p,.pz); qi=l-Pi' Sj=SCT j), 01=O(T j ), Ei =ECT j) for i=l,2:

SCT) = (q,Sl + Pl0 1)(qZSZ + P2 0 2) + E,(q2Sz + pzOz) + EZ(Q1S1 + PIO!)

O(T) = (PIS, + Ql0 ,)(PZSZ + QzOz) + E1(pZSz + qzOz) + E2(Q,0 , + PIS1)

E(T) = E1E2 + (SPz + 0lS2)(Q1Q2 + P1PZ) + (0,°2 + S,SZ)(P1QZ + PZql)'
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Proof: The four possible actual states. -- (A,A), (A,B), (B,A), (B,B) -- of

the roots of T 1.T 2. have probability qlq2. qlP2. P,q2' P,P2 respectively. The

results now follow from 5.18 (2). by considering when Fitch's algorithm

will assign the root of T the set {A}. {B} or {A,B} in terms of the

correspond ing set ass igned to the roots of T1 and T2' §

7.21 Corollary

(1): S(T) > D(T).

(2): E(T) ~ 0.5.

Proof:

5CT)-D(T) = (Qlq2-P1P2)(5 15 z-D,D2) + E1(Q2-P2)(52-D 2) + E2(Ql-P,)(5,-D 1), and (I)

follows immediately by induction, since Ql~Pl' Q2~P2'

(2) can be establ ished by standard analytic optimization. §

7.22 Theorem Assign edge weight p to all the edges of T(k).

Let S(k) = S(T(k)), D(k) = D(T(k)), E(k) = E(T(k)). Then

(1): if p ~ 118, limk~oo S(k) = limk~ooD(k) = limk~ooE(k) = 1/3

(2): if p < 1/8 ,

s = limk~ooS(k) = (1-2x+"(~)/(1-2P))/2

d = Iimk~ooD(k) = (1-2X-"(~)/(1_2P))/2

e = limk~ooE(k) = 2x

where x = P/(1-2p) and ~ = (1 - 6x)(1- 2x).

Proof: From lemma 7.20 we have:

5(k+1) = (5(k)Q + D(k)p)(5(k)Q+D(k)p+2E(k))

D(k+l) =(5(k)p+D(k)Q)(5(k)p + D(k)Q+ 2E(k))

E(k+1) = E2(k) + 2(5(k)q + D(k)p)(5(k)p + D(k)Q).
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Let 5, (resp. d,e) denote the I imit of S(k) (resp. D(k),E(k)) as k->oo. The real

numbers s,d,e then sat isf~:

(1): 5 = (sq + dp)(sq+dp+2e)

(2): d = (sp+dq)(sp + dq+ 2e)

(3): e = e2 + 2(sq + dp)(sp + dq).

We show that the only solutions to these equations are those given in the

theorem. From (1) and (2) we have:

2e = s/(sq+dP)-(sq+dP) = d/(sP+dq) - (sp+dq). (4)

Let 0 = (sq+dp)(sp+dq). Then the second equality in (4) gives:

(s2-d
2
)p I 0 = (s-d)(1-2p), which is (S-d)((s+d)P I 0-(1-2p)) = O.

Thus either 5 = d or (s+d) = (1-2p)01 p' In the first case, we have from (4),

2e = 1-5. Since s+d+e= 1 we have s=d=e= 1I 3'

In case (s+d) = (1- 2p)0 I P' let u = s+d, so that (3) becomes

e = (l-u) = (1-U)2 + 20. which is u2 - U = -20. Replacing 0 by UP/(1-2P)' we

have u(u-(l- 2P/(1-2p))) = O. But u;z:O by corollary 7.21 (2). Thus, letting

x=P/(I-2P)' we have s+d = 1-2x = (1-2 P)0/p' Let a = (sp+dq), b = (sq+dp), so

that a+b=s+d, ab = O. Trlus we have: a+b = 1- 2x, ab = pI x - 2p2I x2.

Solving the associated quadratic equation (for a and b) and noting that a~b

by 7.21 (1), then so Iv ing for 5 and d gives:

5 = (1-2X+!(6)/(1-2P))/ 2 ; d = (1-2X-!(6)/(1:-2P))/ 2,

and so e=l-s-d =2x.

Now for p> 1/8,6<0, so the only solution to (1), (2) and (3) is s=d=e= 1/3,

For p< 118 , there are two poss ib Ie so lut ions so consider 8(k) = S(k)-D(k).
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Then writing p = (1-c) 18 , E>O, and using p+q=1 and 5(k)+D(k)+E(k)=1, it is

easily checked that 8(k+1) = (1-2p)(1+E(k))8(k) = (3+2c)(I+E(k))8(k)/4.

Now if I imk_>ooE(k) =1/3, we have 8(k+ I) IS(k» (1+2E13) _E 13 = 1+ E13, for

inf ini te Iy man~ k, which imp I ies I imk_>008(k) = 00, a contradic t ion, since

8(k)<5(k)~1. This eliminates solution (s,d.e) = (1/ 3,1/3• 1/ 3), as required. §

The previous theorem is applied shortly to study the consistency of Wagner

parsimony. First we derive analogous results which are required for

analysing the consistency of compatibility.

7.23 Definition

For TERWT(n), let O(T) denote the probability that the endpoints of T are all

the same colour as the root, and P(T), the probability that they are all the

opposite colour to the root. We now present the analogue of lemma 7.20.

7.24 Lemma

For T = T1*T 2(P"P2); qj=I-Pi' 0i=O(T i), 5 i=5(T j), for i=1,2:

O(T) = (ql0 1 + P1 P I)(q20 2+P2 P 2)

p(T) = (PIOI + QIP I)(P20 2+Q2 P 2)'

fr22t: Considering the four possible states of the roots of T 1,T 2 gives

the lemma immediately. §

7.25 Corollary

(1): P(T) < O(T)

(2): O(T) < min{O(T,), O(T2)'
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Proof; (1) follows by induct ion, us ing Iemma 7.24; (2) follows from (1). §

7.26 Theorem

Assign edge weight p to all the edges of T(k), and let

Q(k) =Q(T(k)), P(k) = P(T(k)) and r(k) = P(k)/Q(k)' Then

r = limk~oor(k) =J1, if P ~1/4,

l()... -v'()...2_4))/2' if P <1/4, where)... = (2p2-4P+1)/p2.

frQ.Q1: By lemma 7.24,

r(k+ 1) = (pQ(k)+qP(k))21(qQ(k)+pP(k))2 = (p+qr(k))21(q+pr(k))2, where

q =l-p. Let <p(t) = (p+qt)2 / (q+Pt)2, and since <p(1) = I, we can let

x = min {t>O: x = <p(t)}. Then (x-l)(x2-)...x+1) = O. where)... = (2p2 -4 P+l)/p2.

Now the discriminant of the quadratic factor is 6 = )...2-4 = ()"'-2)()"'+2)

which is negative if and on ly if )... < 2, and this occurs prec isel y when p> 1/ 4 ,

Thus the only real solution for x when p>1/ 4 is x=1. For p =1/4 , the cUbic

equation becomes (x-1)3=O, which again has the unique solution X=1. For

p<1/
4

, and hence )",>2, the only solution for x < 1 is x = ()..._/()...2_ 4 ))/
2

.

Now <p'(t) > 0 on [o,x] (since q>p), so that Ht) is monotone increasing and

continuous on [O,xl, x is the only fixed point of ¢(t) in this interval, and it is

easily checked r(l)=:;x, so that by an elementary argument, r(k) = Hr(k-l))

converges to x, as required. §
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7.27 Definition

Let T1(k)EBPT(2k+1+2) consist of two copies of T(k), whose roots are

identified to V2 and V4 of the tree T = (VtV2)(v3V4)' Assign labels 1 and 3 to

VI and v3 respectively, and label the rest of T1(k) arbitrarily.

For p = [Pl,P2,P3,P4]t, let T1(k,p)EWBT(n) be T1(k) with edge weight P4 on all

the edges of the two copies of T(k) and the other edge weights as shown in

fig. 7.3. For i =1,2,3 let wi=(1-2pj)' Let T2(k)EBPT(2k+1+2) be the tree

obtained from T1(k) by performing a nearest neighbour interchange so as to

join the two copies of T(k).

T = ( 12)(34)

Figure 7.3

7.28 Theorem

Under Cavender's model, for data derived from T1(k,p),

(1): Wagner parsimony favours T2(k) over T1(k) precisely if

W3(WI2+W2 2)(S2(k)+02(k)) - 2W1W2(S2(k)-02(k)) + 2W3(W22-W12)S(k)O(k»O.

(2): Compatibility favours T2(k) over T1(k) precisely if

W3(W12+W22)(02(k)+p2(k)) - 2W1W2(02(k)-p2(k)) + 2W3(W22-W12)O(k)P(k»O.

[where S(k), D(k), Q(k), P(k) are as in theorems 7.22 and 7.26, with p = P4]
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frQ.Q!: (1); Denote the state of the VI by A. and let B be the other colour.

For OEO(n) let AO = weT l(k),O)-w(T 2(k),O), and let X2 and X4 be the induced

colouring of the two copies of T(k) attached to v2,v4 respectively. Fitch's

algorithm (5.18(2)) gives precisely two cases for Which A O :z:0.

Case One; If X2,X4 EV(T(k),{B}) and v3 is coloured A, then AO= 1. Denote

the set of such 0 as 0 1,

Case Two: If X2E V(T(k),{A}) and X4EV(T(k),{B}), v3 is coloured B, then

A O = -1. Denote the set of such 0 as 02'

Now the probability of case one arising on T 1(k,p) is,

S2(k)S13 + D2(k)SI234 + S(k)D(k)(S123 + 5134), where 50 = 5(00; T,p), with

T = (V1V2)(V3V4) and p given in fig. 7.3.

The probability of case two arising from T 1(k,p) is,

S2(k)SI2 + D2(k)S14 + S(k)D(k)(SI+S124).

Then letting Z(k) = ~OEO(n)AOXo/c' we have

E[Z(k)] = ~OEQ(n)AoS(O) =~OEQ1S(0)- ~OEQ2S(0).

= S2(k)S13 + 02(k)SI234 + S(k)O(k)(SI23+S134)

- (S2(k)SI2 + D2(k)SI4 + S(k)O(k)(SI+SI24))'

= 5 tuCk), where

u(k) = [-S(k)D(k), -S2(k), S2(k), S(k)D(k), -D2(k), -S(k)D(k), S(k)D(k), 02(k)]t

and st = [51,512,513,5123,514,5124.5134,512341.

Now, letting UJi = (1-2Pj), and using the notation (and ordering of 0(4) and

[4t) of example 6.10 we have

r = [1, UJ1UJ2' UJ22UJ3' UJ1UJ2UJ3' UJ1UJ2UJ3' UJ12UJ3' UJ1UJ2' UJ12UJ22]t and

r = HtS.
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Now since s =1/8Hr. where H =[( -1) IOfiX I]O.X (as in theorem 5.28) we have

E[Z(k)] =1/8s tU(k) =rtHtU(k), and it is easily checked that

HtU(k) =2[0, 02(k)-S2(k), (S(k)+O(k))2, 0, 0, (S(k)-O(k))2, 02(k)-S2(k), O]t

giving:

E[Z(k)] =0.25(W3(WI2+W2 2)(S2(k)+D2(k)) - 2WIW2(S2(k)-D2(k)) +

2w 3(W 22-W 12)S(k)O(k)).

The result now follows from lemma 7.14.

(2): Let Z*(k) =LoEQ(T l(k){O / c - LOEQ(T2(k){0 / c =Xo / c - Xo 2/ c say,

where 0 1 ={1,V 2}, with V2 the labels on the coPY of T(k) whose root is

identified with v2. and 02 ={1,3}. Since E[Z*(k)] =S(OI) - S(02). the result

now follows by a simi Iar argument to part (1), and from Iemma 7.14. §

7.29 Corollary

(1): Wagner parsimony is inconsistent on T1(k,p) if

P < 02(k) / (S2(k)+02(k))'

Thus Wagner parsimony is inconsistent on T1(2,p)EWBT(10) for

P>Pl~0.39076, and on Tl(k,p) for P>P2~0.116413,and k suffic ient Iy large

(dependent on p).

(2): Compatibility is inconsistent on T,(k,p) if

p < P2(k) / (P2(k)+Q2(k))'

Thus compatibility is inconsistent on T1(2,p) for P>P3~0.436154,and on

Tl(k,p) for P>P4 ~0.245122, and k suffic ient Iy 1arge (dependent on p).

[Note that S(k), D(k), P(k) and Q(k) are all functions of p, which explains the

reversal in the direction of the inequality on p between the theoretical

condition and the consequent numerical condition for inconsistency.]
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frQ.Q!: Setting Pi=P, for i=I, ....4, so that wi = (1-2p) = w (say), the

express ion in the statement of theorrzm 7.28 f or Wagner pars imony

becomes w(2w 2(S2(k)+02(k))-2w(S2(k)-02(k))) which is positive precisely if

W>(S2(k)-02(k))1(S2(k)+02(k))' or equivalent Iy. p<02(k)1(S2(k)+02(k))'

For compat ibi I ity, the ana logous requirement is

p<p2(k)1(02(k)+p2(k)) = 11(1+r(k)- 2), (where r(k) is def ined in theorem 7.26).

Now for any real-valued function, f defined on positive integers, (in

particular f(k) =E[Z(k)], and E[Z*(k)]/0 2(k))' if I imk->oof(k) >0, then for some

integer ko we also have f(k o) >0. Thus the values P2 and P4 are obtained by

solving the equations P = d2/(s2+d2), and P = 1/(1+r-2), resp., where s,d are

given by theorem 7.22, and r is given by theorem 7.26. Then PI, and P3 are

obtained by solving P =0(2)2 / (52(2)+02(2)) and p =p2(2)1(02(2)+p2(2))' with

5(2).0(2), P(2) and 0(2) given (in terms of p) by lemmas 7.20 and 7.24. §

7.30 Remark An example of a T 1(2.p) is given in fig. 7.4. For p>O.4, (resp.

p>O.25) Wagner parsimony (resp. compatibility) will be inconsistent.

5

4

3

9

2

8

7
10

3

9 8 7
6

5 T,(2,p) T2(2)

Figure 7.4
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In view of the above results it is natural to ask whether parsimony
methods will sometimes fail for equal edge weights below those
prescribed in corollary 7.29. We show that in the case of compatibity this
is not so--indeed if the edge weights are "sufficiently small and
sufficiently equal" (in a sense to be made precise) compatibility is
consistent.

7.31 Lemma

For any TEWBT(n), and C.f.E(T), if p(C) = 0, then

s(o; T,p) ~ s(oo: T,p)DeEC(Pe/(1-Pe))'

Proof: We use induction on IC I. If Ic 1= 0, the result holds, so suppose it

holds for all C with ICI= k-l?:O, and let IC I= k, C=C-(e} for eEC, and

suppose pCC') = 0', If e=[vl.v21, consider the conditional probabilities,

cx=P(o IX(Vl);Z:X(V2); T,p), ;8=P(o IX(Vl)=X(V2); T,p), where X(Vj)E(A,B} is the

colour of vi' i=l,2, (Where, by convention, A denotes the colour of the

pendant vertex of T Iabe II ed 1).

Thus. since (1- Pe)2 ?: Pe 2, we have s(o; T.p)?: s(o'; T,p)Pe/(l-Pe)'

Applying the inductive hypothesis we see that the result holds for I C I =k.

as required. §

7.32 Definition

For real numbers 1...>0 and L~1, and integer n~2, let B(n,A,L) be the set of

trees TEWBT(n) whose edge lengths are all ~ A and whose set of ratios of

edge lengths is bounded above by L.

Let B(A,L) = unB(n,A,L), and B(A) = uLB(A,L).
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7.33 Theorem , /1
For C >1, choose 0< Ao<1 so that

,d:-
(1): C4Aa2+2C2Ao+I-C ~ 0, (2): 2CAo(I+CAo) ~ I, (3): C ~l/(l-Ao)'

[Such a choice is possible since for C>1 fixed, the inequalities all become

strict as AO tends to zero.]

Suppose (T,p)EB(A), A ~ AO' Then

(1): if o:;t:0o, s(o; T,p) ~ s(oo: T,p)CA,

(2): if w(o ,T»1, s(o; T,p) ~ s(o 0: T,p).2C2 A2(1+CA).

Proof:

(1): We first note that by the first condition on Ao, and A~AO we have:

I+C2A ~ I+C2Ao :::: C-C2 Ao -C4 A0 3 < C, thus

(a): I+C2 A < C.

We prove the theorem by induction on I T I ' the number of pendant vertices

of T. For IT 1= 2, if 0;Z:00, then s(o; T,p) =p, where p is the edge weight on

the unique edge of T, while s(oo; T,p) =(1-p). !'Jow by condition (3),

CAo/(I+CAO) ~Ao~A~P, giving p ~ (l-p)CA, as required.

Suppose the resul ts ho Ids for all trees with IT I< k, where k~ 3, and suppose

TE6(A), I T I = k.

Case One: Suppose w(O,T) =1.

If ° is induced by an internal edge e of T, let T"T 2,T 3,T 4 be the four pendant

subtrees of T having endpoints incident with e, as in fig. 7.5(a) (refer to

follow ing page).

For i =1, ... ,4, let si (resp. di) be the probability that the original endpoints of

T j are all the same colour, (resp. the opposite colour) to the new endpoint

incident with e.
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Figure 7.5

Then 5(0: T,p) = Pecx+(l-Pe)i3, where

e

(b)

cx= (S,S2S3S4+d,d2d3d4). i3= (s,S2d3d4+dld2S3S4). so that

5(0; T,p) ~ S,S2S3S4(Pe + C4)... ,e+ 2(1-Pe)C2)...2), by the induction hypothesis.

Now 5(00; T,p) = (l-Pe)cx+Pe i3 , and 5(00; T,p) is maximized when Pe= 0,

(lemma 6.13 (1)), so that 5(00: T,p) ~ 51525354' Then Pe~)... gives

5(0; T,p) ~ 5(00; T,p)()... + C4)... 4 + 2C2)...2) ~ 5(00: T,p)C)..., since

1+C4J.4.+ 2C2)... ~ C.

5 imi larly, if ° is induced by a pendant edge e. represent T as in fig. 7.5(b).

For i=1,2 let si (resp. di) be the probability that the original endpoints of T i

are all the same colour, (resp. the opposite colour) to the new endpoint

incident with e. Then
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Case Two: w(O',T) >1.

For 0' with w(O',T) = k~2, there exists by l'1enger's theorem (refer Harary

[1969]) two disjoint paths between differently coloured endpoints of T so

that we can represent T as in fig. 7.6.

For i=1 .... ,4, let O'i(Z)' zE{a,b}, denote the colouring induced by 0' on the

pendant subtrees T i with its distinguished pendant vertex (circled in fig. 7.6)

coloured z. Let 0'5(X,y) denote the colouring of the central tree T5 with its

two distinguished endpo ints co loured x,y.

For i:=1,... ,4, let fi(x) = s(O'j; T i• Pi)' and f 5(x,y) = S(0'5; T5.Pj), where Pi is the

restriction of P to the edges of T i'

Thus s(O'; T,p) = f l(a)f 2(a)f 3(a)f 4(a)f 5(a,a) + f l(b)f2(b)f 3(a)f 4(a)f5(b,a) +

f l(a)f2(a)f 3(b)f 4(b)f 5(a,b) + f l(b)f2(b)f 3(b)f 4(b)f5(b,b).

T 1
__---A......---...
( ~

T2
__---A~-__....

( ~

a--......- ......-~~--~- .......--b

a --.......- ........-~~-- .......- .......-- b

•
••

) ........._-- .----)V

T4

Figure 7.6
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Now for any assignment of x,y, at least one of w(0"T 1), and w(02,T 2) is ~I,

and at least one of w(03,T 3),W(04,T 4) is ~1. Furthermore, if x;z:y.

w(o s(x,y),T s)~ 1. By induction

5(0; T ,p) ~ SlS2S3S4SS(C21-.. 2 + C31-.. 3+C31-.. 3+C21-.. 2), where si is the probabi I ity

that the endpoints of T i are a II the same co lour. Furthermore 5(00; T,p) ~

5,52535455, thus 5(0; T,p) ~ 5(00: T,p)2(C21-.. 2+C31-.. 3) ~ 5(00; T,p)CI-..,

since CI-.. +C21-.. 2~ CI-..o( l+Cl-..o) ~ 1I 2'

(2): This follows by induction on IT I by us ing part (I) and repeating the

argument used above to establ ish case two of part (1), since in the last step

of this proof we have 5(0; T.p) ~ 5(00; T.p)2C21-.. 2(I+CI-..). §

7.34 TheQrem

For all L~1 there exists AO>O, such that compatibility is consistent on

B(A,L) for all A~ AO'

frQQf: By lemma 7.14, compatabi I ity is cons istent for data generated by

the Cavender model on tree (To,p) precisely if T=T 0 strictly maximizes

~OEQ(T)s(o; To,p). This is clearly equivalent to saying T=T 0 strictly

Choose 1-.. 0>0, C>1 so that:

(I): L- 1 > 2C21-..0(1+Cl-..o), (2): C41-..03+2C21-..0+1-C~0,(3): 2Cl-..o(1+Cl-..o)~1,

(4): C~l/(I_l-..o)'

Then if p = max{Pe: eEE(T o)}, p~l-..o, we have

(a): if OEOo(T 0)' (00 defined as in this proof above) then lemma 7.31 gives

5(0; To,p) ~ 5(00; To,p)Pe / (l-Pe) ~ Pes(oo; To,p) ~ (p IL)s(Oo; To,p)·
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(b): if C5 is not in 00(T0), so that W(C5,T 0»1 , then by theorem 7.33 , (with ;"=p),

we have S(C5; TOIP) :5 s(C5o; To,p). 2C2p2(1+Cp).

Let sOmin = min{s(C5; T,P): C5EOo(T o)}, sl max = max{s(C5; T,P): C5EO(n)-O(T o)}.

The condition L-I > 2C2;"0(1+C;"0) imp! ies L-1 > 2C2p(1+Cp) since p<;"o. so

that eliminating s(C5o; TOIP) from (a) and (b), we have

sOmin> sl max ' Thus LC5EOo(T o)S(C5; To,p) - LC5EOo(T)s(C5; To.p)

= LC5EOo(T o)-Oo(T)S(C5; To,p) - ~C5EOo(T)-Oo(T o)S(C5; TOIP),

~ kSomin-kSlmax = k(SOmin-s1max) where

k = I00(T)-00(T 0) I = I0o(T0)-00(T) I (since I0o(T) I= I0o(T 0) 1= 2n-3).

Now if T;z:T 0 we have k~1 so that

~C5EOo(To)S(C5; TOIP) >~C5EOo(T)S(C5; TOIP), as required. §

7.35 Example For L=1, taking C = 2.18, Ao == 0.12, it is easily checked

that conditions (1) to (4) in the previous theorem are satisfied. Thus if the

edge weights are all equal and less than 0.12, compatibility is consistent

on all trees. In particular, by corollary 7.29 (1) there are weighted trees

(such as T1(k,p) for 0.117 < P < 0.12, and k SUfficiently large) on which

compatibility is consistent but Wagner parsimony is not.

A considerably weaker result for Wagner parsimony is the following:

7.36 Theorem

For all n and for all L, there exists a Ao, for which Wagner parsimony is

consistent on B(n,AoIL).
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f.rQ.Q!: By theorem 7.33 (2), and lemma 7.31, given nand L we can choose

Ao so that if (T ,D )cB(n,Ao,L) then

min{s(o: To,D): OE01(To)} >LOE0(n)-0CT)w(O,T 0)5(0; To.D),

since w(O,T»] if OE0(n)-0(T). Then LoW(O,T0)5(0; To,D) <

LOE01(T 0)5(0; To,D) + LOE0PCT 0)5(0; To,D) + min{s(o; To,D): OE0/(T)}. (*)

Now if T;;z:T 0, then w(o,Tkl for all OE01(T 0) and w(o,Tk2 for at least one

OE01(T 0), while w(O,T) = ] for OE0P(T0)' Thus LOE0(n)w(O,T)S(0; To,D) ~

LOE01(T 0)5(0; To,D) + min{s(o: To,p):OE0ICT o)} + LOE0P(T0)5(0; To,D) >

LO E0(n)W(O,T0)5(0; To,p), by (*).

Thus LOE0(n)W(O,T)s(0; To,p) > LOE0(n)W(O,T)s(0; To,p) for all T;;z:T 0 so

that Wagner parsimony is consistent on CT,p) by lemma 7.14, as required. §

7,37 Remark

In view of the previous two theorems it is tempting to ask whether Wagner

parsimony is consistent on B( A,l) for sufficiently small A = A(l).

One approach might be to show that any colouring of a given weight on a

tree in B( A,l) is more probable than any other colouring of greater weight

on that tree for A = A(L) sufficiently small, thus generalizing the result for

colourings of weight one. However, the next theorem gives a

counterexample to this suggestion, and sheds more detail on the subtle

relationship between weight of colourings and their probability.

7,38 Theorem

Even for l=1, there are no constants 8,A,k > 0 for which the following

statement holds for all (T,p)EB(A):

"w(o ,T)<w(o',T)+k implies s(o; T,p) ~ 8s(O'; T,p)."



E..r.Q.Qt: Consider the two partitions ° 1,°2 of the caterpillar tree, J2n+2k.

defined by the colourings: (A,A.B,B,A.A,B.B,A.A ..... ) and (A,A,A, ... [2k

timesl,B.A.B,A,B,A .....B,A). respectively as in fig. 7.7 where in all cases

{x,x'} ={A,B}. Then W(01.J 2n+2k) =n+k-l. while W(02.J2n+2k) =n.
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Let J 2n+2k* denote the tree obtained from J 2n+2k by deleting pendant

vertex labelled 2n+2k and its associated pendant edge e and distinguishing

the vertex v inc ident with e.

(A)

...
2n+2k
(x)

2n+2k-1
(x)

(A)
3

(A) (6) (A)
2k 2k+ 1 2k+2

2n+2k
(x)

2n+2k-1
(x')

(x),

2n+2k-l

(A) (A) (8) (A) (6) (x)
3 2k 2k+ 1 2k+2 2k+3 2n+2k-1

Fit]tJ 7.7
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For 0", as before, let 0"\+ (resp. 0"1-) denote the colouring of v and the

pendant vertices of J 2n+2k H in which the pendant vertices are coloured as

In J 2n+2k under 0"1, and v is assigned the same colour (resp. the opposite

colour) as the pendant vertex labelled 2n+2k-1. For 0"2, define 0"2+ and 0"2

analogously. These definitions are also illustrated in fig. 7.7.

Assign edge change probability p to all the edges of J 2n+2k *, and let sl(n),

(resp. d\(n)) denote probability of the colouring. at (resp. 0"\-) on the

weighted tree (J 2n+2k*,Pj). Define s2(n),d2(n) for 0"2 similarly. Then a

straightforward probability argument gives:

[s\(n+ I), dl(n+ l)]t = C[sl(n), d\(n)]t

[s2(n+l), d2(n+1)1t = 02[s2(n), d2(n)]t, where

o =[pq q21
pq p2

so that 02 =[pq2 pq2 1
p2 q p(p3+ q3)j with q=l-p.

C and 0 2 have characteristic equations: x2-pqx-p2q2(ocpq) = 0 and

x2- p(0<+q2)X-p2q2(pq-0<) = 0, respectively, where 0<=p3+ q3. For i=1.2, let

A/~AI- denote the eigenvalues of (, and let A2+~A2 - denote the eigenvalues

of 02. Then

AI:!: = 0.5(pq:!:f(p2q2+4 p2q2(0<-pq))),

A2:!: = 0.5(p(0<+q2hf(p2(0<+q2)2+4 p2q2(pq-0<))).

It is easily checked that for 0<p<0.5, and i=1,2, Aj+;Z:Aj-. so that C and 0 2

are similar to diagonal matrices.
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Thus for i= 1,2,

sj(n) =aj()\t)n + bjC>\j-)n and

dj(n) =Cj()\t)n + dj()\j-)n. with aj,bj,cj,d j independent of n (but with

a2,b2,c2.d2 depend on k). Now

S(O'I; J 2n+2k ,Pj) = sl(n-l)(q2p+p2q) + d1(n-l)(q3+p3), while

for new constants aj',bj', so that

s(O',; J2n+2k,Pj)

(q + [(q2+4 q2()(-pq)))

so that I imp_>OAtIA/ =(1+[5)/ 2, the "golden ratjo ". Thus we can

certainly choose Po>O so that for all P<Po. At IA2 +>1. (in fact we can take

Po = 0.5, though this is not necessary for the proof).

Thus as n->oo. S(O'I; J 2n+2k , pj)/s(0'2; J 2n+2k , pj) -> 00, even though

7.39 Remark We now offer an intuitive explanation for the motto

"heavier colourings can be more probable, even on trees with equal edge

weights," which was formally demonstrated above.
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Recall that s(o; T,pj) = ~{C£E(T): p(C)=o}p ICI(I-p) IECT) I-I CI =

(I-p) IECT) I~k:::W(O,T) I{C£E(T): p(C) = 0,1 C 1= k} IEk, where E = PI(I-P)' so

that O<E<1.

Regard s(o) = s(o; T,pj) as a polynomial in E, ordered in increasing powers

of E. Then although W(Ol,T»W(02.T), (so that S(Ol) begins with higher

powers of Ethan S(02)), if the first nonzero coefficients of S(Ol) are

relatively mucrl larger than those of S(02) then we may still have

s(o,»S(02) for suitable E (though clearly for T fixed, as E tends to zero, we

will force S(Ol)<S(02))'

Thus w(Ol,T»w(02.T) and S(Ol.T»S(02.T) suggests many more ways to fit

01 to T with::::: W(Ol.T) edge changes than to fit 02 to T with the same or a

lesser number of edge changes. For example, take ° 1,°2 and T = J 2n+2k as

in the previous theorem, and consider just the first non-zero coefficients

klo k2 of S(Ol), S(02), respectively. For i=1.2 choose Cj£E(T) so that p(C;) =

° i' (where p is defined in 5.2). Then it is easi Iy checked that C2 has no

weakly-connecting trees and so by theorem 5.9, C2 is strictly minimal, so

that k2=1.

Now the weakly-connecting trees of C1 consist of the n+k-2 pairs of

adjacent internal vertices of T which are both adjacent to pendant vertices

of the same colour. Thus the weakly-connecting forests of T consist of

all co Ilect ions of weak ly-connect ing trees, no two of wh ich are adjacent

to a common vertex. Since the n+k-2 weakly-connecting trees are arranged

in a line, the number of weakly-connecting forests is precisely the number

of ways of selecting a subset of n+k-2 ordered objects so that no two are

consecutive.
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But this is enumerated in example 2.2.23 of Goulden and Jackson [1983,

p.431. in terms of {O,l} sequences, as the (n+k-I)-th Fibonacc i number,

Fn+k- j . Thus, by theorem 5.9 (3), k, = Fn+k- j , (compared with k2=1) so that as

n grows the first nonzero coeff icient of s(o ,) great Iy exceeds the

corresponding coefficient of S(02)' §

7.40 Conjecture

Wagner parsimony is consistent on B(A) for A sufficiently small.

Hendy and Penny [1988] give an example is of a tree (a T1(2)) with edge

weights arbitrarily small and subject to a molecular clock for which
Wagner parsimony and compatibility are inconsistent. The authors observe
that for this to happen one edge length must be asymptotically
proportional to the square of the length of another edge, as both edge
lengths tend to zero. To find a "best possible" condition under which we
might hope for parsimony and compatibility to be consistent under a
molecular clock we might try and rule this out.

In fact we will see that even assuming a molecular clock, inconsistency
can occur even in the "best possible" condition that does not in itself
constrain the set of possible trees. Specifically suppose the Cavender
model is subject to a molecular clock. The first attempt at a "best
possible constraint" on the edge lengths might be to assume that they are
all equal. However unlike the clock-free case, this assumption constrains
the tree topology and a fortiori constrains the number of taxa to be a
power of two.

Similar topological constraints follow from supposing that the edge length
ratios are bounded above by a constant which is independent of the number
of taxa. On the other hand. if the ratio of the edge. lengths of rooted trees
with n pendant vertices is bounded above by some function K(n), there are
no constraints on the possible trees, precisely if K(n) ~ n-1. This suggests
the following definition.
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7.41 Definition

Call a rooted binary tree with n pendant vertices balanced if

(1): it has additive edge lengths--Le. the length of all the paths from the

root to pendant vertices are the same (this is the height of the tree).

(2): the ratio of the edge lengths is bounded above by n-1.

Let BE(A) be the set of balanced (rooted) trees, with edge lengths bounded

above by A, and let BH(A) be the set of balanced (rooted) trees of height A.

Then for the counterexample by Hendy and Penny [1988], if the tree T1(2) is

balanced, consistency is regained for sufficiently small edge lengths. or
sufficiently small height. We now show that for any given bound on the
edge lengths or the height there are always trees for which both types of
parsimony fail to be consistent.

7.42 Theorem

(1): For all A, Wagner parsimony and compatibility are inconsistent on some

trees in BE(A).

(2): For all A, Wagner parsimony and compatibility are inconsistent on some

trees in BH(A).

Proof: Let RT,(k,A) be the tree obtained by rooting TI(k) (definition 7.27)

at the midpoint of its central edge. and assigning~ (as in 6.4 (4)) 'A to

all the edges except the two pendant edges incident with the central edge

which are assigned length 'A(k+l). Then since RT 1(k,'A) has 2k+1+2 pendant

vertices, RT,(k,'A) is balanced for all k~1.

(1): Regarding the tree as unrooted, and using the notation of theorem 7.28,

we have for Wagner parsimony,

4E[Z(k)1 = (03((01 2+(02 2)(S2(k)+02(k)) - 2(01(02(S2(k)-02(k)) +

2(0 3( (0 22- (012)S(k )O(k).
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As in the proof of corollary 7.29 it suffices to show

Iimk_>ooE[Z(k)]> 0 since then E[Z(ko)]> 0 for some integer ko.

Now W =e- 2:A W =e-4 :A W = e- 2:A(k+1) so that lim J.\ =01 ,3 ,2 ' k->ooUJ 2 .

Thus, letting s = I imk_>ooS(k), d = I imk_>ooD(k),

limk_>oo4E[Z(k)] = 2W13(S2+d2-2wlSd) >2W13(S-d)2~O, and the result follows

by theorem 7.28.'

For compatibility, again using the notation of theorems 7.28, and 7.26

limk->oo 4E[Z*(k)]/Q2(k) = 2w13(1+r2-2w(t') > (1-r)2 ~ 0, and the result

follows by theorem 7.28.

(2): We have U kRT 1(k,:A/(k+2)) C SH(:A). For TERT,(k,:A/(k+2))'

WI =e- 2:A/(k+2), W3 =e- 4 :A/(k+2), W2= e- 2:A(k+l)/(k+2).

Thus I imk->ooWl = I imk->oow3 = 1, I imk->oow2 =e- 2:A

For Wagner parsimony we have

I imk_>oo4E[Z(k)] = (1 +e -4:A )(s2+d2) - 2e-4:A(S2_d2) + 2sd(e -4:A_ l)

= (S-d)2 + (3d2+2sd-s 2)e- 4 :A.

Now if the second term in this sum is strictly positive we have

I imk_>ooE[Z(k)]>O, as required. If the second term is ~O we have

4E[Z(k)] ~ (s-d)2 + (3d 2+2sd-s2) =4d 2 >0, by theorem 7.22, as required.

For compatibility, limk->oo4E[Z*(k)]/Q2(k) = (1-r)2 + (3r2+2r-l)e- 4 :A which

by a similar argument is strictly positive, sint:e r>O by theorem 7.26. §

7.43 Remarks
(1): The previous theorem shows that imposing a molecular clock in no way
restores consistency for parsimony-based methods. Indeed comparing
theorems 7.42 and 7.34, a molecular clock is more problematic for the
consistency of compatibility than the assumption of equal edge weights.
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(2): From example 7.35, compatibility can be consistent under conditions
which lead to the inconsistency of Wagner parsimony. It is not known
whether the converse can occur, or whether compatibility is consistent for
sets of edge lengths of greater Lebesgue measure than Wagner parsimony.
It is worth noting that because compatibility uses fewer partitions to
evaluate each tree than Wagner parsimony, the former method may be less
robust (Le. more sensitive to errors) when applied to relatively short
sequences.

(3): The above results hold an important message for taxonomists -- while
compatibility may be consistent for a particular set of taxa, the method is
not necessarily consistent on a subset of those taxa. Equivalently,
although compatibility may fail to be consistent for a collection of taxa, if
that set is expanded to a larger set of taxa, consistency may be regained,
so that if compatibility selects tree T, the phylogeny of the original set 8
of taxa can be consistently recovered as T[8]. This approach would succeed
if the larger set of taxa is chosen so that all edges of the underlying tree
have (approximately) equal (and small) edge weights. though knowing
which additional taxa to choose to achieve this goal is clearly a problem.
We illustrate this relativity of consistency by the following example.

7,44 Example

Consider the rooted binary tree T(k+2) E RWT(2k+2) with edge lengths of A

on each edge, except for the two edges incident with the root, whjch are

assigned edge Iength A /2' as illustrated on the following page in fig. 7.8(a)

(where the shaded sUbtrees are copies of T(k)). Thus the edge lengths of

T(k+2) are sUbject to a molecular clock, while if T*(k+2) denotes the

weighted binary tree obtained from T(k+2) by suppressing the root, T*(k+2)

has equa I edge Iengths of A on each edge.

Select a subset S = {Sl.S2.S3.S3,SS.S6} of {1, .... 2k +2} of size 6 as indicated in

fig 7.8(a). Then the tree T*(k+I)[SJ has induced edge lengths as indicated in

fig.7.8(b). In the notation of definition 7.27, T*(k+2)[SJ is a T 1(1,P) where

P = (PI,P2.P3.P4), PI = P3 = O.5(1-w), P2 = O.5(I-w k+1). P4 = O.5(1-w k), with

w = e- 2A . Then in the notation of theorem 7.28, pel) = P4 2=O.25(1-w k)2,

and 0(1) = (1-P4)2=O.25(1+w k)2, Wl=w3=W, W2=w k+1.
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Thus, by theorem 7.28, the condition for compatibility to be consistent on

TI(I,p) is: f(k,U)) =U)(U)2+U)2k+2)«I-U)k)4+(1+U)k)4) -2U)k+2«1+U)k)4-(1-U)k)4) +

2U)(U)2k+2_U)2)(1-U)k)2(1+U)k)2 >0.

Letting y = U)2k, we have f(k,U)) = 4U)2y.(5U)-4-y(4-2U)-U)y)).

Since limk_>ooU)k =0, we see that if U»0.8, (that is if PI =0.5(1-e- 2A ) < 0.1)

we can choose k so that f(k,U))>O, implying that compatibility will be

inconsistent for the taxa set S. But this range for U) contains the range for

which we have estabished that compatibility will be consistent on the

weighted parent tree (TW(k+2), pd).

iii
56 5,

iii

(8)

kA kA

T*(k+2){S]

(b)

6, 53 6, 53

X52 54
P P

52 54

(c)
(d)

Figure 7.8
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In particular taking k :: 7, and /-.=0.05 (so that w::::0.9048) we have:

(a): p<O.l (so that compatibility is consistent on T*(k+2),pd) and

(b): f(7,w»0 (so that compatibil ity is not consistent on on the weighted

subtree induced by 5).

Thus for sequence data derived under Cavender's model from the tree T(9)

on 512 endpoints (!) with an expected number of 0.1 state changes on each

edge, compatibility will consistently recover the original phylogeny of the

512 taxa, but consistency fails with some of the subsets of the taxa.

Examples of this phenomena using considerably less taxa are possible if

edge lengths on the parent tree are not required to satisfy a molecular

clock. Indeed for the caterpillar tree J 12 on 12 taxa, with weight p on each

edge, and 5 :: {Sl,S2,S3,S4} as shown in fig. 7.8(c), the weighted subtree T[S]

induced by 5 has edge weights as shown in fig. 7.8(d), where

p* = 0.5(1-(1-2p)5). Then by Felsenstein's criterion (refer to example 7.15),

compatibility will fail to be consistent on T[S] if (p*)2>p(1-p). Taking p =0.1

(so that compatibility is consistent on T) this condition is satisfied. §

7.45 Summary In this section we have derived some necessary and
sufficient conditions for selection procedures to be consistent under
Cavender's model. Necessary conditions have been given both for general
classes of procedures (theorem 7.9) and for parsimony and compatibility
(theorems 7.28 and 7.42). We see that for both methods consistency can
fail in conditions that might be expected to be most favourable for
consistency (i.e. equal edge weights or a molecular clock). Basically both
methods fail because they undercount the true amount of change which is
likely to occur on the tree. Regarding sufficient conditions, we showed
that (without assuming a molecular clock) phylogenies can be consistently
recovered from dissimilarities (theorem 7.12). Perhaps most importantly
nontrivial sufficient conditions for the consistency of compatibility have
been established (theorem 7.34). The problems involved in extending this
approach to parsimony have been discussed, and clearly there is an
interesting and important open problem in settling conjecture 7.40.



''The question of how to obtain confidence intervals and carry out

statistical tests is in a relatively primitive state ... but is of greater

practical importance to the molecular evolutionist," J. Felsenstein 1988.

8.1 Introduction

Consistency is certainly a desirable property for a selection procedure, but
by itself, under finite sampling, it is essentially useless for putting
confidence intervals on the trees so constructed. In this section we
consider three questions related to the construction of trees:
(1): Among selection procedures, what sort of confidence intervals, which
converge to the true tree (as c-+oo) are possible, independent of the
underlying tree (To'p)?

(2): Can these con'fidence intervals be described efficiently, that is in
polynomial time?
(3): How fast must the data grow as a function of the number of taxa in
order to retain a given level of accuracy in reconstructing the underlying
tree To?

The construction of confidence intervals in the case of parsimony with
four taxa has been solved by Cavender [1978] and Felsenstein [1985]. In
general however there are problems with these and other methods which
have been proposed for constructing confidence intervals from sequence
data or dissimilarities, as detailed in Felsenstein [1988]. Constructing
confidence intervals using maximum likelihood ratios is also theoretically
difficult for two reasons, as is frequently pointed out by J. Felsenstein
(see for example Felsenstein [1988]). These difficulties are that the
hypotheses being decided between are not nested within each other, and
that likelihood ratio results are asymptotic (in the length of the
sequences).

We begin by answering the first question and show that under Cavender's
model only selection procedures that build (arbitrarily large) sets of trees
can have pre-set confidence intervals, and describe such a procedure. The
desire to always select a single "best tree" is thus incompatible with the
desire to be confident that one has always selected the correct tree,
amongst those chosen.

152
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8.2 Definition

A family of selection procedures, <P a' aE(O,1) has convergent confidence

intervals (CCI) if for all a:

(a): <Pa,(X)£<Pa(X) if as a'.

(b): P(TE<Pa(X); T,p) ~ 1 - a, for all (T,p) EWBT(n), pE(O,O.5)2n-3.

(c): <Pa converges (as defined in 7.4).

8.3 Lemma

If {<Pa : aE(O,1)} is a family of CCI selection procedures, then <Pa is

consistent for each aE(O, 1).

fr.Q.Q1: From property (c), there exists a number Co

(dependent on T,P.E and ex):

by lemma 6.2 (I), and property (b). Since this holds for all E: 0<E/3<ex (for

appropriate choice of co). limc_>ooP(<Pex(X) ;:{T}; T,p) =1, as required. 3

While condition (b) succeeds in replacing the asymptotic nature of
consistency by actual probabilities, condition (c) does not give any control
over the size of <P(X) for finite values of c. The reason, as shown next, is
that no such control is possible -- in particular there can be no CCI
procedure that always selects exactly one tree.



Indeed even if we were only to apply the procedure if the data was in some
sense "good" enough we still cannot have control on l<PeX)I. This last
consideration amounts to considering conditional probabilities, and

motivates the following definition, (where P(A I B) is the conditional
probability of A given B).

8.4 Definition

A family <P a' aE(O,1) of selection procedures has bounded confidence

intervals (BCI) if

(a): <Pa,(X)f.<Pa(X) if a ~ a'.

(b): P( TE<Pa(X); & l<Pa(X)1 <k IE; T,p) ~ h(a,n,k),

for all (T,p) EWBT(n), pE(O,O.5)2n-3, and some event E (possibly dependent

on n,k,a), and some function h with lim a-+Oh(a,n,k) = 1 for at least one

positive integer k<b(n).

8.5 Remark: This definition is intended to generalize the particular

example of a BCI procedure satisfying condition (a) and

P(TE<Pa(X) II<Pa(X)1 =1) ~ 1- a. Here E is the event l<Pa(X)! =1. As another

example we might let E be the event that for T1EBPT(n), Xo ~ 0 iff OEQ(T1).

Proof: Reversing the order of summation.
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L XE x2:{A: XEAf.X.IAI~k}F(A) =

L{A: Af.X.IAI~k}IA IF(A) ~ 2:{A: Af.X,IAI~k}k.F(A).§
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8.7 Theorem

(1): CCI selection procedures exist.

(2): BCI selection procedures do not exist.

frQ.Qt: (1): Define a select ion procedure ~ 0< as follows:

Let s be any function from 2BPT(n) to BPT(n) such that s(P)cP for all

P,£BPT(n). For eac h tree TEBPT(n), Ie t

E(T,X) =mintllXIc-sCT,p)ll: pE[O,O.5J2n- 3} and let

(T: ECT,X) ~I/ !(co<)}; if this set is ;Z:q>

~o«X) =
s({T: ECT,X) = min{E(T',X): T'EBPT(n)}), otherwise.

We show ~o< is a CCI. Condition (a) is clearly satisfied.

For (b), if T a,Po is the underlying tree, Po E (O,O.5)2n-3,

E[IIXIc-s(T a,Po)11 2] = c- 2E[ Z::o(Xo-cs(o; Ta,Po)2] =

c- 2Z:: o E[(X o -cs(o; T a.Po)2] = c- 2Z:: o var[X o J. Now since X has a

multinomial distribution, by lemma 6.2 (3)(a), Var[XoJ =cS(O)(l-s(O)), so

(*)

Now PCTaE~o«X)) ~ P(ECT a,X) ~11 !(co<))

~ P(II X I c -seT a,Po)112~1I co<) = 1- P(II X I c -seT a,Po)11 2> 1I co<) ? 1 - 0<, by Markov's

inequality (lemma 6.2 (2)) establishing condition (b).

For (c). let S =min{lIsCT,p)-sCT a,Po)11 : PE[O,O.5]2n-3,T;z:Ta}. Then S>O by

lemma 6.13 (4). By Markov's inequality (lemma 6.2 (2)) and (*) we have,

P(II X I c -seT a,Po)11 ?S I 2) ~ 41 S2 C Now if for ..QIlli tree T;z:T o. T E<P o«X), then

for some P, II XI c-s(T,p)1I ~11 !Ceo<) and for c>4/S20<' the triangle inequality

gives \IX I c -seT a.Po)11 ~ SI 2' Thus I imc _>ooP(3T;z:T a:T E<P o«X)) = O. It thus

remains to show that I imc_>ooP(T aE<P o«X)) =1.
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In view of the definition of <Po< we need only check that

I imc_>oop(ECT o,X) < min{ECT,X):T:z:T o}) =1.

Now limc_>oop(j!XI c-sCT a,Po)" <8 I 2) =1, wt"lile if "XI c-sCT,p)11 :::; 812, for any

T:z:T°and some p, the triangle inequality, together with the definition of 8

gives "X I c -seT o,Po)11 ~8 12, an event wh ich has probabi I ity tending to zero

as c->oo, as required. §

(2): Suppose a BCI procedure exists. Given TEBPT(n), let T(c)EWBT(n) have

edge weight E on all internal edges and O.5-E on all pendant edges. We first

note from lemma 6.13 (5) that for any event E, peE; T(e)):z:O, so that we may

form all conditional probabilites.

Let ECL::.2(n,c), E:z:¢. Then for any TEBPT(n), lemma 6.13 (6), and the

continuity of pea; T,p) as a function of P imply that limE_>OP(E; T(e)) is

positive and independent of T. Thus for any tree TOEBPT(n), any event E and

any 8>0 we can choose E>O so that I peE; T(E))-P(E; TO(e)) 1<8.

Now l:T EBPT(nl(T E<P o«X) & I<P o«X)1 ~k&E; TeE)) ~

LTEBPT(n)P(TE<Po«X) & l<Po«X)! :::;k&E; Ta(E)) +b(n)8 =

l:TEBPT(n)LA:TEA, I A ISkP(<Po< -l(A)&E; Ta(E)) +b(n)8 :::;

kLA:IAI~kP(<Po< -'(A)&E; TO(E))+b(n)8, by lemma 8.6.

= kP( I<Po«X) I:::;k&E; TO(E)) + b(n)8. Now if <Po< has BCI, we have

PCT E<P o«X) & I<P o«X)! <k&E; T(e)) ? h(o<,n,k)P(E; T(E))

~ h(o<,n,k)P( I<P o«X)! <k&E; T(e))
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Thus 2: TEBPT(n)P(T E<Po«X) & I<P o«X)1 <k&E: T(t)) ?

h(o<,n,k)2: TEBPT(n)P( 1<Po«X)1 <k&E; T(t))

? h(o<,n,k)b(n)(P( I<P o«X) I~k&E; TO(t))-8). Combining this with the previous

calculation we have, letting ~ = P( I <P o«X) I~k&E; TO(E)),

k~ + b(n)8 ? h(o<,n,k)b(n)(~-8), giving h(o<,n,k)~ (k~+b(n)8)/b(n)(~_8)' Let 8

->0 (choosing E=E(8»0 as 8->0). Then since ~ does not tend to zero by

lemma 6.13 (5), we have h(o<,n,k) ~ k/b(n) for all 0<, so that <P is not BCI. §

We now address the question, raised in the construction of a CCI procedure

in the previous theorem, of how to locate the closest point in s-space.

Suppose the edge weights are assumed to be small, so that the product of

any two edge probabilities can be neglected. One way to encapsulate this

notion formally is to regard the edge weights Pi as indeterminants and

work with the algebra A over R generated by {pili, subject to the formal

identities PiPj == 0 for all i,j.

Then for any tree T we can solve exactly for the closest point in s-space,

and the "best fit tree" is given by a combinatorial condition similar to that

for compatibility. After presenting this result we show that such

procedures are basically unsound for the following reason: even on four

taxa, no matter how small the edge weights really are, inconsistency can

still arise using this method.



8.8 Lemma

In the algebra A,

s(o; T,p)
{

Pe' if edge,e induces 0

1- 2.eEE(T)Pe' If 0=00

0. otherwise.
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fr.Q.Q1: The lemma (allows immediatel~ (rom

8.9 Theorem

Assume that X satisfies max{Xo:0;%0 o} ~ C(n-2)/2(n_1)'

(1): For any tree, T, the edge weights p that minimize the distance

IIX/c-S(T,P)1I in s-space under A (Le. with s(o) replaced by its value in A)

are given by:

Pe = Cll(T)/c(2n_2) + XO(e)/c'

where o(e) is the partition induced by deletion of e.

(2): The trees in BPT(n) which minimize (over BPT(n)) the minimum

distances given in (1) are precisely those trees T which minimize the

sum Cll(T)2/(2n_2) + Cl2(T) over BPT(n).

(By comparison recall that compatibility choses that tree minimizing Cll(T)

over BPT(n)).
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fr.Q.Q.[: (I): By lemma 8,8, in A,

8/8PellX/c-sll2 = -2(Xo (e)-CPe) + 2(Xoo- C(I-l:eEE(T)Pe))' where 0(12) is the

partition corresponding to deletion of the edge e.

The 1inear system, 811XIc-sll
2
18Pe = 0 for all eEE(T), can be written

(I+J)p = c-1(X#-(Xoo-c)j). where X# is the vector [Xo (e)leEE (T)' and J is the

square matrix having 1 in each position. Since (l+J)-1 = I - (2n-2)-l J . the

solution to this I inear system is:

Pe = (c-Xoo+(2n-2)Xo (e)-l:eEE(T)X o (e))1c(2n-2)'

But c = LeEE(T)Xo(e) + XOo +O<I(T). Thus Pe = 0<1(T)1c(2n-2) + Xo(e)1 C'

In particu Iar Pe>O, and since O<l(T)<C, Pe«2n-2)-1 + (1-(n~l)-l)12 S 0.5, as

required for a feasib Ie so lution.

Now 8
2

IIX/c-sll2/8Pe8Pe' = 4c if e=e'; 2c if e:z:e', so that the Jacobian of

IIXIc-sll2 is 2c(J+l) which is positive definite. so the solution for p

minimizes IIXIc-sll2, completing the proof of (I).

(2): The minimum distance in A is LOEQ(n)-Q(T)X o 2 +

2:eEE(T)(Xo(e)-CPe)2+ (Xoo - C(1-2:eEE(T)Pe))2 , which from part (I) IS

l:oEQ(n)-Q(T)X0 2 + (2n-3)0<1(T)2 I (2n-2)2 +0<2(T)I (2n-2)2. giving (2). §

8.10 Corollary

Let <P A be the procedure which selects that tree which has an edge weight

minimizing the Euclidean distance from s to XIc' under A. Then <PAis not

consistent, even on four taxa, no matter how small the edge weights might

be. Thus <P A differs from another linearized procedure, "closest tree"

described by Hendy [1988].
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fm.2f: In view of the previous theorem, we see that ~A is a central

procedure, and the result now follows by theorem 7.2. Closest tree, on the

other hand. is consistent by lemma 6.2 (3b). §

8.11 Remarks (1): Although computationally appealing as indicated by

Hendy and Penny [1988], closest tree does not give a family of CCI

procedures in the way Euclidean distance in s-space does in theorem 8.7.

(2): While ~A is not consistent, it may nevertheless be useful in giving an

initial iteration value PI for numerical methods aimed at finding the value

of P which minimizes the Euclidean distance from X/c to s(T,p).. This

value for p, is given by theorem 8.9 (1).

(3): The restriction on X in theorem 8.9 is very mild, for unless Xo«c for

all 0;%00' there would be no justification for assuming the edge weights

were small, and thereby working in A. §

Consider the case of four taxa. If the value of P which minimizes

f(p) = "X/c·s(T,p}/llieS in (0,0.5)5, P is given by the solution of the

nonlinear system of eight equations in five variables: df(P)/dPe = O. The

next theorem shows that this system can be reduced to finding the solution

of two equations, each in Q.ile. variable, thereby allowing faster numerical

methods. Furthermore we show that if there is a minimum in (0,0.5)5, it is

unique. Of course if the minimum lies on the boundary of [0,0.5]2n-3

further analysis is required.
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8.12 TheQrem

If Pof(O,O.5)5 is a critical point of f(p) = II X'c- s(T,p)11 then

(1): Po can be found by solving two algebraic equations, each in one

variable.

(2): Po is the only critical point of f(p) in (O,0.5)2n-3.

frQQf: (1): Using the notation of example 6.10, since r = Hts and H is

Hadamard, the value of p which minimizes II XI c-sll is the same value which

minimizes IIr - rOil, and hence Ilr - rOl1 2, where rO = Ht(XIc),

Let W t (1- 2pj) and x =IIr - r°I1'2 = 2: i( r i - r°i )2.

Then dX/dWj = 22:i( ri- rOj )8r i/8Wj

= 22: ifK(j) ( r i - rO i l ilW jl where K is the matr ix in the proof

of Iemma 6.11, and K(j)= {i: Kit\}.

Thus dX/dWj = 0 for all j precisely if 2:ifK(j) (ri - rOi )ri = 0 for all j.

conditions rj>O, exclude the negative roots. For if ui<O, then the negative

ri>roi' which again requires the positive root. Then since Ul = 0, letting K1

be K with the top row deleted, these conditions become KIt u = O. Now

ker K1
t = {[a,b,-b,-b,b,a,-ajt: a,bfR} which together with

rj = (rOi + !((r Oi)2-4 Uj))/ 2 gives the following conditions on a,b, from

which u and hence r can be derived:



rea) =(rOa + !((rOa)2 + 4a)) -

0.5(r02 + !((r02)2-4a))((r07 + !((r07)2-4a))) =0;

g(b) = (r04 + !((r04)2+4b))(r05 + !((r05)2+4b))-

(r03 + !((r03)2_4b))((r06 + !((r06)2_4b)) = O.

(2): Since reo, and get) are monotone increasing in t, there exists at most

one solution to the system rea) = 0, g(b) = 0, establ ishing the required

uniqueness. §

8.13 Example

Consider X = [X,.X12,X13,XI23.XI4.X'24,X134,X'2341t = [189,58,1,8,5,7,47,1403Jt,

taken from the EMBL data bank of nucleotide sequences (Hamm and Cameron

[1986]), and derived from18S RNA ribosomal sequences of length c=1718

for nematode (1), brine shrimp (2), xenopus (3) and mouse (4).

Applying theorem 8.12 for the tree T = (12)(34) we find a=-0.00200,

b=-0.00175, giving a minimum distance in s-space of 0.00214 (approx). §

Two problems arise from using the CCI procedure <Pa described in theorem

8.7. Firstly, as we have seen, approximate solutions are statistically

unsound. Secondly, finding <Pa(X) involves a search among all trees in

BPT(n), and so is not efficient.

In fact most of the more widely-used selection procedures have been

shown to be NP-complete. These include, parsimony methods (Foulds and

Graham [1982J: Day, Johnson and Sankoff [1986]), as well as compatibility

(Day and Sankoff [1986]) and dissimilarity methods (Day [1987]).

162
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Of course by theorem 8.7, there is no family { qJa: aE(O,1)} of selection

procedures which is both efficient in constructing qJ«(XL and CCI, because

IqJa(X)1 =b(n) for a sufficiently small, and b(n} in not bounded above by a

polynomial function of n. We now demonstrate the existence of CCI

families having the property that for every tree TEBPT(n) it can be

efficiently decided whether TEqJ a (X).

8.14 Definitions Let 0 be a quartet spectrum on Iabe I set L. The

restriction of 0, denoted (O)res is the set of trees T€BPT(L) with

'Y(T)no = <P. The dual of 0, denoted S(O), is the minimal set defined by the

rule: if (xY)(ZW)EO. and (xZ)(YW)EO, then (xW)(YZ)ES(O).

Note that (or any such 0, (O)resn<O> = <P, and for any binary tree T,

('YeT)) = ~, by theorem 3.8 (2). with k=4. Furthermore, clearly,

(O)res'£<S(O», and taking 0 = 'Y(T), so that S(O) = ~. and <S(O»= BPT(L), we

see that this containment is, in general, strict.

Now given any family of CCI selection procedures qJ 0< on sequence spaces

on four taxa, consider the following families qJ* 0<' qJ** 0< defined on

sequence spaces on n taxa. Define g(o<.n) = CXjnC4 , and let

00<= u SdL}4BPT (S)-qJg(0<,n)(X[Sl). Finally. let

qJ* (X) = (0) and qJ** (X) = <S(O » so that qJ* (X)cqJ** (X).
0< 0< res 0< 0< • • 0< - 0<

8.15 Theorem

qJ*a' and qJ**a are CCI selection procedures, and for each TEBPT(n) it can

be efficiently (in n) decided whether T€qJ*a(X}, qJ**a(X),
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frQ.Q!: One can efficiently decide whether TE<P*cx(X), <P**cx(X), since

0cx can be efficiently (in n) constructed and one can then efficiently decide

whether or not TE(Ocx) and TE<8(Ocx»'

Regarding CCI properties suppose cx,:~cx2' so that since <P is a CCl procedure,

<P g(cx 2,n)(X[S]) ~ <P g( cx l,n)(X[S]), hence 0CXl ~ 0CX2'

Now if A~B then (B)res~(A\es so that <P* cx/X)~<P*CXI(X), as required.

Now TE<P*cx(X) precisely if T[s]nBPT(S)-<Pg(cx,n)(X[S]) = <P for all SE[L]4'

Now P(T[S ]nBPT(S)-<Pg(cx,n)(X[S]) =<p) ~ pens lE<P g(cx,n)(X[S])) ~ l-g(cx,n).

Thus by lemma 6.2 (1), P(TE<P*cx(X)) ? l-cx, as required.

Convergence follows from the observation that

(USE[L]BPT(S)-T[SDres = tT). The argument for <P** is similar. §

We now consider the third question of how fast the number of sites must

grow as a function of the taxa, so as to accurately reconstruct phylogenies.

8.16 Definition

Let <P be a selection procedure, and let C~unWBT(n).

We say <P efficiently recovers C if:

(1): For each TEBPT(n) and partition frequencies X it can be efficiently

decided whether TE<P(X).

(2): There exists a function f: R+x N -+ R+ polynomial in n, such that

for all E>O, and all (T,p)ECflWBT(n)

P(<P(X(c))={T}; T,P) >1-E, for all c:?f(E,n).



8.17 Remark

The motivation for calling a selection procedure efficient under these

conditions is as follows. Consider a biologist building phylogenies for

progressively larger sets of species, in the hope that these match the

unknown underlying tree. Suppose a selection procedure, yJ, of order

O(nsct) which efficiently reconstructs the (unknown) class of trees being

sampled is used, and suppose the associated function f is O(nu). Then for

fixed E, the number of steps required to build a tree in BPT(n) which has

probability>1-E of being the tree which produced the data, does not grow

exponentially in n (it is O(ns+tu)), and thus the accurate construction of

large trees may be feasible. Since b(n+2) is asymptotically proportional to

n!2n...Jn, it is perhaps surprising that any infinite set of binary trees can be

efficiently recovered. Clearly, unWBT(n) cannot be efficiently recovered,

by theorem 8.7 (2), though trivially any finite subclass can be.

We now show that the class of balanced trees of height A, BH(A),

(definition 7.41) which contains all rooted trees (with suitable edge

weights) can be efficiently recovered. For convenience we assume a

molecular clock. That is we assume the edge lengths on the underlying

tree are additive as in definition 6.4. The general case (without a clock) is

essentially the same, though the calculations are messy, and tend to

obscure the result. For the remainder of this section recall (from

definition 6.4 (5)) that s(Tlq) = s(T,p), for Pe = O.5(1-e-2qe).

165
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8.18 Definition For goy, vector xE(R+}4, indexed over O(3} ordered as

{1}, {1 ,2}, {1 ,3}, {1 ,2,3,4} and the rooted tree T = (1 )(23), let

q = q(x) = [Q"Q2,Q2-ql] E [0,00]3 (where Qe = 00 is formally taken to mean Pe =

O.S) denote the edge lengths on the edges of T, as illustrated in fig. 8.1 (a),

which minimize the Euclidean distance 6(T,x,q} = IIs(Tlq}-xlI.

Let 6(T,x} denote this minimum distance.

2

(a)

3 2

(b)

3

Figure 8.1

8.19 Lemma

In the notation of definition 8.18, suppose 1 ? X123 ? Xl,x12,x13, q=q(x) and let

W = [w I'W 21. where U) j=e - 2Q i, for i= 1,2. Then

w =

Proof:

A simple application of theorem 5.28 gives for 5 = sCT Iq)

s, = (1+U)1- 2U)2)/4

S'2 =S13 =(1-U)1)/4

s - (1+U)1+ 2U)2)/
1234 - 4-

(I)
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Let 6 = 6 2(T,><,q). Then 6 = ~OtO(3)(Xo - sO)2 so that

86/80Jj = -2~0(xo-so)8s0/80Jj and for j,kt{l,2},

8
2
6/80J j80Jk = 2~0(8s0/80J j)(8s0 /80J k), since 8

2
sO/80J j80Jk= O. Thus the

Jacobian matrix [826/80Jj80Jk]jk of 6 is diagonal with leading entries 1/ 2,1,

so that any critical points of 6 are minima.

Solving the system 86/80Jj = 0 for j=I,2 gives the unique solution

For this to be a feasible solution we require oo~q2~q1~O, that is 1~0Jl~0J2~O.

Since I~X123~Xl' by hypothes is, these condit ions trans Iate into the given

condition Xl ~ (X 12 +X 13 )/2' If this does not hold then (since there is only one

critical point for 6), 6 is minimized SUbject to ql=q2' that is 0Jl = 0J2 = 0J

(say).

Solving the equation 86/80J = 0 gives 0J = (3X 123-X,-X'2- X13)/3' which lies

between 0 and 1by hypothesis and so is feasible, as required. §

8.20 Lemma

For T1 = (3)(12), with edge lengths q = [ql,q2,q 3J. q3 = q2-ql as in fig. 8.1(b), and

T = (1)(23),let 6 1= 6(T,S(T,!q)).

Then 6 1= e-2ql(1-e-2q3)/ /6

Proof:

Let Yi = e- 2q j for i=l,2. Then for s* = S(T 1' q) we have

S * - s * - (1- 11 1)/1 - 13 - ::l 4

S12* = (I+Y1- 2\:12)/4'

s * - (1+y,+2Y2)/123 - 4'
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and X123 ~ x,.X'2,x13' Thus the value for q' which minimizes 6(T,5*,q') is given

(in terms of w) by W = Ml,ll where e=(3XI23-Xl-X12-X13)/3 = (y,+2Y2)/
3

.

SUbstituting this value gives 6 1
2 = (Yl-Y2)216' as required. §

Consider the following selection procedure, <Pl' For each triple S={i,j,k}

choose that rooted binary tree (or trees) Ton S which minimizes 6(T,X[S]).

If all of the trees so produced are consistent with exactly one rooted tree

T" then select T1• otherwise select {l.

8.21 Theorem

For ToERBT(n) with edge lenghts q subject to a molecular clock, let 8 be

the mininum edge length on To, and q the the height of To (Le. the expected

number of changes from the root to the endpoints). Then

P(<P 1(X) = {To}; To,q) ~ 1 - gnC3e4q/2C8 2(1-8)2

Proof: For each Sdnh consider the event E(S) that T=T o[S] stricti\:)

minimizes 6(T, X[Sl). Then the event that <P1 selects To is precisel\:) the

event ()SdnhE(S). Let E(S) =

min{115(To[S]1 q[SJ) - 5(T 11 ql)11 : ql =[ql,q2,q2-ql1do,oo]3, T1ERBT(S), TtzT o[S]}

B\:) lemma 8.20, E(S) ~ e-2q1(1-e-2q3)116 for appropriate values of ql.q2,q3

= q2-ql (depending on S). Thus E(S) ~ 2e- 2Q 8(1-8)1/ 6 , since Ql:::Q,

(l-e- t ) ~ t- t2 / 2. (for t>O) and Q3 ~8. and this'hOldS for all Sdnh.

Let E1(S) be the event that 115(To[S]1 q[Sl) _X[Sll c ll < e- 2Q 8(1-8)1/ 6 .
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Since e- 2qS(1-S)1 /6 ~ E(S)/ 2 we have. by the triangle inequality for

Euclidean distance. that El(S),~E(S) so that p(nSEln]l(S)) ~ p(nSElnhEl(S)).

and thus p(nSElnhE(S)) ~ l L LSEln]/I-P(E 1(S)), by lemma 6.2 (1). (~)

The complement of E1(S) is precisely the event that

Ils(T0[5] Iq[sD _X[S]I c l12 > e- 4qS2(I-S)2/6 . so that by Markov's inequality

(lemma 6.2 (2)). 1- P(E 1(S)) ~ (6e 4q l S2(I-S)2)0

where 0 =ElIls(T 0[5] Iq[SD _X[s]1c ll2 ].

Writing s(T 0[5] I q[SD as [SI.··.S4], X[S] as [X 1.... ,X 4] we have

0= E[,,·(Xi- cS i)21 2] =c- 2"·E[(X·-cs·)2] =c- 2",Var[x·]0::::.1 c 0::::.) 1 I 0::::., , .

Now X has a mUltinomial distribution with parameters c and s so that

Var[X j] = cSi(l-Sj), bid lemma 6.2 (3a). Thus by proposition 6.5 ((2)

o =(I-Li Sj2)1c =(1 - s(Oo; T[S] 12q))1c ~ 3/4 C'

since s(Oo; T[s] 12q) ~ 1/4 , by lemma 6.3 (2).

Thus o~ 3/4 C' Combining this with (*), gives the result. §

8.22 Corollary

For any AE R+, ~ 1 efficiently recovers BH(A) (in the sense of 8.16).

f.rQ..Q!:

For each TERBT(n). it can certainly be efficiently decided whether TE~l(X).

We must now construct a funct ion f. as in def init ion 8.16. Let (T ,q)EBH(A).

Since the ratio of the edge lengths of any tree in BH(A)nWBT(n) is bounded

above by n-l, the shortest edge length on such a tree is at least AI (n-l)'
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By the previous theorem (taking 8 =AIn' (or convenience, and q =A) we

have P(<Pl(X(C)) ={T}; T,q) ~ 1- 9n2.nC3.e4A/2CA2(1_A/n)2 so that we can

take f(c,n) = 9n2.nC3.e4A/2AC in definition 8.16, which is polynomial in n (of

degree 5), as required. §

8.23 Remarks

(1): Consider a family of trees T(k)cRBT(2k), (definition 7.16) and assign

all edges of T(k) length A/k. Then ((T(k), (A/k)j): k=1,2....}CBH(A), so that <PI

efficiently recovers this class, yet the probability that there is a partition

with more than than one occurrence tends to zero. by theorem 6.19. This

suggests the usefulness of aggregation-based approaches such as quartet

(and in this case triplet) methods.

(2): The degree of n (namely 5) for the function f constructed in the

previous corollary is due to the coarse nature of <Pl' It is likely that

functions of lower degree in n satisfying definition 8.16, could be

constructed by using a more subtle procedure. which does not require the

structure of all nC3 triples to be known in order to select some tree. The

value of corollary 8.22 lies in demonstrating that polynomial bounded

procedures (in the sense of 8.16) exist even though BPT(n) grows much

faster than any polynomial function.
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We have seen that Markov's inequality gives a method for putting

confidence intervals on selected trees by using Euclidean distance in

s-space. One drawback with this approach is that the confidence intervals

are not very tight unless c is large, as Markov's inequality exploits only

the variance of a distribution. In general, if X has a multinomial

distribution, with parameters c, A., there is little one can say about the

distribution of the Euclidean distance II X/c- A.11 2. However by lemma 6.2

(4d), a tight distribution exists (approximately) on a centralized variant,

8.24 Definitions

For SE[nh, S={1,2,3}, T = (1)(23), choose q = [Ql,Q2,q2-ql]3 as in fig. 8.1 (a) so

as to minimize: X(T,S,X,q) = ~OEQ(3)(X[S](O)- cs(O; T IQ)2/cs(o; T Iq)'

Let X(T,S,X) be this minimum value.

Let X3 be a chi-square random variable with trlree degrees of freedom, and

for ex> 0 choose ~(ex) so that let P(X 3> ~(ex)) < ex /nC 3.

Given a set 0 of rooted binar~ trees on sets in [nh define the restriction

of 0, (O\es in the analogous way as for unrooted binar~ trees trees on

sets in [n]4 (definition 8.14).

Thus (O\es = (TERBT(n): T[S]no=q, for all Sdnh}

(where for S={i,j,k}, T[S] = (i)(j,k), (j)(i,k) or (k)(i,j)).

Finall~ let 01 ex = USE[nh{TEBPT(S): X(T,s,X.Q»~(ex)} and define

<P ex(X) = (Ol ex )res' Thus <P ex(X) ~RBT(n).



8.25 Lemma

<P a has convergent confidence intervals.

Proof: A straightforward argument similar to theorem 8.15. §

8.26 Theorem

Write [51,512,513,5123] as [51.52,53,54] and X[S] as [Xlox2.x3,X4]' Then the si

values that give X(T,S,X) are given as follows: Let A = ,,[(X2
2

+ x32)'2]'

Case 1: If xl ~ 0, X4 ~ XI. then

5 - Xlj 5 = X4 51/ 52 = 53 = (1-51-54)/2'I - (Xl + X4 + 20)' 4 Xl'

Case 2: If Xl ~ 0,X4~X"

e -1!(x 2 +x 2 +x 2)51 = 52 =53 = /(1+3e) where e = X4 [1 2 3 /3]'

Case 3: If X4~Xl~0,

51 = 54= a1/ 2(a,+a2) 52 = 53 = a2/ 2(al+a2);

where al = !(X12+X42), a2 = !(X22+X32)

Case 4: If X4~XI~0,

5,=52=53=54= 1/ 4 ,

(Cases other than 1 arise because an edge length required to minimize

X(T,S,X,q) is negative and this is disallowed. Not surprisingly, in these

cases, the resulting x(T,S,X,q) values are large -- the trees are the wrong

way around. This is illustrated in example 8.27.)
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(1)

f.rQ.Q!: As in lemma 8.19 we have

Sl = (1+U)1- 2U)2)/
4

S12 = S13 = (1-U) 1) I 4

s - (1+U)1+ 2U)2)1
1234 - 4'

We wish to minimize X = Li(Xi
2
/c2sj - 2Xj +csi) sUbject to 0<U)2~U)1<1.

These conditions imply 1~S4~Sl~S2=S3~0.

We first solve oX/oU) j = 0 sUbject to 5>0.

oX/oU)' = L ·(c - x· 2/c2s· 2)OSi/oU)·
J 1 I I ]

= - c-2"·(x· 2/s· 2)OSj/oU)· sinC''' ".oSj/oU)· = 0
L..I I I J' ~ L..I J'

Now oX/OU)2 = 0 precisely if X1
2
I S1 2 - X4

2
I S42 = 0 (2)

and OX/OU)l = 0 precisely if X12/S12 - X22/s22 - X33/S32 + X42/S42 = O. (3)

Now if the Sj'S are positive, (1) implies
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Furthermore, since S2=S3 ' (1) and (2) give:

X1S2 = 51! {(X2
2
+X3

2
) I 2}

(4)

(5)

. S - xIIgIve, 1- (Xl+ X4+ 2o )'

Now for j,kc{1,2}, 02 X/oU) j0U)k =

since 02 Sj/o U) j0U)k = O.

ThUS, letting Ai = (Xj2/Sj3)/16c'2, the Jacobiall matrix for X is

J
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Now f or for 5 >0. the Ai's are positive so that 82X/8W12 >0 and detJ >0, so

that J is positive definite. and thus the unique critical point

5* = [s1*,s2*,s3*,s4*1 of X in the positive s-quadrant corresponds to a

minimum of X.

Now WI =1-4s2. w2 =1-2s 1-2s 2. and we require 0$W2$W,<1. For 5* we have

wl<l. and W2$W, precisely if SI*~S2* which holds if and only if x,~o, while

0$w2 precisely if X4~XI' This gives the result for case 1.

For case 2, if Xl<O and X4~Xl' then for 5*, w,>w2~0. Since 5* is the only

critical point of X in the positive s-quadrant, X is maximized in case 2

(subject to Wl$(2) on the plane w2=Wl' In this case Sl=S2=S3=(1-Wl)/4 and

S4=(1+3W')/
4

·

Then 8X/8wl = 16c-2(XI2+X22+X321(I- Wl)2 - 3X421(1-3w,)2)

which equals zero when SI=S2=s3= ./3 1(1+ 3./3)' where

./3 = X4 -1!{(X1
2

+ X2
2

+ X3
2
)/3} and S4 =1-3s,. Clearl~ these 5 values are all

positive and 82X/82Wl >0 in the positive s-quadrant, so that the critical

point corresponds to a minimum, as required.

In case 3, if Xl~O and X4<X" a similar argument applies -- in this case X is

minimized sUbject to w2=0. In case 4, X is minimized sUbject to the

conditions of cases 2 and 3. but these imply WI=w2=0, which confine the set

of feasible 5 values to one point.

Example 8.27 For the EMBL data X on four taxa, listed in example 8.13,

let us construct qJO.005(X) by the above procedure.

We require P()(3>~) < 0.00125, so that we can take ~ = 16.7, (Burington and

May [1970, p.387]). Then we have the following table:
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S T1 X(T1,X[S]) T2,T3 x(Tj,X[Sn (i = 2,3)

{1,2,3} (1 )(23) 2.5 (2)(13), (3)(12) 115.9

{1,2,4} (1 )(24) 1.7 (2)(14), (4)(12) 105.2

{1,3,4} (1 )(34) 0.4 (3)(14), (4)(13) 336.2

{2,3,4} (2)(34) 1.2 (3)(24), (4)(23) 117.5

Thus 'P0.005(X) = (Q)res where Q is the set of all 8 trees in the fourth

column of the above table. Thus 'P0.005(X) = {T} with T defined in fig. 8.2.

2

T

3 4

1 =nemtltode, 2 =brine shrimp
3 = xenopus, 4 = mouse

Figure 8.2

8.28 Summary The theme of this section has been the construction of
confidence intervals on phylogenies by constructing such intervals on
subsets of the taxa of size three or four. These smaller cases often have
simple analytic properties (theorem 8.12 and 8.26) and the confidence
intervals generated can then be combined by lemma 6.2 (1) to give
confidence intervals on the parent phylogeny. This lemma is sufficient to
prove the existence of procedures with desirable theoretical properties
(theorem 8.15, lemma 8.25 and corollary 8.22) and its appeal lies in the
absence of any independence assumptions regarding the events involved. A
more subtle approach would be to consider the dependence between these
events arising from the constraints imposed on edge lengths of subtrees by
the requirement that they must all fit together on some parent tree in
their span. More specifically, although a binary tree with n endpoints is
defined by n-3 subtrees of size four (theorem 3.12), and each of these
subtrees has 5 edge lengths, the resulting 5(n-3) edge lengths are subject
to a number of linear constraints since the parent tree has precisely 2n-3
edge lengths (linear combinations of which give the 5(n-3) edge lengths).



a
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

n
4 1.67

5 1.80

6 1.86 2.31

7 1.89 2.52

8 1.91 2.64 2.97

9 1.92 2.71 3.22

10 1.93 2.75 3.37 3.63

II 1.94 2.79 3.48 3.90

12 1.95 2.81 3.55 4.09 4.29

13 1.95 2.83 3.61 4.22 4.57

14 1.96 2.85 3.65 4.32 4.78 4.96

15 1.96 2.86 3.69 4.40 4.94 5.25

16 1.96 2.88 3.72 4.46 5.07 5.47 5.62

17 1.97 2.89 3.74 4.51 5.17 5.65 5.92

18 1.97 2.89 3.76 4.56 5.25 5.80 6.16 6.29

19 1.97 2.90 3.78 4.59 5.31 5.91 6.35 6.59

20 1.97 2.91 3.79 4.62 5.37 6'.01 6.51 6.84 6.95

Values of 'I'(n,a) for 4~n~20.

(Refer to poge 86)

Toble Two
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